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Reds Infiltrating Border Zone
Blasted by High-Flying B52s
ON GUARD . . . Service station owner
Claude Parker, left, fills tank of customers
car while attendant Pat Jones stands .guard
with a 12-gauge shotgun. They were among
many Utah station operators who armed

themselves for protection in the wake of two
station attendant kidnappings and murders.
The bodies of the attendants were found
Sunday and Monday stabbed on remote mountain roads. (AP Photofax)

Maniacs on the Loose

miles apart, in remote areas
west and east of Salt Lake City.
Each had been kidnaped from
his service station, possibly tor.
tured and then stabbed to death.
Law enforcement agencies
doublead their night patrols .
"We have some maniacs on

Proud of Building

Seabees Busy
InMieindrfi

DA NANG, South Vietnam
(AP) — The Seabees are in
South Vietnam in a big way,
conducting their own war in reverse, building instead of destroying warehouses, piers,
roads, billets and defense positions.
Thirteen - man construction
teams fly to all parts of the

Johnson and
McNamara Air
1967 Costs

AUSTIN,, Tex, CAP)— President Johnson called Secretary
of Defense Robert S. McNamara
to his Texas ranch today to talk
about military spending and national security.
Johnson also arranged a conference with two American diplomats to review Latin-American affairs and discuss tentative planning for a south-of-theborder conference early next
year of Western Hemisphere
presidents.
McNamara was summoned to
advise the chief executive on
Borne of the major defense decisions Johnson must make soon.
The biggest of these involves
the exact size and scope of the
forthcoming defense budget,
which is expected to hit $70 billion or more.
a
Budget-making entails
whole series of related decisions, ranging from future Vietnam war plans to whether the
United States should eventually
Invest up to $40 billion in matching Soviet deployment of antiballistic missiles.
The two visiting diplomats
were Lincoln Gordon, assistant
secretary of state for interAmorican affairs , and Sol Llnowitz , ambassador to the Organization of American States.
They flew to Texas after a Latin- American tour to review Alliance for Progress efforts and
advance planning for the hemisphere summit meeting which
Johnson will attend.
A definite site and date for the
conference has not been announced. Speculation has centered on mid-April in Lima,
Peru.

country to build remote Special
Forces camps. At the Dong
Xoai camp on June 10, 1955,
Construction Mechanic Marvin
G. Shields earned the Seabee's
first Medal of Honor posthumously for exceptional gallantry during a three-hour Viet
Cong attack.

The Seabees also are active in
pacification, building a school
or dam for villagers and teaching trade skills while a Seabee
medic holds sick call.
But the nucleus of the Seabees
is still the construction battalion
— "C-B" for short, hence the
nickname and the insignia of a
bumble bee holding a wrench
and machinegun.
The 700-man battalion includes steelworkers, carpenters,
plumbers, electricians and engineers. Its tKMipment operators
drive $5 million worth of bulldozers, trucks, earthmovers,
cranes and rock crushers. Battalion mechanics keep the
equipment in repair.
In an elght>month period, the
battalions put up 1,007 cantonments for Marines, 51 warehouses, a television station,
roads and a dairy.
One officer of the battalion Is
particularly proud of the fourmile road the unit built linking
the Da Nang air base with the
headquarters of the 1st U.S.
Marine Division. The construction took place during the monsoon season.

Airlines Economy
une or me economy airlines instituted a champagne flight — every pasaenger gets a picture of a
cocktail . . . One good thing
about real life problems —
they take our minds off all
that suffering on TV . . .
Sign over Harlow's bar:
"The difference between a
man and a machine is that
when a machine is oiled It
doesn't make noise" , . .
The way girls dress today, a
man only has to look half
as long to see twice as much
. . . There was a big baseball trade the other day, re*
ports Marvae Wilde~NBCTV bought "The Babe Ruth
Story" from CBS-TV.

(For more laughs sec Earl
Wilson on Page «;.)

ber in recent weeks of bad
weather. The missions involved
350 to 400 individual sorties.
The fliers reported sighting
numerous MIG17s and the
speedier, delta-wing MIG21s,
but only one encounter was reported.
U.S. headquarters said** a
group of MIG21s fixed cannon
U.S. pilots flew 121 missions and air-to-air-missiles at Air
over the north, the highest num. Force bombers in a single firing

the area where five B52 raids
struck in the previous two days.
Over North Vietnam, other
American bombers,
flying
through intense flak and challenging MIG interceptors, hit an
oil dump 14% miles north of Hanoi and other targets Monday,
U.S. headquarters announced.

LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. (AP)
— An American youth pleaded
in a quavering voice with a Sowet court today to grant him
freedom. The prosecutors demanded that he be sent to a
Russian labor camp for five
years. ' • . '
Buel Ray Wortham, 25, of
North Little Rock, Ark., told the
court trying him for stealing a
statue of a bear and breaking
currency regulations: "I have
brought shame on my country
and my community.I regret my
actions very much. I think 1
have learned my lesson.":
The prosecutor asked that
Wortham's companion on a Sothe loose." said Police ¦ Chief
¦„. ¦
viet visit that ended in LeninDewey Fillis.
The Utah Association of Pe- grad prison Oct. 1, Craddock M.
troleum Retailers issued an Gilmour Jr., 24, of Salt Lake
emergency bulletin asking its City, Utah, be fined $1,111 and
members to close at nightfall or set free. Gilmour will make his
to keep at least two older men closing plea to the court
on duty during the dark hours. Wednesday. A verdict is expectRewards totaling $2,000 for ed then.
the arrest of the service station Gilmour's lawyer, Semyon A.
killer -were offered by Salt Lake Khayfits, asked the court to
City's afternoon daily newspa- consider the €1 days his client
per, the Desert News, and Sec- spent in prison before being alretary of State Clyde Miller, lowed bail, and reduce the fine.
acting governor.
Wortham's lawyer, Fyodr S.
Rozhdestvensky,
asked the court
Fillis said law officers In
three counties were pooling lo. to consider the repentance of
formation and had come up with his client and give him the min"some good leads." It was imum sentence permissible unknown there was at least one der Soviet law for the crimes
which Wortham admitted. That
suspect in the case.
The victims were Michael is three months imprisonment
Holtz and Steven Shea, both of of which the still-imprisoned
MRS; KENNEDT SEES BrH^ICAL . . . liam Manchester's book, 'The Death of . a
Salt Lake City. They worked at Wortham has now: served 80 Mrs. John F. Kennedy leaves New York's President." Kingsbury Smith, former pubservice stations on the outskirts days.
lisher of the New York Jouraal-American, is
Wortham, his face impassive Broadhurst theater Monday night holding the
of the city.
arm of Kingsbury Smith after attending a
European director of the Hearst Corp. Sen.
and
serious,
looked
up
from
the
Officers said the crimes were
similar to other unsolved cases floor to study the three judges' performance of the Broadway musical "Cab- . Edward MC. Kennedy, right, as he said he hopfaces as the prosecutor asked aret." Mrs. Kennedy is currently embroiled ed for a compromise in dispute over publican
in Utah and Colorado.
them to sentence him to the full in litigation concerning the publication of Wiltion of the book. (AP Photofax)
three years provided by Soviet
By GEORGE ESPER
law for simple theft. The prosecutor asked for a five-year conNEW YORK (AP ) — Sen. Edcurrent sentence for changing
FEDERAL FORECAST
ward
M. Kennedy says.he hopes
dollars illegally. The maximum
for a compromise in the dispute
WINONA AND VICINITY — sentence on that charge
is eight
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testified that Wortham did the nor's committee has recom- 55 per cent of basic costs, from F. Kennedy.
LOCAL WEATHER
actual black market changing mended that Minnesota boost its the present rate of about 45 per "I hope that
some day the
Official observations for the 24 of about $75 in dollars and Fincent. ¦ .
book
will be
hours ending at 12 m. today :
nish marks for rubles, that GilSuch an increase would cost published," the
GOODFELLOWS
Maximum , 40; minimum, 27; mour gave part of the money to
about $172 million over the next M a s s a c h u noon, 31; precipitation , none.
Wortham.
CONTRIBUTIONS two years, the committee said. setts Democrat
The committee, headed by said in an inPreviously listed .. W.746.02 Mrs. Viola Hymes of Minneapo- terview M o nlis, was named by Gov. Kaul F. night over Bos- Manchester
Gcltz Pharmacy ..
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Rolvaag several months ago to ton television station WHDH
Lillian and Leo
make
recommendations on on the program "Channel 5 ReLaFrance
5
school aid.
In Memory of Mrs.
ports."
Elva Jacfeman ...
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In addition fo raising the A spokesman for Look magaIn Memory of Mrs.
school aid percentage, the com- zine, one of the two publishers
Elva Jacfcman,
named last Friday in a suit filed
mittee recommended:
Mother ol Mabel
by
Mrs. John F. Kennedy to
transporta—Revision of the
Jackman, Librariblock publication of the book,
tion
aid
program
so
cities
such
10
an, Milne School .
as Minneapolis and St. Paul said today "informal communiWinona Lions
29
could qualify for state help for cations" between the two opposRev . and Mrs.
ing sides are still continuing in
transporting pupils.
A. L. Mennicke ..
10
—State financial aid to help efforts to settle tho case out of
Froedtert Walt
local districts pay costs of their court. A hearing on Mrs. KenneCorp. Employes •
35
dy 's suit has been set for Dec.
Mrs. M . H. White ..
bonded debt.
25
Carleton VV . Fish ..
10
The committee said the goal 27 .
Fred Heyer
S
of the state aid program should Cass Canfield. chairman of
A Friend
5
be "uniformly high quality " of the executive committee of HarRichard M . Smith
education in all school districts per & Row , the other publisher
Jr
10
of the state.
named in Mrs. Kennedy 's suit ,
Mr. and Mm.
"In the long pull , the equaliza- issued a statement Monday deWarren Schcevel .
20
tion of opportunity will be solved fending his firm's decision to
Mr. and Mrs. Edonly when the responsibility for publish the book, "The Death of
ward E. Somalia.
education is assumed to a far a President," by author William
Independence . . . .
2
greater degree by the state, Manchester.
In Memory of
whose responsibility it is," the Canfield said: "In the Interest
Leonard Moore ..
2
committee said.
of historical accuracy and of the
IMr . and Mrs,
's right to know tho true
S. N. Kohner . . . .
25
people
The State Board of Education
M. A. R
5
has recommended an aid pro- facts of the awesome tragedy —
A Friend
SO
gram which would pay 50 per the right to know what led the
Milton Knutson . . . .
3
cent of basic local costs. The Kennedy family to request Mr.
I)awn, Steve, Scott
3
committee's proposal goes con. Manchester to writo his book
Winona Park Rec
siderably beyond this but the and us,to publish it — we join
SPELLMAN IN GERMANY . . . An honor guard memSquares
27.50 prlcetag is likely to be to>o high with him in defending the book's
ber assists Francis Cardinal Spcllman from automobile as
Bud's Trucking and
for the coming legislative scs- right to live. "
he arrives at Patrick Henry Village (American housing area)
Gai, Houston , . , .
1
slon,
observers felt.
chapel at Heideiuerg, Germany, to celebrate Mass assisted
B. A. and R. W.
In reply, a spokesman for the
The committee estimated its Kennedy family,
by U.S. Army chaplains and local pri«ssts. The Cardinal
Miller
100
issued a statehigher school aid program ment saying: "No amount of
stopped in Germany on the first leg of a world tour that
Total To Date . . . M.1U0.52 would cost almost $172 million rhetoric about 'historical accuwill take him to Vietnam for Christmas. In Germany he
more for the biennium than the
Michael
i<i tho guest of Gen. Andrew P. O'Mcarn , commander in
Ciemlnski—Clothing present program. School aids racy ' or tho public 's 'right to
chief of the U.S. Army in Europe, (AP Photofax by cable
Mrs , G e o r g e Rlchman— now pay an average of 46 per (Continued on Page IB, Col. 7)
from Frankfurt)
Clothing
KENNEDY
cent of the basic local cost.
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Kidnaped and Slain

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
(AP) — Terror gripped the residents of Utah's capital city to-day following the murders of
two teen-age service station attendants.
The nude, mutilated bodies of
the youths, both 18, were found
Sunday and Monday about 80

Russia Asks
5-Year Term
At Hard Labor

SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP)
— High-flying B52 bombers today carried on the U.S. campaign to smash a North Vietnamese buildup in the demilitarized zone, raining explosivps
on infiltrating troops in. their
sixth raid in three days.
U.S. headquarters said the
Stratoforts hit troop concentrations in the southern half of the
buffer zone a few miles north of

WEATHER

Wants It Published 'Some Day'

..

Sen. Edwar^
Sees Boo^

Boost Sought
In School Aid

pass but no American planet
were hit.
Ground fighting in South Vietnam continued on a small scale
as the 48-hour trace for Christmas approached. The truce
starts at 7 a.m. Saigon time Saturday. :

The Viet Cong marked the
sixth anniversary today of the
founding of the National Liberation Front, their insurgent
movement to take over rule of
South Vietnam, but an anticipated outbreak of terrorism
failed: to materialize.
However, South Vietnamese
military headquarters reported
eight small Viet Cong probe attacks, ambushes and mortar
shelliigs in widely scattered
parts of the country, r
The U.S. destroyer Maddox
attacked supply junks and
barges about seven miles north
of the demilitarized . zone Monday for the second straight day.
The Maddox reported destroying four of the water craft
and damaging 10 more in a continuation of the 7th Fleet's Operation Traffic Cop, a coastal
patrol aimed at baiting the flow
of Communist supplies by sea to
the Viet Cons> in South Vietnam.
As the bombing of North Vietnam stepped up Monday, seven
flights of Air Force F105 Thunderchiefs pounded the Ha Gia
petroleum, oil and lubricant
dump 14% miles north of Hanoi.
They were the first Taids in the
area of the North Vietnamese
capital since last Tuesday and
Wednesday, when the Communists claimed U.S. bombs fell
inside the city itself. The U.S.
command denied the Red
claims.
A U.S. spokesman said heavy
smoke over the oil dump prevented an accurate damage assessment. The fuel installation
is only a mile from the Phuc
Yen airfield, the major airbase
for Communist MIGs in North
Vietnam. The MIG base has
never been attacked by U.S.
bombers, but the nearby oil
dump was raided twice before
this month.
U.S. planes also strnck Monday at a storage area 24 miles
east-southeast of the major port
of Haiphong. Navy fliers from
the nuclear-powered carrier
Enterprise and two other carriers in the Tonkin Gulf concentrated on coastal targets in the
southern panhandle and on
bridges.
Damage or destruction was
reported to 20 bridges, 17 military structures, 25 cargo barges, two antiaircraft gun sites
and three fuel storage areas.

Underground
Blast Biggest
Ever Set Off

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP ) - A
nuclear blast, perhaps the most
powerful ever detonated in the
United States, was touched off
early today in an underground
chamber northwest of here.
To observers atop a 24-story
hotel here, tallest building In
Nevada, the shock wave 30 sec
onds later was felt as a rolling
motion lasting about a minute.
Chandeliers swung about two
inches,
A Las Vegan radio station reported receiving a call from a
woman sitting in her home who
said the motion was like that of
a boat in water . . . a slow backand-forth feeling, with no jolt.
The blast site was 105 ; miles
distant.
Shock waves of other powerful underground blasts in past .
years alsv> have been felt in this
gambling center.
The Atomic Energy Commission said the device yielded energy of from 200,000 to 1 million
tons of TNT, and was expected
to rip a hugo cavern under a
mesa.

Shop Tonight — All Stores Open Until 9
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Judge Warns
Officials on
Arrest Data

Citing Gie U. S. Supreme
Court's decision in granting Dr.
Samuel Sheppard a new trial in
Ohio in the . slaying of his first
;wife, Wangrow's la^wyer asked
the judge to prohibit prosecutors, police and news media
from "printing anything which
could be prejudicial to a¦ fair
trial for the defendamt.". .' ¦
The judge said he felt the
court does not have power to
police news coverage, but may
control statements of police officers and lawyers.
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SupremeSoviet
Approves New

Budget for '67

MOSCOW (AP) -, The Supreme Soviet gave unanimous
approval Monday to the state
budget and economic plan for
1967. It called , for the highest
leVel--of ' Soviet military spending in more than a decade.
The Soviet Union increased its
defense budget by some 8 per
cent this year to a total of 14.5
biUion rubles.

SB

BlLLTlERRES

Have you ever been deeply
disturbed by another's actions,
attitude , or reactions? Haven't
we all? And out of our disturbances, one often builds emotional distress to sucl a pitch
that holding a grudge in righteous indignation seems as natural and proper as breathing.
Except of course, it isn't. Let's
make some observations on the
workings of a grudge.
Some plants will grow where
everything else will die. It's
only that too often they turn
out to be: weeds and thistles,
and who can use them? A shallow soul drained of purpose,
love, and understanding is the
kind of a desert, hatred, malice, envy, and resentment thrive
on, and often manifested in the
form of a grudge.

A ruble equal* Sl.ll at die
off icial exchange rate.
The body of Karzas, shot and The total Soviet budget for
stabbed, was found behind the 1967, slightly revised since it
wheel of a parked car. Karzas, was presented Thursday, calls
Wangrow and two other Chica- for a total revenue next year of
go men were defendants in fed- 110,245,925,000 ruble* and exeral and state cases involving penditures of 110,OL5,201,QOO ruburglary of a St Paul postal bles. Both are records.
station.
The Supreme Soviet ended the RECENTLY IN • dream I
session, that opened Dec. 15, saw so very clearly the image
PEPIN APPOINTMENTS
without acting on any major of an old schoolmate of many,
PEPIN, Wis. — Cleon Peters changes ia the Sonet hierarchy. many yeara ago. I dreamed
has been appointed to the Pepthat I approached him to inin Village Board succeeding Marshal Rodlon Y. Mall- quire if I would see Kim at our
Donald Orne, resigned. Elwin novsky, the Soviet defense min- next Mid-Winter Conference
Schruth has been -appointed to ister long rumored ill , did not held by the school annually. In
tiie harbor commission for a attend any of the parliamentary my dream this man rebuked me
three-year term. The board sessions. Unconfirmed reports so as to indicate that the school
voted to extend the deadline for' before the session said the Su- had done him an injustice and
payment of the first installment preme Soviet would approve that he wouldn't be interested
of 1966 teal estate taxes to MCalinovsky's retirement, but he in any of its activities. Upon
Feb. 28.
apparently kept his post.
awaking, I realized that the
pictorial of my old friend in
p aMp aimiaamif mimsaua ^ ' ¦ "
¦ ¦ ' ¦¦
'
¦ ¦ ¦ " . ;: • ' . ¦; :: '
'¦¦ ¦ '¦-* my dream was probably direct^.
I . - - ::.
ly from life, and as it really
way. This student never graduated from that college. In all
fairness to him he did, 1 bellve, graduate • from another
school. In time he returned to
the area of his one-time alma
mater where many activities
lent themselves to his professional interests. It appears that
these many years this fellow
held a grudge against that
school as if any setbacks he
received were the institution 's
fault. Perhaps by now it's even
> hard for him to know what the
J^^^BsBBBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSm
^ • VW^S^K
grudge is all about. It's my
guess that his feelings are a
direct outgrowth of his own
failures manifested in envy and
resentment—yes , a grudge.
The person who carries a
grudge is suffering a handicap
though he's not apt to want to
admit it. In some cases children have done their parents an
injustice or visa versa. I' m not
saying a grudge is always built
upon a false premise. For a
fact , grudges are often built
out of resentment that was formulated in a definite injustice,
and if one has a right to claim
righteous indignation , ' the occasion at hand is it. But what
good is it?
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simple lack of trust in a person
who has let you down , except
that a grudge seems to bear
malice , and even demand revenge in some cases . And again ,
what good is it? It serves to
make the person holding it miserable, and often makes otherwise happy situations impracticable.
If you're one who has been
saying, "I can forgive , but I
can't forget. " you're carrying
a grudge . Christ , while hanging on a cross, observed His

Asked bow Germany could be
friends with both France arid
the United States, in view of
current France-American difficulties, Kiesinger said: "I have
always refused to accept the
alternative of either the United
States or France."
France,: he noted in the interview which: was recorded in
Bonn, is "the oldest ally of
America here in Europe. And I
am. firmly convinced that this
longstanding tradition of friendship will one day be revived."
"And In this sense," he continued, "I feel we could try — I
do not want to overrate our own
capabilities and possibilities —
but we can try to help overcome
some of these difficulties existing today between France and
the United States."
He did not spell out how his
government might act as mediator, ' . '
The chancellor said Germany
did not intend to follow France's
example and pull its forces out
of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
Kiesinger said Bonn's effort
"to bring about with France a
core of European unity in no
way has any anti-American
feelings because we know only
too well that European freedom
depends on the alliance with the
United States."
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They hadn't been at the camp
for six months or more and
therefore were ineligible for
government travel money. They
earned $6:50 a week which
doesn't leave much to buy a
round-trip ticket to places as far
away as Main e, Massachusetts,
North Carolina , Tennessee and
Montana.
Wcs Voombs of nearby
Warren heard of their plight
and led a campaign to buy bus
tickets for the boys.
Murray Hartshorn , camp
director , said the boys knew
about the drive but "just
couldn 't quite believe that people would do this for them."
[
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ThJU things in l i f e . . . can
still be modestly priced . . . as
witness this lovely gift pairing
of Evening In Paris cologne and
eau d« toilette for just ....$1.00)
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MARIENVILLE, Pa. (AP) "Mother will sure be surprised," said James Coleman,
19, of Berlin, N.J. "Somebody
thinking about us."
That was Coleman's reaction
Monday night when told that
residents of this tiny western
Pennsylvania community donated $1,600 so Coleman and-7rrother corpsrnen at the nearby Blue
Jay Job Corps center could go
home for Christmas.
Several days ago, the boys' I Btgawwi^iffiism^^
chances of being home for
Christmas were bleak.
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Hartshorn said the center had
received scores of invitations
from the area for the boys to
spend a few days at private
homes during the holidays and
attend religious services.
"We had many more offerings
than we had corpsrnen to fill
them ," he said.
The corpsmen, all of whom
are high school dropouts studying mechanics , carpentry and
heavy-equipment operation , will
leave Tuesday, returning after
New Year 's Dav.
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crucifiers and then with compassion said , "Father, forgive
them , for they know not what
they do. " Compared to that ,
what' s your problem ? In the
face of this , I' m satisfied that
any injustice I may have incurred isn't worth decaying my
soul over, How about you?
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NEW YORK (AP ) - West 1
<Jerman Chancellor Kurt Georg
Kiesinger says his government
may be able to help overcome
some of the difficulties between
France and the United States:
The chancellor, who announced last week that his gov.
eminent would make a major
effort to coordinate policy with
France, spoke Sunday on the
Columbia Broadcasting System's "Face the Nation" television program.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
district judge has ordered lawyers and police officials not to
disclose certain information
about a murder defendant,
while refusing to telL newsmen
they cannot disseminate the defendant's past record Judge Edward J. Parker refused Monday to sign an order
that . would prohibit area newsmen from publishing or broadcasting "any information concerning any criminal record" of
the defendant.
However, Parker signed an
order . barring officials from
commenting on certain aspects
of the case against Henry K.
Wangrow, Chicago, charged
with first degree murder in the
Dec. 5 "gangstyle" slaying of
Eugene A. Karzas, 34, of Franklin Park, HI.
The order prohibits public officials from commenting on
Wangrow's submission or "refusal to submit" to interrogation, from TeVealing the identity
of witnesses or their probable
testimony and from 'expressing
theories of Wangrow's guilt or
innocence.

Kiesinger Out
To Reunite
France. US.
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GET OUR KEEP-FULL SERVICE

GULF OIL CO.
Handling CITOO Products
Fred Selka — Distributor

265 E. Mark

Phone 2341
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Exquiaitc gold-and-wh-ite flacon spray.
its hin h faahlon fragTJinco at the flick
of a> ftngrr. luxurioii* gift ) by Shulton.
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P«<m Mill «od Duillno fowdw 4,50 In I'Almont, Cmsrouili, L'Orloon, Porlo,

Cory

ha« the

ChrUtnsM «plrlt in »o many beauti ful waya i
J-L'AimBnt, Ennwaudo, L'Orlgan, Paris and Imprevu.
Five) romantic Coty fragrancei in beautifully packaged I
' gift »ete ofp^urri« ipfay rnl«t, toilet wattr, bath oil, talc
>
J
«">ddugting powdajr.From J3.50 to $25,00 COTY/
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By NORMAN ROCKWELL.
Dally News Staff Writer
Want a gift suggestion
for that difficult person?
Are you getting panicky
with Christmas only a few
diiys away?
Well, we've shopped the
Winona stores for you just
to help you out, to wit:
A string of camel bella
. - ••••• ¦ •• - • ¦. . . , ;; , . . . . $2.50
A battery powered letter
opener . . .
. . . . $3.50
Carved and decorated
coconut heads .. . . . . $3.W
A four-foot long set of
land carved salad spoons
. . . v . . . . . . . . ..; $13.97
. ••
Bongo drums . . . . .. $3.99

A two-foot high papiermache Batman from Mexico , . . . . . . ; . . ; . . . . . . . . . $3:77
A straw birdcage . $2.99
A band woven Kashmir
rug .. 'J . . : . . : . : . . . . . '.. . ., $40
An electric back scratch. '.' . er ; . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . , ;$3.5o :
A regulation size pool
table with folding legs
: 7 . . ; . . ; . . . . . . . $329.00
Twenty - five miniature
Ivory elephants in a hollowed-out red seed . .; .. ;. $2.00
¦
¦ ¦' A 10-gallon . fish
tank
:
'¦ ¦. with a pair of matching
. ; . . . . . . $12.50
guppies ..
Hip hugger jeans for men
;. .... :
.. :. . . . . . . : . .
$5.79
A Mexican ¦sombrero
¦
- • : .. ; . .-. , . . . . . , ., , ... $2.99
. .

TlsnBisMi"ir~l

A scale model Taj Mahal,
carved out of marble , $30
A two-carat diamond
ring, set in platinum
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,000.00
An Indian Gurka regimental knift with curved
blade ,
$5.00
,,
gun
A 'Sonic-Blaster
that shoots air 40 feet. .$5.00
A handful of Nutty-Putty ; . . . . . . . ; : . ; . : . . . , . . . . . .78 .:
For music lovers . . • a
33V4 r.p.m. record titled
"May the Bird of Paradise
Ply Up Your Nose" by
Little Jimmy
Dickens ,
and "The Best of the Ani"Boom
singing
mals"
Boom, We Gotta Get Out
of This Place" .; both $2.87

THE1S SAYS:

Gity Gets Gas
State May favor At 14.5 Cents
Parking Aired

Highway problems took priority in discussions Monday night
between the City Council leg.
islative committee and City
Rep, Frank Theis : concerning
legislation at the forthcoming
state legislative session.
The committee's job is to research and draft the council's
proposals for legislative action.
No firm recommendations were
adopted but the committee got
some fresh fodder on which
to ruminate.

layed project, He said Winona
County officials may be willing
to reinforce CSAH 23, from Minnesota City to Stockton, so as
to support truck traffic rerouted that way. With trucks off the
big hill, there would be less
need for the third jane, he said.

LEGISLATION* -A n t h o rizing higher salaries for mayor
and council members will be
held back for a time, the com.
mittee decided. Mayor R , K. Ellings said statewide legislation,
setting minimum council salaries based on city populations, is
to be introduced. Rep. Theis adREP. THEI8 said Highway vised the council to see what
Department thinking leaned to- fata this bill meets before putward retaining Main Street as ting m the special Winona bill.
a througfi-city route for High- Present pay rates are $500 a
way 43, as recently as two years year for aldermen, : $750 for
ago. It was considered prefer- council president and $1,200 for
able to Huff Street, he said, be- mayor. The council agreed earcause widening Huff to proper ly this year to ask for authorsize would be difficult and very ity to raise the amounts to $1,costly. Such widening would en- 00© for aldermen, $l,50O . for
croach heav- .
. president and $1,800 for mayor.
Legalized Sunday liquor sales,
ily on Winona
af"'i«.
voted down three times in the
State College
VJ"/
19*5 session, will come up again,
property and
predicted Rep. Theis. Aldermen
on t h a t of Council
b o m e o w n- >*W %J » «»-• > agreed with his contention that
Minnesota, with nearly all its
e r s, Rep.
major cities near the wet WisTheis said.
Main Street, on the other consin border, loses great
hand, could easily be made to amounts of business and tax
accommodate four traffic lanes revenue by banning Sunday liqand two parking lanes, he said. uor sales.
Extending the highway south ANNEXATION l e g !
alland
across Lake W i n . ana
tioh thought likely to come up
straight over the bluff was also might include provisions for
considered a feasible part of popular votes among residents
this plan, according to Rep. of areas proposed for incorTheis who added that opinions poration into neighboring mumay have changed in the last nicipalities, said Rep. Theis.
two years.
Since motor scooters are the
REP. THEIS predicted that same as automobiles in the
Eighway 61 will be improved eyes of the law, said Aid. Haralong its present water-level old Thiewes, a scooter curfew
route rather than shifted to cannot be legal. He wondered
relatively level lands away from what other proposals might be
the river bluffs in the Wabasha- made for scooter regulation,
Lake City region. The upper- which has become a mushlevel route would be several rooming problem for cities.
miles longer, he said , and also Rep. Theis said suggestions
would bypass much of the scen- have included licensing scooter
ic territory now traversed by operation only from sunup to
the highway .
sundown.
Questioned about a Stockton Aid. David Johnston, commitHill creeper lane, Rep. Theis tee chairman, advised calling ' a
suggested a possible alternative meeting with county commisto this long-awaited, often-de- sioners next month to discuss
metropolitan planning and zoning legislation. Such a meeting
might produce some joint recommendations for legislation,
he said.

200 Winona Co
Residents Get
Ball Invitations

More than 200 Invitations to
the Jan . 4 governor 's inaugural
ball in St . Paul have been sent
to Winona County residents , according to Robert C. Olson,
county Republican chairman.
Charter bus service probably
will be arranged, Olson said.
He reminded recipients that
they must reply to the Invitation by Wednesday if they plan
to attend.
The ball is at the St. Paul
Auditorium. It follows the official swearing-in ceremonies for
Governor-elect . Harold LeVander, Lieutenant Governor-elect
James Goetz, Winona. LeVander will make his Inaugural address to the legislature- about
noon.
Olson said persons interested
in lh e charter bus arrangement
should get in touch with him or
with Mrs. George Garber, Winona , county GOP chairwoman.

Truck Hits Boy;
Not Badly Hurt

David Hultgrcn , 7, 936 W.
Howard St., was struck by a
truck driven by Roger H , Betzold in, Christian Brothers
Novitiate , Monday at 5:04 p.m.
but escaped serious injury,
flctzold told officers lie was
driving west on Broadway about
30 feet from South Baker St.,
when three boys ran in front
of his truck just ' west of the
crosswalk. He snid he didn 'l
notice the Hurtgrcn boy who
was lugging behind because his
attention was on the other three.
David was taken lo Community Memorial Hospital by his
Barents, Mr . and Mrs, Herbert
ultgren , where he wna exnmIncd and found to have several
bnd bruises hut no broken bones
or other internal injuries.

ALD. GEORGE Garber told
the group that studies of city redistricting have involved examination of voter registration lists
and tax records. In general , he
said, the outcome may be to
enlarge the two interior wards
— 2nd and 3rd — and let equalization come about as outlying
1st and 4th wards grow in pop.
illations
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An Editorial
By WILLIAM F. WHITE
Dally News Publisher
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Last October my mfe arid I were lucky
j - enough to escape by one day the landslides at
[ Salerno. These were the forerunners of the floods
f-Hhat brought to Italy one of the worst natural
s disasters in recorded history.
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It is disaster enough that many of the world's
art treasures were destroyed in the mud, muck,
^ oil and filth. Even
more important is what hapI
; peiied to the people, their homes and their fields.

1
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1
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According to a letter from Mrs. John Lni|
ij cas, a former Winonan who has lived in Rome
I for the last 16 years, of the 5,000 homeless famI ilies in Florence alone, not five can afford what
I it will take to make their dwellings habitable
: .; ' , .¦ '
I again.
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It would seem that it would be a marvelous
I
Christmas
gesture if the people from the "City
I
Itself" were to come to aid of those
That
Saved
I
1 who were not as fortunate as we were to have a
City Council members opened
two-week warning in advance of the rush of wathree bids for city gasoline pur- I ters-. ;
. '¦
I
chases Monday night and voted
to take the low bid.
A New York help-the-people group is colThe proposal of American Oil I
lectirig
money and will aid these unfortunate per>
|
Co., Standard Oil Division, was
for 55,000 gallons at 14.5 cents, | pie. If you would like to contribute, send your
or total of $7,975, Other bids | check to Florentine Relief Fund, Inc., 375 Park
were by Mobil Oil Co.. 14.79 1 Avenue, New York,
N .Y.
cents or $8,134.50, and Midland
- ¦:¦ . . :
' - - ¦ ¦ ¦• ¦ - ¦ ' ' • • v :¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ; - . ¦ ¦¦: . .
.
.
.
:
.
.
I
.
Cooperative Co., 14.87 cents or
$8, 178.50.
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TO BE MICROFILMED ... . . Young Robert RettkowsM , 578 E. 5th St., and Prof.
Timothy L. Smith, chairman, immigrant arcmves committees, University of Minnesota

Library to Film
I
Some Ed itions of
§
1
PolishNewspaper
|

I A representative of the Uni|
versity of Minnesota libraries
was in Winona today on a special mission — to pick up the
file of Katolik-Wiarus of the estate of the late John C. Bambenek.
Bambenek, Winona County
treasurer for 27 years', died Oct.
26 and had corresponded with
officials of the libraries for the
roan of the
per year per student at Cotter, bound volumes
with the families paying for the of the newspap e r printed
books and other expenses.
here from 1886
Transportation would be fur- to 1919 in the
nished by the families in either Polish 1 a n .
. . ¦
case.
' ¦
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ALDERMEN: also referred to
the zoning committee a request
for secondhand dealer 's license
by E. J, Kleinschmidt at 168
' ¦¦ : :- ¦- .
High
Forest
St., his resi- i >... '
dence. A letCity
ter from the

city attorney

Council

advised that, !2i lz!lll!J
if actual evidence is produced that such
business is conducted at the address, the operation would be
prohibited under the: city zoning
code. The home is in an R-2 (one
to 4-family residential ) zone.
Referred to the parking and
safety committee for study were
three applications for curb
space reservations. Applicants
were Hossfeld Manufacturing
Co., 464 W. 3rd St.; Nelson Tire
Service, 127 W. 4th St., and Albert Hemmesch, 119 E. 5th St.
Mayor R. K . Ellings suggested that the committee take up
the matter of charging fees for
such reservations. Aldermen
said a revised parking ordinance, now being drafted, will
include a $5 monthly flat fee for
business area loading zones and
reimbursement by applicants
for all city costs of reserving
spaces elsewhere.

Holy Trinity Parish
Votes on High School

ROLLLNGSTONE, Minn Members of Holy Trinity Parish, Rollingstone, have voted on
whether to build a new high
school or send their children
elsewhere next year. Voting was
by mail.
Results of the balloting were
not available this morning although the ballots were counted
Monday night.
MEMBERS of the parish voted on these questions:
• Whether they were willing
to spend $200,000 for a new high
school, plus $200 per student per
year for school support.
• Should the parish pay $225
per student per year for the
students to attend Cotter High
School in Winona.
• Should the parish pay $175

Katolik - WiaALTHOUGH only a parochial
school is operated at Rolling- rus translated
stone, it has under the law a means Catholic
public school district, No. 2566. Polish newspaAs such it must pay toward a per, according
public high school even though to Mrs. Fredtvlr. Bambenek
none of the district's students Rettkowski, 578 E. 5th ; St.,
daughter of Mr. Bambenek. He
attend. .
The high school tuition rate worked for the newspaper at
will be 61.49 mills in the 1967 one time;
tax roll, the same as all schools The newspapers have been
not in high school districts pay. filmed by the Minnesota HistorSince they pay tuition, high ical Society and the university
school students in the Rolling- hopes to record some of the edistone district could attend a tions also before returning them.
public high school without paying more tuition. The Rollingstone Public School District
would have to furnish transportation, with state aid.
In addition, Bollingstone Public District raises a small
amount for transportation of the
few children there not attending
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) the parochial school, to keep
— A Boy Scout court of honor up their one-room school buildwill be held Wednesday at 7 ing etc. For the current year
p.m. at Our Saviour's Lutheran tiiis was 15 mills.
The total rate next year will A Highway 16 project in FillChurch.
Scoutmaster John Brown is amount to about 76% mills for more County has been postponin charge of the program and tuition and their local costs.
ed by the state highway comRalph Rasmuson, chairman of CURRENTLY" some 35 chil- missioner because of the slowthe advancement committee, dren attending the Rollingstone down in federal highway aids.
will give the following awards: parochial school are residents Shelved for the time being,
Bruce Larson and Mark R-is- of the Lewiston Public School with 26 others, is grading and
berg, tenderfoot; Mike Burkhart, District. If the parochial high surfacing of 7.8 miles from
Steve Dascher, Greg Jurowski, school were to close, the chil- Peterson to VYhalan, according
Gary Pientok and Mark Shep- dren living in the Lewiston dis- to Commissioner John Jamieherd, second class, and John trict would have to attend son. All were scheduled to go
Boehm, John Staats and Andy Lewiston school unless they pre- under contract in the next six;
ferred to attend a parochial months.
Johnson, mile-swim badges.
Merit badges will go to James school.
THE ACTION fa the result ol
and John Ritland, Andy John- If - the parish voted against a slowdown in payment of 25
son, Wayne and David Knudt- rebuilding, it is likely that some per cent of federal highway
to
son, Donald Nelson, J o h n 85 students would be coming —¦
funds allocated to the state.
Boehm, Ralph Rasmuson Jr., Winona the c o m i n g year
The
payment is being delayed
either to Cotter or Public Senior
and Brian Nordhagen.
because of the Vietnam war
Reportedly
there
are
beHigh.
Parents are invited. Refresh tween 140 and 150 in grades and inflationary pressures.
.
ments will be served.
9-12 at Holy Trinity at this time. The amount of the cutback
The parish, it is reported, for Minnesota for the current
within the supporting dike and would continue operating an ele- fiscal year will be $39.5 milprovides public boat launching mentary school, with improve- lion.
space.
Jamieson told a meeting of
ments made to the building.
district highway engineers in
St. Paul Monday that construction in areas with high accident rates would take precedence over areas where traffic congestion is the main problem.
Kenneth Jones, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
The delay means reworking of
Miss Marie Linnihan, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wa- the Highway Department's
whole program , he said, since
basha, Minn.
Gladys Brinkman , Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, the ' department schedules its
Wis,
building for five years ahead.
John Erickson, St. Joseph's Hospital , Arcadia, Wis.
Three big Twin Cities proLizzie Lien, Osseo Area Hospital, Osseo, Wis.
jects are among those being deMrs. Inga Chrlstopherson, Strum, Wis., Rt. 2.
layed.
Julia Tritchler, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
THEY ARE an $8.7 million
Winn.
tunnel at the Hennepin-Lyndale
Mrs. Mae Borreaon, Blair, Wis . Lives alone.
bottleneck in Minneapolis, a
Mrs. Sarah Keough, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wa- two-mile stretch of Interstate
basha, Minn.
35W near the Ramsey-Anoka
Oscar Kruger, Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis.
County line and an interchange
Bcrnt Jacobson, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
at the St. Louis Park junction
Mrs. Francis Torker, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha , of Minnesota Highways 7 and
Minn.
100,
Louis Matchey, St. Joseph's Hospital Arcadia, Wis.
Jamieson said the state will
Mrs. Margaret Kindschy, Alma , Wis.
build
some projects entirely
Grace Wright, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
with stnto funds rather than
Minn.
using them to match federal
Mr, and Mrs. John Moltzau , Strum , Wis.
Miss Katherine Stiever, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, grants.
Wabasha , Minn .
Gospel Church Play
Louise Robinson , Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wia.
Anna Gundcrson , Strum Rt , 2, Wis.
Set Thursday Evening
Bernard Krueger, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
Minn.
A play entitled "Christmas Is
Sam Radomskl, St. Joseph's Nursing Home, Arcadia, Wis. a Miracle " will be presented by
Mrs. Grace Putnam, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wa- the young people of Winona Gosbasha, Minn,
pel Church and Sunday school
Menda Olson, Strum Rt. 2 , Wis.
Thursday at 8 p.m. The public
Miss 'Josephine Whalen, St. Elizabeth's Hospital , Wa- is invited.
bashn , Minn,
The Rev. Donn F. MoohlenMrs. Ford Rosenow, AlmB , Wis.
pastor, explained that the
pah,
Eva Lair , Buena Vista Nursing Home , Wabasha , Minn.
story centers around a young
John Puchnlla, St . Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia, Wis.
Mrs. Margaret Buckingham, St. Elizabeth's Nursing newsboy's discovery of tho Bible text, John 3:16. It is actualHome , Wabasha, Minn.
ly a program within a program,
Mrs. Elvin Thronson, Strum. Wis.
Mamie Loechler, Bucna Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha, portraying the Christmas Rtory
In an up-to-date setting , added
Minn.
the pastor .
Phillip Klein, St. Joseph's Hospital , Arcadia, Wis .

Whitehall Scout
THE COUNCIL also tabled
an ordinance amendment desig- Honor Court Set
nating the east side of Lafayette

Street, between 4th and 5th, as
reserved city vehicle parking.
Aid. Barry Nelson made the motion, commenting that "we have
played around: for two years
without coming up with a satisfactory parking plan. We've just
been adding a dab here and
there. This should be part of the
whole plan ."
With Aid. Henry Parks seconding, the motion won unanimous support,
The council approved an
amended agreement with the
Army Corps of Engineers covering city administration of 75
acres of land above Dam 5A for
park and recreational purposes;
The amendment permits the
city to charge fees, if it wishes,
for use of the land. Such receipts must be "programmed
for utilization within a reasonable time, " the corps noted in
a covering letter .
At present the city charges no
fees for the land which lies
upstream from the spillway and

SMUL SDmsLQhssULbi^Tf talt
By RUTH ROGERS
Dally News Area Editor
There's not much time left for mailing Christmas cards,
and most folks are busy shopping and making final preparations for the happiest season of the year.
There are some who can't go shopping, however — the
sick and the shut-ins . There are also the fonely. If your
card is a day or . so late, remember there are "The Twelve
Days of Christmas."

Carol Thoeny, Cochrane Nursing Home, Cochrane, Wis.
Thornton Aim, , 1106 Richland St., St. Charles , Minn.
Mrs, Adeline G . Carpenter, St . Elizabeth 's Nursing Home,
Wabasha, Minn.
Mrs, Mary Svoma, Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
John Klatt , Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn.
Mrs. Eraa Hoevel, St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia, Wis.
Matt Stohr , Almu, Wis.
Margare t Klatt, Bucna Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
Minn.
Mrs. Mue Hicks , Grund Nursing Home, Pepin , Wis .
Miss Margaret Witte , St . Elizabeth's Nursing Home,
Wabasha , Minh,
Adolph Kunka , Independence, Wis.
Clarence Kroncbusch, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn.
Miss Muggle Loretz , St, Joseph's Hospital , Arcadia , Wis.
Miss Mary Prochowitz , St. Elizabeth 's Hospital , Wabasha , Minn.
Clara Rice , Rustad Nursing Home, Strum, Wis.
Clarence Rheingans, Buena Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn.
Joseph Huettel , St, Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia , Wis,
Mrs. Albert Herold , Alma , Wis.
Anna Swanson , Bucna Vista Nursing Home , Wabasha ,
Minn .
Mrs. Judith Kdblom , Hanson Rest Home , Pepin, Wis.

guage. . . . . - •

Highway 16
Road Project
Put on Shelf

libraries, examine a copy of Katolik-Wiarua,
a Polish language newspaper once published
here. (Daily News, photo)

Gity Filings
Open Dec. 27

Filings for mayor and five
City Council posts will open
next week, according to John
S. Carter, city recorder.
Candidates may file beginning
Dec. 27 at 8 a.m. and thereafter
on any business day at the re-

Lost Puppy
Home Again

corder's office up to 8 p.m. Jan.
¦'
'
9. : - 'X. : ¦ ¦; ' ": ' ¦'¦:¦¦¦ ' ¦ ;.. .
None of the incumbents whost
terms expire has thus far stated definitely whether he will
run again;
In addition to Mayor R. K; Ellings, the following five aldermen are approaching the end of
their terms:
Aid. Barry Nelson, at large;
Aid. Harold Briesath, 1st Ward;
Aid. George Garber, 2nd Ward;
Aid. Harold Thiewes, 3rd Ward,
and Aid. James Stoltman, 4th
Ward. Of this group, Aid. Garber and Thiewes are vacancy
appointees. Aid. Garber replaced Neil Sawyer and Aid.
Thiewes replaced A. Del Schneider.
.. Sii - ' . ' ' -:. '
If a primary election is needed, it will be Feb. 6, 1967. The
city general election will be
April 3.
'

'

¦

¦

A puppy found wandering
near the old city dump last
weekend has been returned to
its owner, according to Ted
Schima* city sanitary inspector.
Schima found the friendly but
seemingly abandoned puppy
Thursday, kept him overnight
and tried to find an owner. Friday Schima and the puppy were
photographed by the Daily
News and when the picture appeared Schima was flooded with
calls; .' . '. .- '
Among the calls was one from
the little fellow's owner, Heber
McNish, 967 E. King St. , who
said the dog was missing from
home.
More than a dozen callers volunteered to take the puppy if no
home could be found. One call- | Members of the Goodview
er was a woman who said her Council approved the rezoning
four children had just lost their of property owned by Mr. ana
dog and would love to have an- Mrs. Edwin F. Loos, 5040 6th
St., Goodview, from commerother.
cial zoning to a light manufacturing category during a public hearing at the Monday eve*
Sanfa ar Gilmanfon
nirig council meeting.
GILMANTON, Wis. — The Land involved is just east of
Gilmanton Community Club and Process & Products Developlocal businessmen will host a ment Associates and consists
visit of Santa Glaus here Wed- of a 120-foot frontage on 6th
nesday afternoon. Each child St., which includes the area bewill receive a bag of candy.
tween 6th Street and the North
Western Railway tracks.
MORAVIAN SERVICES
Disposition of the old fire
BETHANY, Minn. (Special)- truck was discussed. No action
¦';' .
Hebron Moravian Church, Al- was taken.
tura, and Bethany Moravian Present were Rex Johnson,
Church, have scheduled chil- mayor ; Lester Berg, Gerald
dren's Christmas programs. The Feils, Herbert Kleyla and Charcandlelight service at the Al- les Smith, trustees; Dennis
tura church will be Friday at 8 Challeen, attorney; Carl Opsahl,
p.m., and at the Bethany treasurer, and Clarence Russell,
church, Saturday at 7:30 p.m. clerk.

Zoning Change
Approved for
Goodview Area

'

¦

'

"

:

¦
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An Ideal Christmas Gift

The first edition of REFLECTIONS AND
RECIPES OF THE CASUAL OBSERVER sold out
within the first two weeks after it was offered.
A second edition was published, m(5st of which
was sold in advance of publication.
Less than 300 of these books are still available for sale and it is expected that they will sell
out before Christmas,
This hard-cover, leatherette-bound book contains many of the late Mrs. Gretchen L. Lamberton 's (The Casual Observer) best columns published in the Daily News and the St. Paul Pioneer
Press, and many of her best recipes and those
of people in the area.
It is an ideal Christmas gift — for you if you
don 't already have one — or for your best
friends if you do.
Purchase of this book is tax deductible as a
contribution to Community Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary which receives all income from the
sale of the book.
You may have the book mailed to anyone
you wish (in the United States) by sending a
check for $3 to REFLECTIONS AND RECIPES,
c/o Winona Dally News. Make out checks to
Community Memorial Hospital Auxiliary.
It Is also for sale at the Dally News and the
Hospital Gift Shop as follows:
Unboxed

$2.50

Boxad, read/ for you to mail . . . .$2.75
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7Wemc/r Blames
Self for Flop

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — David Merrick is ruining his rat fink Image.
Next thing he 'll be Santa Claus -— instead of Scrooge .
When we broke the - ' story of the closing of "Breakfast at
Tiffaoiy's" with a $400,000 loss , we thought Merrick the Mustache
emerged as a man with a lot of heart , which he probably won't
want to have mentioned, as it would be bad for him in the
producing business.
"Isn't that a record loss for tomorrow/ because we 've got to
you?" we asked Merrick.
get there first.'' — Adm. Hy"Yes. Let's just say it 's my man Rickover;
Bay of Pigs, " he said.
EARL'S PEARLS: If women
DM they boo Mary Tyler really dressed to please their
Mooare and Richard Chamberhusbands, they'd be wearing
lain at one preview?
'
'- They didn t boo, but they last year 's clothes.
talked back at the actors. I'd New Yorkers are concerned
sever heard that before , and I about smog now, reports Bob
said. Tm leaving. '"
Orben: "Until recently we
BUT MERRICK took tttr en- thought smog was something
tire blame. "It was my idea to found only in Los Angeles and
do the book as a musical ," he Bob Hope monologues.'' That's
said. "If three top writers — earl, brother.
Nurtnally Johnson, Abe Burrows
and Edward Albee — couldn't
make it work — then it must
hav« been a bad idea. So blame
it on me. "
"If is true Abe Burrows is in
the hospital?" T asked.
""Yes — and he's pretty lucky
to be there!"
Merrick at a Sardi's party
: flung by Mary Tyler Moore
was cheered by her remarks
that 'T would like to work for
David Merrick again.'', Merrick JACKSON , Miss. . (*) ' - The
laughingly claimed that he clos- Mississippi Supreme Court has
ed the show . ' Because Tiffany tossed out the conviction of a
the jeweler promised to pay off woman who practiced nudism in
the loss because their competi- the seclusion of her woodland
tor. Cartier's. wanted me to home.
keep it open for the damage it Without ruling on the merits
would do to Tiffany's."
of sunbathing, the high court
MERRICK SAYS Broadway said Monday that Mrs. Roy C.
closings like this accomplish Pendergrass had tried to hide
rather than indecently expose
great things for TV actors.
: "Take Jackie Gleason In herself from a partrtime
Take M© Along.*" said Mer- preacher who came uninvited
rick.V'Here was this fading TV into her retreat.
comedian .
. he went into a She had been convicted of InBroadway show of mine and decent
nublic . - '" exposure in
got back on his feet;''
George Count)', fined $50 and
Perle Mesta loves the dis- given
a 20-day suspended sencotieque "Yellowfihger". '— but tence. ¦
.
she calls it "Goldfinger"
At the 21 Club Heart Fund din- The charges stemmed from
ner, Millie Considine sold raf- the visit by the Rev. Dennis Mcfles to Serge Obolensky and Donald, a shipfitter who had
Anita Colby on which they won been an ordained minister about
bed linen, an electric blanket, one year. He served the Salem
Missionary Baptist church near
and an organ.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Taf- the Pendergrass property.
The evidence showed that Mcfy Tittle says she 'll never accept the four-day work week : Donald had to pass "No Tres""That's just a sneaky way to passing" signs, another reading
beat me out of two coffee "Blow Your Horn to Enter" and
breaks!"
raise the latch on a gate bar"WISH I'D SAID THAT . One rier .
good thing about those paper
The minister stayed nearly 45
dresses: They don't need closet
space — you just file 'em in a minutes trying to persuade the
family to join his church.
loose-leaf book.
Justice Tom Brady, in the
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"If the : Russians announced court's decision, noted that "the
today they were going to send record fails to disclose why the
a man to hell, there would be Rev. Mr. McDonald did not imat least two government agen- mediately turn a r o u n d and
cies asking Congress for money leave. "

ST. PAUL (AP) - A wage
offer similar to one rejected by
a 4-1 ratio Dec. 8 was up for
a vote of nurses at 21 Twin
Cities hospitals today.
Voting was scheduled at three
locations from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
One change in the proposal to
the more than 3,000 nurses came
out of talks Monday. It provides
for a six-member commission of
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|Peoria Makes
Arrangements
For Speck Trial

Voice of the Outdoors

s

m

TOP FOX TRAPPER . , . Joe Bambenek, a city fireman, 1251 Gilmore Ave. ,
has harvested 157 red fox so far this fall
and early winter during his time off . He
probably has taken more fox than any other
area trapper this season. Joe runs a line

of 30 traps in the Winona-yVitoka area. He
is shown with part Of hus skins. The little
girl is Joan Meyer, a visitor at the Bambenek home. Fox are still plentiful, he
says,
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The only fish on which there
is a closed season on the Mississi ppi below Prescott is sturgeon on which the season is
closed to April 29. Of course,
there is no o pen season for shov-
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Cherry
Blueberry
Applt
Custard

DAIRY BAR
PHONE 264«
114 E. Jrd St.
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TOMORROW and every Wednesday
SERVED 5:00 to 9:30 P.M.
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partiss , ttc.
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MISSISSIPPI ROOM A COFFEE SHOP
Carry-Out Order* AvariUble
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-ORDER NOW • Pumpkin

I L«CMinBte GIF^

SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
ADULTS SI.75 CHIIDREN $1.00
Remember cur Seafood Bufftt
ierved every Friday 5:30 tea 1:30 p.rm.
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Dtllei ous, Homamadt

ETTRF CK, Wis. (Special) Two cars were damaged extensively Saturday at 10:30 p.m.
when Palmer Haug collided with
the vehicle of Robert Truax
when it was parked in front of
his residence on North Main
Street.
The Truax car was parked on
the right side of the street , facing soutli. Haug, driving north,
veered to the left , striking it ,
accordin g to Clarence Olson ,
local policeman , and Trempealeau County traffic officers.
Haug apparently wasn't injured. Haug lives between Ettrick
and Bla ir on the north side of
the Ettrick ridge.
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The eight student nurses were
agement plan. Wardens recover slain, one by one, in their quarters in a townhouse on Chica10,000 car kills a year, he noted. go's; South
Side. They were
stabbed
and
strangled
early on
Smith said that future
the morning of July 14.
regulatory zones will re0. V7. Wilson, Chicago police
quire more precise manage- superintendent, told a news conment, and especially in the ference on July 16 that Speck 's
far north where there are fingerprints had been found in
the nurses' townshouse.
signs of: ah insufficient harvest. He said the division SANTA VISITS ETTKICK
may recommend a longer
ETTRICK, Wis . (Special) shooting duration in the ex- Nearly 300 children greeted Santreme north, to take into ac- ta Claus at the Ettrick commucount the peculiar vulner- nity hall Saturday afternoon.
ability of the hunters in that Each child -was given candy and
nuts provided by the Ettrick
region to unfavorable weath- Businessmen's A s s o c I aer changes.
tion . Lions Club members assisted.
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VISTAVlSiON • TICHWCOLOII•

CHICAGO (AP) - The site of
the trial of Richard F. Speck em
charges of murdering eight student nurses in Chicago July L4
has been shifted to Peoria, 111.
Judge Herbert C. Pascheh of
the Circuit Court announced the
transfer at a hearing Monday.
The change had been requested
tSST^^ma\mmmmm\ ^'^^Mjm%mm^BS^mmW
by a defense attorney who con»rlHllSSSS^
^Um9t^
amm ^mmy t—
tended statements by officials in
Chicago made a fair trial in
Cook County impossible
Judge J. E Richards, chief
judge of the 10th Judicial Circuit which is centered in Peoria,
will decide the date of: the trial.
The question of who will preside
was not answered immediately. BEipMM flfSi_ ' 1S»ND ' . 'B ^
JmWaam,
^amamm Vm<
Speck , 25, sat quietly in the
¦
'mmmimWmm-WSM£B\m\
'«»* '
^^mmSSmmVSSaam S^^amrWSi
courtroom when Judge Paschen
. - ^S^slBSSSSSa@SSSSSSSH.
& *u I'riSr
mmmmmm^SBaamm^^^
announced his decision.
' ^^^^^ksSH^fe^ssssssssl^^~zrC: '•"'- 4UI
BBBBaaBEiaBBBiS^¦*" 71W
BBB%BBBE2aWEBsV ¦ ¦
Gerald Getty, public defender
- ' .:: . .^SMmgSmmmmmmVZZ&Zy?
. ai^SK!^^
^1
7 - mmWamar^ ¦ '
who represents Speck, said he
. ^L^^B^. Aaww.^ TIJ* k -r^Y^maw
will send a lawyer and an investigator to check the files of Peoria newspapers published , between July 1-4 and Aug. 1.
"If they printed the sarne
.- . " ' ;. Giveaftttle, . ' . -¦ ' ;:• ' ¦;¦
things as Chicago newspapers,
I'd have to present the same
To the milkman, Uncl« Bill, tnd the Courtney*, for instance.¦
motions for change of venue,"
foil _. '
You
d"on't have to tell them Old Thompson's Holidayed
he said.
barrell
twice
Thompson
that
Old
Or
comes
free.
wrapping
^
The trial will be held in Peofor extra smoothness.
ria's new -courthouse in the
downtown section which was
dedicated last year by Mrs.
OLD • S2VUt
Lyndon B. Johnson, wife of the ¦ BLENDED WHISKEY 86 PROOF-37H K STRAIGHT WHISKIES 4 YEARS OF? MORE
KCNTUCKr
.
President. It is across Hamilton GRAIN NEUTRAISP IRITS ..GUNMORE: DIST. CO.. IOUISVIUE OWENSBORO.
Boulevard from county jail.
There are no passageways between the buildings.
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Don't be stingy
7
': ' liHi ^ll^B^Hii ^i^S^'

1967 Fishing Regulations
When Wisconsin fishermen el-nose sturgeon or paddlehsh.
buy their new license they will
Wisconsin Deer
receive a new fishing regulation
MADISON , Wis. - The lepamphlet telling them that the gal harvest of Wisconsin
boundary waters of the Missis- deer this fall probably
sippi below Prescott are open reached 114,000, which was
throughout the year on all fish
a satisfactory record on the
including bass, walleyes and
whole,
but a lengthening of
northerns. There is ho closed
season any more on the Minthe shooting period in the
nesota-Wisconsin sector of the far northern counties is
Mississippi.
probably needed in the future, the Wisconsin conserSo as far as Wisconsin is
concerned, the boundary
vation commission has been
waters fishing is a settled
told.
issue — the way Wisconsin
river fishermen wanted it.
The report came from J. R.
What Minnesota is going to Smith, head of the state game
do about it is not clear. The
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new Minnesota pamphlet is management division, who said
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late as usual . Right now , it gunners took at least 108,000 anilooks as if reciprocity is mals, or substantially more
out and Minnesota fisher- than in 1965 , and that the archr^yp*** **, tf**? "**« " w "~^—
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$6 non-resident Wisconsin li- 5,000 . Harvest reports continue
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cense. It will affect several
to filter into the Madison offices
thousand Minnesotans who of the department.
regularly fish the Wisconsin
About 67 ,000 deer were
side of the river.
taken under regular liPart of the blame probably
censes , and 41 ,000 others
should be placed on the fact
were recorded under the
that Minnesota has had no conparty permit system which
servation commission since
permitted selected holders
early last fall when Wayne Olto tak e an animal of any
son resigned to run for a politisex.
cal office. It has been a head
Smith said that illegal kills
less department since that time,
run by a temporary employe. and motor vehicle kill s of the
white-tails cannot be accurateSince Wisconsin has put
ly counted, but said the fact of
in effect the same regulasuch additional killing is taken
tions now prevailing on the
into account in the deer manIowa-Wisconsin sector , it
seems foolish and headstrong for Minnesot a to
overrule fishing authorities
who claim year-around fishing helps fishing, and penal« ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
m-u,-n. (l're™0''S
ize its river fishermen by a
rule that would apply to
only half the river , double
the enforcement problem ,
and save no fish.
l

hospital administrators and general duty head nurses to study
salaries of graduates of twoyear nursing programs.
The Twin City Hospital Association has proposed to pay twoyear graduates $25 less a month
than the basic monthly salary of
general duty nurses who took
three-year programs. The Minnesota Nurses Association say«
the pay should be the same.
Nearly half the more than 3,000 nurses have submitted resignations , effective after Christmas.
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Court Vacates
Conviction of
Woman Nudist

l

Twin Cities
Nurses Vote on
Waqe Proposal
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The OAKS
CHRISTMAS DANCE
THURSDAY MIGHT

MUSIC BY THE CORD OUOX TRIO
— SPECIAl SrMORGASaORD —
FRIDAY—$1,50
SUNDAY—$1.75
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Pprfpcl lasl miniile Chrislmn* sifl chalet fnr hard tochoose-for friends and relmivos is n deluxe DINNKR
GIFT CERTIFICATE fo r-a -delight lul - dinner treal at
I.inahnn'8, Certificates issur-d for nny amounl you chpovt)
— rodoemable anytime — you can bo sure they 'll l>*
welcome — never rrtiirncd or PXchatiRed t- ideal when
you don 't know their size or other preferences.
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Tempo Is Brimming With Last Minute Gift Ideas.,.
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Open 9 a.m. Till 9 p.m. Through Friday, Sat. Till 5
¦
Sunday Closed, Monday Dec. 26 12 to 5 p.m.
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¦Tripleheader
35T—Fastest Shaver
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On Wheals
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Triple-header 35T — Fastest Biiaver on wheels with
fl famous rotary blades, pop-up trimmer and on-off
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Beautiful
Fashion-ri
ght Scarfs
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For little gifts that mean a lot, select from our colorful
scarvea to delight every girl.
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Imported and domestic fabric, _ Prints or solid color.,
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BELT BONANZA!
Genuine leather, in popular
styles ^widths,
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TERRY ROBE
¦
Heavy cotton, terry, for year 'round "wear. White,
blue, beige.
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^ Genuine leather.
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Spread Collar — Snap Tab
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Mohair and wool, V-neck. Assorted colors. Sizes
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Thoughts at Random —
From Editor's Notebook
EACH YBAR ABOUT tW» tint* you

hear reports of bulbs being snatched from
outdoor Christinas decorations and we've
never quite been able to see what possible satisfaction the sneaky little creeps responsible for these thefts can get from
th eir efforts. A stolen hubcap may be sold
for some personal gain and there may be
some perverse satisfaction out of shoplifting an item from a store shelf when a clerk
happens to turn bus back. But what thrill
can there be in going onto a lawn on a
deserted street in the middle of the night
to take a few bulbs that , more often than
not . are tossed aside in the street or on
another lawn a few moments later?

There's probably a deeper significance
Involved in these actions, too, because the
snatcher is taking more than a bulb
or two; he 's robbing from the spirit of the
owner. Decorative displays reflect the
homeowner's desire to express to all his
wishes for a happy holiday season and the
thought th at anyone would senselessly deface; his decorations must certainly sour
the well-wisher on those for whom he has
expended money and effort.
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complaints about the condition of road
signs in rural Winona Count y outside the
city. Many are defa ced, missing entirely,
or pointing in the wrong direction and motorists who use these routes are hoping the
county commissioners, now that they have
5750,000 in extra construction funds , will
¦
find enough money some place "¦tc repair
and modernize the signs.
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ATTENTION CHIEF of Police Jim MeCabe.- Wn.at right do service trucks have
to doubl e park in the heart of the business
district when alleys are available for their
use? - Last Wednesday morning at 10:15 a
United Parcel Service truck double parked
for more than eight minutes in front of the
Graham & McGuire sporting goods store
at 68 W. 3rd St , when the street was
crowded with Christmas shoppers. The
truck not only blocked two parking spaces
hut congested east-west traffic while the
<iriver smirked at the protests of other motorists. ' . ; - .
How long is this going to continue?
'
' ¦ ¦
' ' ¦'
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A STORY IN the Rechttter Poit-Bulletin says Rochester's Sunday customers are
migrating to Winona and Austin. The story
says:
"Apparently, despite the Sunday closing ordinance in Rochester, residents are
still finding places to buy merchandise on
the Sabbath.
'¦At least that was reported by one Rochester store affected by the ordinance
which was
written into law earlier this
¦
fall. - . .' - .

"A spokesman for the Tempo Store at
Northbrook said many of its customers are
shopping Sunday afternoons at Tempo
Stores Ln Winona and Austin.
"He said charge cards issued to customers here are good in any Tempo Store
in the U.S. Slips for merchandise charged
elsewhere by Rochester charge card holders are sent back to the store here for collections .
"The local Tempo official lamented, our
customers now are buying merchandise
Sundays at Winona and Austin stores -—
and we have to worry about collecting the
bills."
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MEMO TO BEN HEINEIvUN, chairman and president, Chicago & North
Western Railway Co.: You have done a
magnificent, job since taking over the
Jv'orth Western system and we hope your
plan for merger with the Milwaukee gets
federal approval. But tn the meantime ,
won 't you do s omething for Winona 's skyline by tearing; down your virtually abandoned old depot at Huff and 2nd streets?
It' s an eyesore we should be rid of.

*
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AMONG THE MORE unusual Christmas

decorations in our area this year are the
lighted tree on a buoy in the main channel
of the Mississippi River opposite the Al
Kertzrnan residence near Lamoille , the
lighted tree atop the 14-story dormitory
now under construction on the Winona
State College campus and the star high
above th e new senior high school on the
west hank of lake Winona.
¦

Those that he planted In the honse of the
Lord sliall flourish In the rotirts of God.—Psalm
82:13.
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'CAN YOU GET RID OF A BRAND?'

TODAY IN NATIONALAFFAIRS

Kennedy Book
Raises Issue

American System
Has Disadvantages
By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The tendency to overlook
the obvious is no better illustrated than in the
discussions going on now among the Republicans as to who they . might select as a presidential nominee in 19(58. Who , for instance ,
in the Republican party has had the necessary experience to take over as a president
of the United States in these troublous times?
Thus, the governor of a state, no matter
how spectacular or how articulate he may be
in a campaign , could in trie next two yearswhile he is deeply enmeshed in sta te affairs —
hardly learn enough about national and international probl ems to make at once big decisions such as confront the chief executive of
the United States.
About the only Republican at present with
an experience in presidential problems is former Vice President Nixon , who spent eight
years at the side of President Eisenhower.
But even Mr. Nixon has not had since January 1961 — a period oi nearly six years —
the opportunity to become intimately acquainted with the inner currents and background information of the presidency as of today. Nor
do the Democrats — if President Johnson is not
a candidate — have anybody, with the possible exception of Vice President Hubert Humphrey, who is currently familiar with the inside of important policies.
THE MAN In the White Honse Is kept in
touch every day with the confidential reports
and intelligence summaries that come from
all over the world. He must be well posted
also on the many aspects of domestic questions relating to pending legislation and the
execution of existing laws.
Theoretically, any member of the cabinet
would be a logical candidate for the presidency
on the ticket of the incumbent party. But unfortunately each cabinet secretary is merely
the manager of a single department of government Rarely does a president talk over international questions nowadays with a secretary of the interior , for instance. Nor does he
ask the secretary of state 's advice on how to
deal with the problems of the Post Offite Department. Cabinet meetings on general subjects are infrequent — mostly because a president doesn't think the individual members are
familiar enough with the problems in which he
is directly engaged .
THIS WEAKNESS in the American system
is all too apparent. In Canada , Great Britain
and other countries with a parliamentary establishment,- the departments are actually run
by deputies who are career men. The cabinet
officers themselves form a group of advisers
to the prime minister. No important decision
Is made without giving them a chance to express themselves and , in order to dp this, they
are kept clcsely informed right along on all
phases of governmental policies.
Even the opposition party sets up a "shadow
cabinet ," which meets constantly and formulates its own position on various questions. It
receives Information from the party in power,
particularly since these leaders themselv es are
as a rule members of the legislative body.
Many tragic errors have been made in the
United States because of the unfamiliarity of
an incoming president with the background of
the executive office on critical questions. ¦;
IT IS A CURIOUS thing about American
politics that the actual qualifications of an aspirant for the office of president are not examined carefully. Much more attention is given
to utterances either criticizing the incumbent
administration or promising beneficial measures to the public. The real capacity of a
potential nominee to deal with legislative questions, budgetary problems and the like get tittle consideration in the course of a campaign.
A nominee for the presidency can be elected — and many have been — even if he has
never served a day in the executive or the
legislative branch of the federal government.
A few former governors are in the Senate today. Oddly enough , however , nobody is even
suggesting that governors oug ht to serve at
least one term in the Senate before they can
qualify to make a bid for the presidency.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1956

Dr. L. A. Arnold , head of the division of
science and mathematic s and instructor in
chemistry and general physics at Winona
State College, will be on the program of the
annual meeting of the National Association for
Research In Science Training at Atlantic City,
N.J .
Mrs . L. T. Fischer will leave for Inglewood,
Calif., where she will spend a two-week holiday vacation with her son and daughter-inlaw , Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Fischer.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . , .1941
Cadet Roger Ball, second year student at
The United States Military Academy at West
Point , will spend a week with his parents.
On the special executive committee of the
American Bed Cross campaign , launched as
an emergency measure to alleviate suffering
caused by war , are ,1. .11. Chappell . C. M.
Robertson, the Rev . I. . D . O'Day nnd W . F.
Queisser.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1916

Mrs. H. K White lias returner ) tn her home
In Winona after a season on the Mny 'n Steamer Minnesot a , which has gone into winter
quarters .
Memhers of the Reethovcn Club of St. Thomas school presented a musical program. Among
those tak ing pari were C. Bollinger , B. Kuhlmann , I. Frisch . H . Kuhlmnnn , (' . Risser and
C. Martin.

Seventy-Five Yea rs A g o . . . 1891

Tlie Homer Methodist Society has bought a
lot from George A. Gardner , whereon to erect
a church .
The floor of the private office of County
Treasurer David Fnkler hns been given a single cont of oil. This is an experiment authoriz ed by the county commissioners.

One Hundred Years Ago , .. 1866
Messrs. William S. Drew and Z. H. Lake
have formed a copartnershi p in the insurance
business. Two new companies which they havo
recently secured are the Nor th American Firo
Insurance Co, of Hartfor d, Conn, and tho Merchants' Insurance Co. of Hartford , Conn .

WASHINGTON CALLING

By WLLIAM 8. WHITE
WASHINGTON — Elementau-y and no longer avoidable
journalistic duty compels at last a candid examination of the
implications of the immense furor raised over a forthcoming
Kennedy family-sponsored book dealing with the assassination
of the late President.
_
V
Any man who offers himself as a commentator has the
obligation to comment upon public matters so manifestly and
so inescapably involving Writ public interest. All the same,
never has One columnist ap-. proached that obligation with
more reluctance —or more
sadness.
For many the questions
raised here is the towering
question whether the right
Contemplated View From
Foot of Main Street
and understandable grief of
the Kennedy family at the loss To the Editor:
of a gallant husband and
As suggested, I did contembrother entitles that family to
plate the view from the foot
control the writing of the his- of: Main Street where I live
tory of an era in which, as
and saw Lake Park Lodge
a great public man, he was that is used daily by many,
the central part. The simple the beach that is enjoyed
truth is that more and more
during the summer months ,
the Kennedy family has treat- by thousands of Winonans,
ed that history as though it
the skating rink with the adwere essentially its own prijacent ¦' warming : bouse in
vate affair
Lake Park Lodge, the relocated statue of Wenonah , the
MRS. JOHN F, Kennedy
Huff Street dike to the west,
now goes to court to suspend
the publication oi a book with the : already installed
water mains from the cemwhich she herself commissionetery reservoir , and the Allyn
ed through a hand-picked author , William Manchester, aft- Morgan house, located on the
south side of Lake Winona,
er other prospective writers
had been warned off. It ap- which would be eliminated.
Ralph B. Boalt,
pears that her primary motive
722 Main St.
is to bring about the removal
of "inaccurate and unfair
references" to "other individTo Your Good Healhh
uals" — meaning President
Johnson.
The fact that she now
moves to do this only illustrates, the wrorigness of the
whole arrangement. For precisely because this has so
long and so widely been heralded as a family-authorized
book, whatever unfair assaults Manchester has made
upon Mr. Johnson attain a
By J. G. MOLNER, M. D.
status they could not Conceive
Dear Dr. Molner: What
ably have reached otherwise.
about egg-nogs? Aren 't
they good for people? You , .
But that this is also a most
is
surely
clear,
.
always advocate cooking
step
belated
¦
since the book is already in
eggs.-MRS. c. N : ¦ ;; ¦:¦
print and 2 million copies of
Yes, and I'll keep oh adinstallments excerpted from
vocating it. Raw egg is such
it have already been run off
an ideal material for growby Look Magazine. Moreing germs that laboratories
over, s i n c e Mrs. Kennedy herself states that Man- use it for that purpose —
raising germs used in vacchester at the very outset —
cines, for example.
back in 1964 — accepted a
Many an egg has no harmcontractual obligation to write
ful germs, to be sure, but
nothing not approved by both
keep in mind that if no germs .
Mrs. Kennedy and Sen. Robert
F; Kennedy, it is difficult to were present, an egg would
suppose that such attacks as never spoil. And eggs do, including unbroken ones.
has been made upon President
Some germs can penetrate
Johnson were based on nothing more than authorial malthe shell. Germs can enter
ice.
through tiny cracks, too.
Sometimes the prevalent salFOR MONTHS it has beent monella organism gets in.
busily rumored in Washington. Cooking destroys the germs.
that the Manchester book was But live salmonella is the
going to "gut Johnson," as cause of "food poisoning". and
the whispers put it. For weeks; diarrhea.
newspaper
leaks
quoting
So to be safe I'm going to
anonymous authorities have
continue to have my eggs
built up a mounting suspense cooked.
now climaxed by Mrs. KenEgg-nog? YeSj it' s a nournedy's appeal to the courtsishing
concoction and I like
The publicity for this book
now reaches a world-wide it , especially at holiday time.
crescendo without known ex- I find it easier and less expensive to order it from the
ample in the industry.
milkman, Besides, the dairies
For months, Manchester's pasteurize it, which takes
precise position in all this has care of the germ problem.
been equally t h e subject It keeps longer, too .
of leak and rumor. He was,
For folks who insist on makand he was not , hired or com- ing their own, the best method
missioned or retained to do of home pasteurizing is to
the book as a Kennedy family mix it thoroughly, then bring
project. Hired or not, the fact it b.irely to
a boil and let it
remains that he was at any simmer for 10
to 15 minutes.
rate positively guaranteed a That will pasteurize
without
fortune the moment he was curdling it,
given the go-ahead. It is reDear Dr. Molner: What
peatedly stated in print that
about Vitamin E in prehis guarantee of revenue from
venting heart attacks?
Look alone was in the neighWould it be better than
borhood of $600,000.
digitalis , which is nauFor months , too, this Washseating to me?—B.L.Mington newspaperman, like
A lot has been said about
many another , has shrunk Vitamin E, but the facts are
from going into this affair, that everyone seems to get
not because it was not in the enough of it in any type of
area of legitimate public in- diet, and giving more ;of It
terest but simply because one does not hel p. Digitalis, while
who also loved and admired the dosage should be carePresident John F. Kennedy fully regulated , remains tho
flinched from writing any most effective drug we havo
word that might hurt his wi- for its proper purpose, namedow .
ly heart failure.

Letters to The
Editor
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MERRY-GO-ROUND

State Dep artmentRol ls
Out^ /^ej Corpef fo/' 5o/on

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - R e p .
Adam Clayton Powell of Harlem is not the only congressman for whom the State Department rofls out red carpet
en foreign junkets.
Cabled instructions to get
li 61el reservations, make
sightseeing plans, etc., for
Congress-woman Lera Thomas,
D-Tex., have just been sent
to State Department offices
in the Far East, even though
Mrs. Thomas is a lame duck ,
whose term of office runs out
in the middle of her junket .
When she returns from her
sightseeing trip around the
Far East in mid-January, she
will no longer be a congresswoman. She is finishing out
the term of her late husband ,
Rep. Albert Thomas of Houston. Officially Mrs. Thomas
is touring the Far East as
a member of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee, but our Tokyo
embassy quickly discovered
that she has little interest in
merchants ships or fish . She
is doing more newspaper reporting than fish studving.
Judging from stay in Japan so far ," radioed the Tokyo embassy, "(Mrs , Thomas)
has no strong interest in embassy briefings or appointments, nor would there appear
to be any necessity for strenuous schedule of visits to harbor projects and the like. "
REFERRING to the congresswoman 's private arrangements with the Houston
Chronicle and the Japanese
Broadcasting Agency to do
some newsgathering, the American embassy continued :
'.'NHK (Japanese Government
Broadcasting Agency ) has a
special
interest i n Rep .
Thomas ' travel and has taken charge of the majority of
her stay in Japan . It intends
to do the same in Korea.
"For Seoul , hotel reservations and other arrangements
for (her ) being made by Seoul burerii of NHK ( contact
director Hiroshi Narita ) .
"In other locations NHK
lacks the manpower to assume primary responsibility
for (he visit. State Dept. posts
should m:ike aM reservations ,
plans for sightseeing, etc.,
and establish liaison with
local NHK rep. "
Gov . Otto Kerner of Illinois pnt th « i»recn lipht from
President Johnson last week
for a trade mission to European Communist bloc countries to peddle Midwest farm
equipment and farm products.
The President told Kerner
THE WIZARD OF ID

this was in line with LBJ's
moves to relax tensions with
the European Communist
world and promote trade.
Export-Import Bank credits
would be available . Kerner
plans to take a dozen or so
Illinois industrialists, including representatives from Caterpillar, John Deere, International
Harvester, a n d
Moline to most of the smaller
Communist countries of Europe — Czechoslovakia, Poland , Yugoslavia, and Romania. They would not go to
Russia. ;. .;
Kerner, who married the
daughter of the late Mayor
Cermak, fatally wounded by
an assassin's bullet when riding with President Roosevelt
in Miami, betieves there's a
market for U.S . farm machinery in central Europe. He proposes to help the dollar trade
balance by promoting thei r
sale.
Note — Silviu Brucan , former Romanian minister to
Washington , has reported to
his government that while
U.S. factory equipment is in
many cases not as up to date
as the French and West German , American farm machinery is far ahead of any other

country in the world. He has
recommended that Romanians
concentrate on a study of American farm methods.
REP. BOB Poage, D-Tex.,
the new House agriculture
chairman, has flown to India
supposedly to study the extent of the famine; but secretly, his White House - blessed
trip will serve as a prelude to
asking India to turn part of
its cotton land into grain-producing land.
The subject is touchy, because India makes money on
the world cotton market. But
Indian farmers are more efficient at growing grain than
cotton. Thus they should increase over-all production by
converting cotton fields into
grain crops.
More important , we now
ship India one of every five
bushels of American wheat.
Yet our wheat surplus has -H
but disappeared, while cotton
is still a surplus crop. Thus
we can spare more cotton
than wheat for India.
Note — With Poage on the
India mission are two wheatbelt Republicans . Sen. Jack
Miller of Iowa and Rep. Robert Dole of Kansas.

JhsL 3M A.

"I'd bolter not . . . Lounging robes always lead to
a lone discourse on how I never let him sit down."

Keeping
Egg -Nog
Safe

BUT A POINT has b*en
reached where it must be remembered that grief and
great respect for the dead
President must not be allowed
forever to deny the most elementary fairness to his successor. President Johnson has
had to bear a frightful burden
in the unremitting hostility of
the Kennedy cult and its common attitude that the man
who now sits in the White
House is not simply a constitutional successor to nnother
man slain in memorable
tragedy but only a crude
By Park«r and Hart

usurper,
Every mature newspaperman in Washington knows that
this Is the plain truth. Every
writer ln the United States—
and every publisher—knows,
too, that the smile or the
frown of the Kennedy cult has
a power over the fortunes of
any kind of book that this
country has never know n hftfore.
~^~^~^~»,~*~~~*"~""~«*~*-"«-»-»
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JOSWICK'S FUEL
& OIL
901 Eait Sanborn St.
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Where you get mora heat
at lower roil
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DEAR ABBY-

Bracelet
Too Tight

Dad May Lose
Out In the End

SEDOMA, Ariz. (AP) - The
tie that binds Sp«c. 4 Michael
Hawley in brotherhood wllh
some Montagnard tribesmen is
a little tight.
So his parents in Sedona,
Ariz., are shipping surgical instruments to their soldier son in
Vietnam for Christmas.
A tribal chief pounded a brass
bracelet on Hawley's wrist in
gratitude for the return of a village lad Hawley and some 1st
Cavalry buddies had rescued
from the Viet Cong.
"It made me feel good to have
him do it," Hawley wrote home,
but he added the bracelet was
very tight and he couldn't get it
off. ; - ' The instruments are to remedy that dilemma.

By ABIGAIL, VAM BUREN
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine has a 10-year-old son I'll
call "Randy." Randy stole a $55 radio from an appliance
store last summer. When his father discovered it, he made
the boy take the radio back to the store and confess his guilt
Randy -was then told that if be wanted the radio he could
save his allowance until he had enough money to buy it
n_uu,y aas Deen saving tor nearly seven
months, and by Christmas the radio will be
his. ;. "
The father plans to do the following: On
Christmas morning he will take a hammer
and smash the radio to pieces right before
Randy's eyes. He says this will teach the
boy never to steal again . I would appreciate
your opinion of this plan.
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: To deliberately
trick the boy into saving for the radio
only to destroy it is both cruel and dishonest. This may teach Randy never
Abby
u, sieai again, Dui. it- wur also teach him that hi father's
s
word isn't worth anything.

Shock Awaits
Bulb Snatchers

ABBY: I am about 80 years old: A lady friend
_.withDEAR
whom I no longer speak, due to a falling out. has in the

DETROIT (AP) — Anyone
who tries to steal the bulbs from
Mrs. Richard Howell's outdoor
Christinas display may have a
hair-raising tale to tell.
: Angered by the theft of bulbs
outside her home, Mrs. Howell
has er«ected this sign: "These
lights are high ¦voltage. It may
be dangerous. Touch at youx
own risk.V

past treated me to several evenings of entertainment and
expensive dinners. We were both in the company of her
gentleman friend who paid for all.
I thanked him (and her) at the end of each evening, of
course, but that was all I did to reciprocate. Would it be
proper for me to send this man a few bottels of fine wine
or some other gift in belated appreciation for his kindness?
I feel I should..
NEW YORKER
DEAR NEW YORKER : Under the strained circumstances I would advise against it. His lady friend would
almost certainly construe the gracious gesture as a subtle
device to call her gentleman friend's attention to yourself. :.

Sociologist
Airs Meaning
Of Santa Claus

MADISON, Wis. (AP) "Santa Claus is an American
figure" and the nature of the
jolly old gentleman's role as the
bearer of Christmas gifts could
stand more research, a university sociologist said today.
Santa Claus is "not closely
related to the old Dutch St.
Nicholas, and is somewhat
unique," said Warren O. Hagstrom, associate professor of
sociology at the University of
Wisconsin. ¦ ]
"He and the Three Wise Men
are in competition," Hagstrom
added. "It's worth looking into
— the role of Santa Claus in gift
giving.
"Why should parents give
presents to their kids in the
name of Santa Claus? Gift
giving doesn't seem to have
much of a role anymore, as it
did in ancient families. Now
there is a subtle reciprocity expected.
"A gift becomes not subtle at
all, but a bribe. The thing with
Santa Claus is that a parent's
gift is a bribe, but a gift via
Santa is morally uncontaminated.'V .
Hagstrom discussed Santa In
an interview about his article —
'entitled "What is the Meaning
of Santa Claus?" — in the latest
issue of the American Sociolc-

Wed casMor Ch/ristrnas?

DEAR ABBY: My father-in-law has stomach trouble, and
is a very finicky eater which is why I seldom have them over
for dinner. Last week I nad a family get-together and therefore invited my in-laws. I assured my mother-in-law mat t
would have only the things I knew "Papa" could eat, I went
to a '. .lot ."of trouble and expense to make everyone happy.
Well, my mother-in-law shows up with a roaster and two)
kettles. She had prepared Papa's dinner and was bringing it
to MY house . I was completely crushed to think that after
being in the family for 10 years and knowing what Papa
could and could not eat, she doubted that I had sense enough
to feed him. What do you think?
HURr

How has the world been treating you? Unload your
problems on Dear Abby, Box 69700/ Los Angeles, Calif.,
90060. For a personal, unpublished reply, enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
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Come in and borrow the money you need— convemejjfLtermsto suit your budget. And register for
-chance to win om-"Money Tree," a Chiistmas tree
decorated with real coins on its branches!
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Buy Mom a Cadillac for Christmas
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C PAUL VENEABUES, INC.
7J W. 2nd

Winona, Mlnn«sot«
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Fiberglass reinforDinj meam e>tra »ttength,
easy-going lightness.
Patented stainless »teel eJown*
Pop-open proof cam-actton locks
Soft foam-rubber cushionetf handles
B colors, 26 styles for men and women . From $19.f!
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Charlemagne , the Sth century 1'rench and
German king who became Holy Roman Emperor,
needed educated citizens to make his empire great.
He assigned Alcuin . an English clergyman, to the
task. The result was the instruction of hundreds of
boys at the Abbey School of St. Martin , Tours. All
during the darkest of the (lark ages.
Education still needs a helping hand.
Though few of us can found a college, most of
an, through our gifts, can hHp keep one going. _
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You never hay© to wonder abont
the impression you maie when yon

free packing.
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colors for ladies and men.
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I You couldn't give a more thoughtful gift. Man or "woman ? S^^^ B^nS^V :: ; !
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CONFIDENTIAL TO BILL JOHNSON IN IOWA CITY.
You're haK right. I am indeed from Sioux•• City, Iowa. But
I did not attend the University of Iowa. My alma mater ia
Morningside College.
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See the i Man with
the ^-C Pian

DEAR HURT: If your meal had disagreed with
"Papa," even though it had been perfecUy prepared,
you'd have
¦ never heard the end of it. I think you wer«
: ' lucky. ' :. .' ¦ •

v

gist, a professional quarterly cial determinants of these aspublished by the American So- pects of the behavior of Santa
ciological Association.
Claus."
Hagstrom did not explain howSanta Clang also appears to research into Santa's
behavior
be puzzling numerous parents, should be conducted.
it says, adding: "Casual observation suggests considerable COOPERATION ON TV
variation in the degree to which ADELAIDE, Australia Iff) —
Santa is used as B child control Protestants and Roman Cathdevice. Parents tell children olics here have formed a Christhat rewards from Santa are tion Television Association to
contingent upon good behavior. produce a weekly religious news
We need information on the so- program.
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Puhllslird us * imblk aoivlce in couptrutlotlwlvh the Advrr tlslnn
Council , the Council t<n Unandal Aid to Kdiicatlon *ni<l (he
InlrmKltonal Newspaper Advertltlti ft Kxrcullves.
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U.S. Trying
To
Extend
Vietnam Soldier Plans
Yule Truce
Japan
7-Day Holidiiy^M

SERVING IN THE ARMED FORGES

Bobby Baker
Trial Jan. 9

indictment, ruled against separate trials and said any
recorded conversation Baker
had with persons who cannot be
identified will not be introduced.

crew of the Eastern Air Lilies
shuttle because of an optical
illusion created by the up-slope
effect of cloud tops.
This, the board said, made it
appear as if the plane were on a
collision course, although both
were at their proper altitudes —
the TransWorld Airlines Boeing
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 707 jet at 11,000 feet and the
Civil Aeronautics Board blamed Eastern Air Lines Constellation
today an optical illusion for the at 10,000. feet.
two-mile-high collision last December of two airliners with 112 The illusion prompted the
persons aboard about 50 miles crew of the Eastern shuttle to
north of New York City. Four make an evasive maneuver — a
sharp climb — while the crew of
persons died in the accident.
One plane — a four-engine jet the jet made a right bank, the
from San Francisco — landed at board said. The left wing of
John F. Kennedy International the jet collided with the right
Airport in New "York City with vertical fin and horizontal sta25 feet of its left wing missing. bilizer of the propeller plane,
The other — a four-engine pro- the board. 'said.
. . - . .' '¦
peller craft on the Boston-Newark, N.J., shuttle — crashed BIG CONGREGATION
into a rural hillside near the DALLAS WV-The First Baptist
New York-Connecticut border. church here is said to be the
The board said the probable largest Protestant congregation
cause of the collision was a mis- in the United States. It has
judgment in altitude by the 13,538 members.

Optical Illusion
Blamed for Crash
Baker, 38, was Indicted .early
a year ago on nine counts
WASHINGTON (AP) - A fed- which, if he is convicted, could Of Two Airplanes
eral judge says Bobby Baker bring total punishment of 48

must stand trial Jan. 9 on
charge of tax evasion, theft and
conspiracy. "
But U. S. Dist. Judge Oliver
P. Gasch ruled Monday that
some
Baker
conversations
which were monitored by the
FBI cannot be introduced in
evidence.

years in prison and $47,000 '*n
fines. He has pleaded innocent.
The charges include filing
false income tax returns for
1961 and 1962 and evading more
than $23,000 in taxes; obtaining
money by felonious theft and
fraud, then not reporting much
Of it in his tax returns and conspiring to conceal the nature,
purpose and intended recipient
of other payments.
Baker resigned his Senate job
in October 1963.

By JOHN M. H1GHTOWER
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
.-Pfc . ' WILLIAM D. FOSTER, The new address of Pvt. Radar Seaman ROBERT W. United States has several efand forts under way to probe the
«pn of Mrs. Patricia Foster; 227 HENRY WILDENBORG; son of LORENZ JR., son of Mr.
Mrs. Robert W. Lorenz, 611 W. possibilities of extending a
Mrs.
John
Wildenborg,
Mr.
and
E. Wabasha St., is serving in 372 W . 4th St., is: Platoon 2252, Sanborn St.. has returned to
Christmas truce h Vietnam into
Vietnam with the Army: He Company F. 2nd Bn.. RTR, the United States after a five- a long-term cease-fire under
entered the service last January MCRD, San Diego. Calif., 92140 . month tour with the Sixth agreed conditions, officials reand has been stationed in Viet- He recently was hospitalized for Fleet , in the "Mediterranean port.;
aboard the attack transport But they add that reactions Baker, former secretary to
weeks.
¦
nam since June. He expects several
¦
Senate Democrats, claimed the
¦;' .. ¦•.-. . ¦ ¦
i :¦ ¦.
USS Chilton. ¦
from Communist leaders so far grand jury which indicted him
¦ ¦¦
:
to spend a seven-day feave to GARY P . QUAST. son of Mr.
¦•, .
are completely negative.
Japan during the Christmas hol- and Mrs. Carl Quast. Goodhjie ,
was biased by extensive publiciidays. His address: 647 QM. Minn., until recently a student Army Pvt. JOHN F. VAN The possibility that U.N. Sec- ty and that his constitutional
'¦
¦
• '
Company, APO San Francisco, at the Winona Area Vocational- COR, son of Mr. and Mrs. retary-General U Thaat can in- rights were violated by the
Francis
J.
Van
Cor,
615
Lake
terest
North
Vietnam
in
ceaseCalif . 86312
Technical School , has enlisted Blvd., has completed a cooking fire discussions is considered FBI's electronic eavesdropping. CENTER FOR AiDDFCTS
separate SYDNEY, Australia W — The
in the Army for three years
light of the probing He also asked for
at Fort Leonard Wood, slight, in¦ the
Seaman CAFLYLI L. PL- through the Winona Army re- course
trials on the three categories of Methodist Church here has set
¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦
'
.
Mo.
so:faiv
.
TERBAUGH. son of Mrs: cruiting office. He enlisted in
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ . .• - ¦'¦ ¦
up the nation's first treatment
Officials declined to give any charges.
:- •:
.
Charles H . Puterbaugh, 118 E. ; the guaranteed training proGasch refused to dismiss the for drug addicts.
ETTRICK,
(Special)
Wis.
but
said
there
had
—
specifics,
Sanborn St, has been on ma- gram and after basic training
neuvers aboard" the frigate TJSS wiir attend a melal body repair Ettrick parents have received been no encouragement to hope
Norfolk to the mid-Atlantic and school at Aberdeen Proving letters from servicemen sta- for a break in the war of more
tioned in two extreme tempera- than a few hours duration durCaribbean Sea as a part of Ground, Md.
^UsNTFl^X-66." the largest j Also enlisting for three years tures. Pfc. J; D; "Pat" Ander- ing the holiday seasoa.
composite training exercise for j at the Winona rw-ui'in" office son is in Vietnam and Jon Run- U. S. Ambassador Arthur J;
the U.S. Atlantic Fleet this was Richard T. O'Flaherty, son nesirand in Fairbanks, Alaska. Goldberg asked Thant Monday
year. Involving 94 ships, 19 air of Mr. and Mrs. Paul O'Flaher- ""You would never believe to explore all possible ways of
ttraadrons and more than 42, - ty. WABASHA , Minn., who, how these people over here getting ceas&-fire talks going.
OOO men, LANTFLEX. which after completing basic training, live," wrote Pat to his par- The move was designed in
and Mrs ; Robert part, according to available instands for "Atlantic Fleet Ex- ; will be trai'- -' in en ^nc ' r—- ents , Mr.
¦
ercise.'' was in progress from I ation and maintenance . He 's a Truax. 'We live in tents with formation here i to dramatize
Nov: 28 through Dec. 16. Oper- 11966 graduate of ¦ .St. Felix wooderi floors, and at that we declared U; S. readiness for
ating with the American fleet iHigh School, Wabasha;
have better quarters than 85 easing of the war on a reciprowere three destroyers from
percent of the people. They cal basis.
Canada. ¦ ¦
have cardboard houses with It appears also to have been
¦
¦
¦
DENNIS
of
Sp.
4
i The address
; ¦¦ ' ¦ •' ¦ . . ' ' '
designed to forestall heavy new
son of Mr. and Mrs. dirt floors.
Marine - Lance Cpl. GARY G. j E . MAIER,
pressures on the United States
903
E.
Wabasha
Maier,
i
Joseph
"PIGS AND cows walk In and to have a long pause this holi5AZELTON. son of Mr. and !
Company
Medical
out the doors. The animals eat
Mrs. Harley Hazelton, 1323 Gil- St.\ is: 655th
IS.Y ., 09180. * a lot better than most of the day season in the bombing of
more Ave., is serving near APO New York,
North Vietnam.
DoBg Ha in ViDtiiarri : as a I S. Sgt JOSEPH A. ROSSIN, people, You can't but feel sorry Officials still rale out an exfor them, especially the little tended suspension of bombing
member of Battery E In the
Rosie Rossin, 716
First Battalion , 12th Marine son of Mrs.is on duty at a for- kids — they wander up and by the United States unless the
Regiment, 3rd Marine Division. , E. 5th St. ,
"base down the streets with nothing Communists make a reciprocal
Hu battery supports Marine in- j ward Air Force combat 's to do but beg,
move to scale down hostilities.
fantry operations with artillery. in Southeast Asia where he a "I wish that some of . the Both Thant and Pope Paul VI HOURS: Mon. Thru Fri., 9 to 9; Sat., 9 to 5. Closed Christmas . Open Mon. 12 to 5.
'• . '.
'. -. : ' ¦• ¦
[food service supervisor. He at- kids I know could come over
have been pressing for extenJAMES T. RAND , son of Mr. !' tended Cotter High School and here to see some of these poor sion of the Christmas truce
the
Korean
conduring
served
and Mrs. Kenneth Band, 732 W.
¦
people, then they'd really ap- beginning next Saturday into a
flict. - . • '""¦
4fl» SU has
preciate how good they have it lengthy period of quiet in the
¦
"
'
. . ¦: •
b e e n commis, son of at home. I' . know I will when I war and intense activity on the
MUELLER
JAMES
A.
sioned a second
get back.
diplomatic front.
Mr. arid Mrs.
Iieutenflnt fol"It is usually 80 to 85 de- The truces so far agreed beG, W. Mueller,
grees during the days now, tween the two sides are the
lowing gradua425 Sunset Dr.,
sometimes even hotter, and the Christmas halt of 48 hours next
tion from the
has been prohumidity is pretty high. It Saturday and Sunday and a
Officer Candimoted
to
seanever gets cooler than 50 to 55 New Year's pause the following
date School at
man apprentice
degrees at night We leave the weekend.
the Army Artilw h i l e serving
lery and Missile
sides of the tents up to we can The allies also have suggested
C o m mander
Center at Fort
sleep. It's usually so hot and a suspension of combat Feb. 8N a v a l Beach
Sill. Okla. He is
muggy we don't have many 12, the Vietnamese lunar New
Group
2
, Staff ,
a 1961 graduate
mosquitoes. When they do hit, ficials say they have not had a
Naval Amphi.
of Winona SenIt's pretty hard, but in half an Year, but State Department ofRand
hour they are gone,"
lot. High School, received his b i o u s Base,
ficials say they have not had a
Jon wrote to his parents, Mr. reply.
bachelor of arts degree from < L i t t l e Creek,
Norfolk,
Va.
A
Mueller
,
and Mrs. Arthur Runnestrand: In addition to the y.N. chanSt Mary's College in 1965 and
entered the Army last Febru- : graduate of Winona Senior "The thermometer has man- nel -which has been used before,
m~^'High School, he entered the ser- aged, to dip the mercury below
' ~'
.
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the United States also has
vice last March.
¦
the
zero
line
since
my
arrival
¦ ¦
channels through Eastern Euro'
: - ¦•' . . ' .'¦ '
Capt. VERNON B. HERMAN- ji , . —• 35 below the coldest, 10 be- pean countries and the Soviet
!'
Pfc.
ROGER
C.
REPirVSKI,
SON. a former Winonan whose
low the warmest. The air is Union and through nonaligned
family now lives in Riverside, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Rep- extremely dry, generating a lot countries, such as Egypt and
Calif., ia serving in Vietnam. j inski, 216 Steuben St. has com- of static electricity.
Algeria. Roving Ambassador W.
His mother resides in Canoga I pleted a 21-week field radio "The sun managed to shine Averell Harriman was in AlPark, Calif. His address: 79 |repair course at the Army four hours and 43 minutes to- geria recently.
Engineer Group, APO San Fran- I Southeastern Signal School , Fort day, coming out at 9:19 a.m;
Gordon, Ga.
cisco., 86240.
With it you can rip, crosscut, mifre,
and going under at 2:05 p.m.
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Save
Powr-Kraft radial arm
saw, stand, accessory kit
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ROUND-ROBIN
CHICAGO w> - Emile Petre,
a Roman Catholic "papal volunteer" from Deweese, Neb., is
now studying at the Coady International Institute in N o v a
Scotia, Canada, under a scholarship from the Bishop's Fund
in Germany, to prepare for
church work In Natal, Brazil.

CHOOSING BISHOPS
NEW YORK l» - Roman
Catholic canon law should be
revised so as to give laymen a
more consultative role in the
selection of bishops, Msgr. J.
D. Conway, past president of
the Canon Law Society in America, writes in the November issue of the Catholic World.

ATTENTION!
All Coal Users
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PRESTO*^^B
CUSTOM CONSOLE

HUMIDIFIER

Presto's finest humidifier. Adds moisture to dry a?r
to make your entire home more comfortable. Just set
the dial and Presto maintains proper indoor humidity
automatically. New 2-speed fan and 900-watt Calrod
heating element provide greater comfort than ever ,
You'll feel better , sleep better. Proper humidity cuts
heating costs , reduces static electricity, prolongs lit e
of furnishings.
¦
Automatic hunsidlstat
¦
Naw Calrod heating •lom«nt
¦
Tw».spaa<l fan
¦
Raflll Flgtrtwith automatic ahutoff
¦
Visual water gaupa
¦
Output up to 20 gallons dally
¦
LaiD*grill for wida, avan air flow
. without drafts
¦
Cacy to (ill, eaty to clean
¦
Quiet operation
¦Attracuv* cabinet styling
m fr— air bath purWler Included
m mre* Delivery
• No Down Payment
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• Frso First Year NSP Sarvica
• NSP Monthly Terms

NORTHERN STATES POWER CO.
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If East Third St.
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Compare these features with other
saws.. .You'll demand Powr- Kraft*
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Wf HAVI A FULL LINE OF HIGH GRADE

A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

•
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Commandar Rang*
Cemmanttor 4x3.
Cemmandar Lars* Utmp
Illinois 4x3
Winter Klna Small Lump
Barwlnd Brl<|u*tta«
Patrolaum BriquoHaa

•
•
•
•
•
, •

Pocahontaa furnaca Siia
P«»»V *toktr
Cemmendtr Maker
Ruby Olow Itokar
0rl«"» ***«

Patral.um Cekaj

THERE IS MO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
COZY COMFORT OF COAL H8AT
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Joswick Fuel & Oil

901 E. 8th St.

Phone 3389

Where You Get More Heat At . Lower Cost .

DR. C R. KOLLOFSKI
DR. MAX L. DEBOLT

9 a m. through 5 p.m.
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Winona Stu cte.fits Relat e
ExperienGes of Study Tour

I M

National Council of Catholic Women meeting Monday .in Holy Famil y Hall of the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart were given an informal report by four students
on their summer tri p to Europe.
The students, Mary Hauge, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Hauge; Sandy Podjaski, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Podjaski; Kar- i
.
-—en Kohner , daughter of the is American land, given by the
¦
' .. Everett J. Kohners and French in memory of AmeriMichael Hoeppner , son of can men killed in the war, was
the J. G. Hoeppners, spent a moving site. A huge monu-

six weeks studying and touring ment of Prometheus overlooks
In France and England. Robert
Przybylski, son of Dan PTzybyl- the area . In Cannes, she related that the chateau of 'William
ski . also made the trip.
As members of the Foreign th? Conqueror vias in the proLanguage League which has its cess of being remodeled, in honheadquarters in Salt Lake City, or of its 900th anniversary.
Utah, and includes high school M o n t Saint Michel Abbey,
students up to the age of 19,
they are known as "Beefeat- founded by the Benedictine
ers," ]As such they carry the monks; Chatres Cathedral with
tradition begun centuri es ago its windows of fare blues; Verwhen an elite guard of English sailles gardens in their exquiroyalty was allowed to eat meat site symmetry; and the Paris
on Friday and in so doing were museums gave the group s
named .
more complete story of France
With Sisfer M. Carlin , of Cot- than books, she stated.
ter High School , as their chapThe group lived in the Engerone, they left Winona by lish countryside following their
train , traveled via bus (be- stay in London and traveled
cause of the airlines strike) to to the Shakespeare area, visitNew York Gity where they ed Ann Hathaway's cottage,
spent a short time before leav- explored the Surrey Hills and
ing for France. According to attended a formal tea in the
Mike Hoeppner , this was . not old Mill Town of Rochester,
the original plan , but on arri- England.
val at Kennedy Airport they All of the students felt that
were told that their quarters their study and tours made
In London were not ready. This them better able to understand
meant they flew to ^Cannes, their school work. Sister Car. France where they lived , aus- lin, with her French language
terely, for two weeks while and cultural background , made
touring and studying.
the transition easier for them
Mary Hauge took up the saga as they went from place to
of the summer at this point and place, according to Mike. His
told of her impressions of the description of food and water
people and culture of London changer, living conditions and
and nearby areas. She cited in- the "graduation" ceremonies in
r stances of English interest in the ^London suburb of South
United States education ; In our Woodford padded home touches
way at living, which they tend to their , stories. The latter
to identify with television pro- ceremonies were held with the
in
ductions; in our daily "pace" mayor of South Woodford,
to
present
of activity and in the Cinema , full Vagalia^ on hand
the English, quieter-in-response diplomas, hi return, the 185
students presented him ,' with
movies.
Subjects studied during the items of significance from their
four-hour daily sessions of the home communities. The Winona
group according to Sandy group gave, him a paperweight
Podjaski included the work of made from Winona stone quarthe English Romantic poets ried at Biesanz Cut Stone Co.
(Wordsworth , Coleridge, among Mrs. Harold Thiewes, proothers) and 17th century writ- gram chairman, introduced the
ers generally included in high program following the meeting
school English studies. She told which was conducted by Mrs.
of their quarters on Fitzroy Joseph Lovas, vice president.
Square, in the heart of Lonr Reports were given by the
don ; and Carnaby Street where Mmes. William Wieczorek, and
Mod fashions are continuously Archie McGill.
St. James Guild members
"usual."
For Karen , the tour to Nor- were hostesses for the social
mandy where the American hour. Mrs. Robert Theis presidCemetery near Omaha Beach ed at the tea table.
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:;. , TELL OF TOUR . . . Grouped around
the tea table, four of the students of the
foreign Language League, who made a sixweek study trip to Europe, examine a tapr

estry depicting Mont Saint Michel. From left
they are: Sandy Podjaski , Michael Hoeppner, Mary Hauge and Karen Kohner. (Daily
News photo)
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The Notre Dame Alumni Association of the Twin Qties will
hold its annual Christmas Ball
in the Grand Ballroom of the St.
Paul Hilton Hotel Dec. 29. The
event Is open to all Notre
Dame alumni and friends from
throughout the state. Dancing
to the music of Hugh Cardenas
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
John Edward Regan, class of
1962, Minneapolis, is Christmas
Ball chairman. Tickets are sold
by advance reservation or at the
door. Reservations will be accepted by mail only, when sent
to 2124 W. 83rd St., Minneapolis .
and must be accompanied by
remittance, the group announces.
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Alumni Group
Sets Annual Ball
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Harold Hager
Family Gives
Yule Program
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MR. AND MRS. ROY L. SEARIGHt observed their 60th
wedding anniversary with a family gathering: at their home at
1379 W. 4th St. Sunday . Present were five of the couple's six
children and their spouses. The children are Mrs. Herbert
(Lottie) Nichols, Ivan, Layton and Morgan Searight, all of
Winona, and David Searight, Madison, Wis. Mrs. Roy (Alice)
SiVeat, Canoga Park, Calif., was unable to attend.
Roy L. Searight and Lorena Benson were married Dec.
19, 1906, in Arcadia, Wis. They have lived in Winona most
of their married lives where Mr. Searight was employed by
the North Western Railroad until just after tyorld War II.
They have 13 grandchildren and 19 great-grandchildren.
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ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) .—.
Study books for 1967 were distributed Thursday when members of the Quicks Circle of the
Presbyterian Church met at the
-¦'
home df Mrs. Bernard Wood in!#,.
'?
Frenchville.
The book, based on the Book j^_?'__L: __c*J'__ __._ *>* ^
of Phillipians, is "Joy for an ; ;
¦¦ ¦
Anxious Age," by Samuel andI ' . i- r ¦ ' ;/
Eileen Moffett. A potluck luncheon was served and gifts were
exchanged.

KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)—
"Christm as Eve Pageantry in
the Home " was presented by
the family of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hager and sons, Thomas ,
Eugene, Allen , Duane and Lee,
at the St. Agness Parish Coun .
cil meeting Thursday and
_
_^_^_^_.
_|_lw
9
r^\ ^4 AW
^L
Christmas party evening.
Explanations of the meaning
of the Christmas tree, the Friars' nativity procession, the
crib , blessing of the Christmas
'
T^
CHERO KEE MULE
\
f i m\\
*fl¥
¦
tree, were given by the Mmes.
f f W*^s\
\ fj ,^^J
\
/
Tb« pnpuler . p»r.luhl»/
Baifda/1 sr>le mule in Isn
1
^» I / '
Louis Hager , Richard Hartert,
l/ f.!
SKidU liistMr wittt
i
el | \£_,
V
Leigh Hartert and by Harol d
^~~*
c
tlflve llfiin|.
"*f
E S\
l
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Hager. Mrs, Harold Hager recited the "Canticle of the Blessed Virgin Mary , " and the sons
formed a processional. Group
singing of hymns and carols,
accompanied by Mrs. Arthur
Graff , followed.
Mrs. Harry Bnlow , parish foreign relief chairman reported
1,170 pounds of clothing had
been collected at the November
clothing drive and was sorted
and packed to be sent overseas .
Mrs. Donald Peters and Mrs.
Gustnv Timm are in charge of
wrapping nnd delivering Christmas gifts to the. Bucna Vista
Nursing Home patients , Wabasha , it was announced .
Mrs. M«rtin Kennebeck , Gold
Bond Stamp chairman, announced o kitchen stool has
been ordered.
Mrs. Leo Krnus , president of
the Wabasha Deanery, announced tho required envelopes for
Deanery dues would be distributed to parishioners In the
church at a later date.
A volunteer committee com.
prised of the Mmes. Joy Spooner, Joseph Sharpe, Kennebeck,
Krnus , Lawrence Passe, Robert
With Leather Sola
Huth , Eugene Bchrns, Edward
, Bnluw and Miss Rachel
Skwch
$10.95
(irnner will entertain tho senior
citizens al St. FJllzabeth hospltnl , Wnbiishn , during tho month
of January ,
Mrs, Robert Areas was
awarded n huge Christmas rlr-c69 We*» Third
oratpd candle , and centerp iece
____, ________ from Germany donnlcd by St.
•

$8.95
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WSHS Group
To Sponsor
Yule Party
The annual Winona Senior
High School Christmas party
sponsored by the student council for students , alumni and
guests will bo held from B:30 to
11 p.m. Wednesday in the girls
gymnasium at the high school,
Two musical groups, The New
World Congregational and The
Rest, will be heard and a special program of entertainment
ls being arranged by students,
Cindi Buswcll, student council
chairman , is the general arrangements chairman with the
council serving as a committee
of the whole in planning and arranging for the party .
Committee members said that
a special Invitation is extended
to high school alumni who mny
be home for the holidays.
Pnm Meyer is chairman of
the decoration committee , Linda
Underkoffler , refreshments , and
Karen Lofquist , publicity.
Ellr.nbcth Hospital Auxiliary .
Unit three membera with Mrs.
Jpseph Hawley, chairman , served the lunch. More than m people attended.
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Mondov i Students
To Present Concert

LeVander to
\ MONDOVI, Wis. ( Special) —
Tre high school music depart- Take 6afh
ment will present its annual
Christmas concert at 8 p.m. On Jan; 2

Study GluB
Hears Pia/

"-- MISS KAREN AN3sJDAIDL"JERG'S engagement to
Richard Solum, sow of Mr.
'¦ and Mrs. Herbert Solum,
;'. Spring Grove, Minn., is anr - nounced b>y her parents, Mrv
and Mrs. Joe Bahlberg,
-¦Caledonia^ Minn.
. ' "" : ' Miss Dahlberg, a gradu: ate of Caledonia High School
• ; and Winona Secretarial
; School, is employed by the
• Caledonia State Bank. Her
fiance is a graduate of the
'^Spring Grove High School
"and has Just completed four
: years in the U.S. Navy. He
:works at the Trane Co., La
: j Crosse, Vf is. . .
: No wedding date has been
'
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^»lma; Youth Group
Presents PrGw rarn

The Winona Ruskin Study
Club heard Mrs, Hermon Curtis
read "Dear Brutus," a threeact play by J. M. Barrie, at the
group's meeting Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Rich•roV Callender, 301 W. BroadwayMeeting before an open fire In
the fireplace, the group listened as Mrs. Curtis narrated and
explained the author 's use of
wit, pathos, fantasy, and realism to show commonness of human unwillingness to face the
inevitability of change and
growth. He based his plot on
the assumption that ¦were people to live their lives over,
things might not be much different.
James Barrie, born a Scot,
spent most of his life in London where he died in 1937. In
addition to "Dear Brutus,'' he
has written "Peter Pan, " "Quality Street." 'The Littl e Minister, '' "What Every Woman
Knows," and "The Admirable
Crichton."
A white Christmas tree trimmed with gold tinsel festoons
and gold balls stood in the dining room where tea was served.
Mrs. Led Murphy Sr. arid Miss
Rebecca Ptau presided during
the refreshment hour.
Miss Frances Blarichard,
Lewiston, assisted Mrs. Callender who hosts the December
meeting of the Ruskin Study
Club each year.

MISS L I N DA MARIE
EKERN'S engagement to
David Rosaaen, is announced by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Angus Ekern, Spring
Grove, Minn.
Miss Ekern is a graduate
of Spring Grove High School
and Robinson's Be a u t y
School . She Lv employed at
Normandy Kair Fashions,
Minneapolis. Her fiance, a
graduate of Spring Grove
High School, attended Wir
nona State College and is
presently employed at tha
Bureau of Engraving, Minneapolis.
No date has been set for
the wedding.

Durand Club
Elects Office rs
DUBAND, Wis. - The Com.
munity Arts Club elected officers f or the year.
CaJ Holland, art instructor at
Durand High School, has been
named the new president.
Duane Johnson, vice president,
also.serves as monthly meeting
chairman. Mrs. Mae Thornton
is/ secretary ; Judy Baiier, treasurer, and Mrs. Richard Slabey, publicity chairman.
A melodrama is, being planned/ Dates for try-outs will be
announced at the January meeting,

ALMA, Wis- (Special):' —•.The Railway Group
Home Economics Club presented its BMrual fair and program Holds Party
ifec. 13, at the high school Mioialure Christmas trees
"With more than 700 people in at- and candles decorated the tables at the Chicago and North
tendance: of
the club, Kathy Western Railway Women's Club
^Officers
party for members
Buff, Sandra CaroUiers,, Janet Christmas
and husbands Monday evelinse Mary Ann Brion and ning;
Sandra Severson, presented a Gifts were exchanged after
c&medy skit. Others partici- the potluck supper and cards
pating in the evening were Nate were played. Pri z e s were
Landram, playing a guitar and awarded to Mr . and Mrs. WilHAging, and singers Thomas liam Roth, Mrs. Helen White,
Bautch and Bonnie Passow.
Mrs. Glen White, anil Anton' J. Mrs. Christianson
Many of those ia attendance Kamrowski.
. received awards. They were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eastman, Named President
Sandra- Ebert, Mrs. Nina who will be married 52 years Of Taylor ALCW
Jleutsch; Ellen Averbeck, Dick on Dec, 26, were honored guests.
Ebersold, Mrs. Le-wis Alleman, Party chairmen were Mrs. Kam- TAYLOR, ; Wis. (Special) —
Ifirs- Henry Schultr, Orvin Knos- rowski and Mrs. Glen White- Mrs. Victor Christianson was
elected president of the Taylor
pe. EldonnaWengeT, Kathy KosAmerican Lutheran C h u r ch
idowskLNofbeirt Moll, Mrs. Ben
Women at its meeting Thursday
Schwartz, SherryBollinger, San- 100 Quarantined
jiight. Mrs. Basil Osegard was
dra Ruff, Joann Reidt, and
For Typhoid Fever
elected treasurer . and Mrs. MerMas. Russel H. Smith;
Participating in the style SEOUL, South Korea ; ifl
lin Joten, secretary of educa~ tion.;' ;¦ ¦' . ¦. ¦
show were JoAnn Reinhardt, At least 10O persons have been
'. '. . . '. /. t - ;
Sandy /Caxothers. Mary Ann quarantined at » city :hospital Holdover officers are Mrs.
Brion, Karen and Sharin Schie- for treatment of typhoid fever, a Beet Skaar, vice president, who
che, Saxdy Severson, Susan spokesman for the hospital said is finishing cut the term of Mrs.
Steiner, Mary Fanner, Wendy
Kenneth Dolsey who resigned
:
Averbecki Mary Blum, Judy today.,
that position; Mrs. Robert
Passow, Patty Seifert, Nancy The outbreak of the disease Amundson, secretary of stewWanek, Janet Linse, Patty was blarned on the water supply ardsliip and Mrs. William Gear,
Brommer, Kathy Xinse, Delaine in a refugee camp.
ing, secretary.
.'.¦. .
McQuistow, Kathleen Miller,
Kathy Wick, Connie Grotjahn, Laurie Schlosstein. Escorts for Diphtherja Case
PattyHopf, Kathy Noll, Nancy the older girls in the show were
Boch, Linda Ruff and Pat Wan- Tom Bautsch, Terry Bright, In Minneapolis
ek. Also modeling were Danny Lonnie Krause, Jim Noll, Roband Kevin Pearson, Don Rein- ert Parker, Tom Schnudtknecht, MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
hardt, Beverly, J udy and Rox- Jim Stohr, Curtis and Steve city's Health Department has
set up a clinic for immunization
anne McQuiston, Jeff and Don- Youngbauer.
ald WicS, Douglas Averbeck , There were exhibits and against diphtheria after the first
Beth and Julie Warkey, Susie booths and lunch was served by reported case since February
Miller, Irian Brommer, Jane the Home Economics Club girls. 1965 , The latest case involves a
Hoch, Lois Linse, Holly Wenger , Mrs. John Ebersold is director 2'A-year old child, authorities
Sharon Passow, Tammi and of the group of 34 girls.
said.
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Ruby Takes
More Drugs

Sparta Woman
Dead of Injuries

Blair-Hlriek
Gun Club Elects

LORD'S PRAYER
HASTINGS, Neb. «) - In the
Lord's prayer, some Christiani
say "forgive us our debts" and
some say, "forgive us our trespasses."
In a talk here, the Rev. Carl
W. Tiller, of Gheverly, Md., past
president of the AmericanBaptist convention, offered suggestions for a common version of
the prayer, which, among other
things, would etihstituto "sins"
for the variable "trespassea"
and "debts."
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Police Seek 2
In Minneapolis
Diamond Robbery

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Police today were seeking two
armed men who robbed American Diamond Importing Co. ol
several thousand dollars worth
of cut diamonds and cash Monday night.
The exact amount of loss was
not determined immediately,
but Mrs . Vernon Hyde, wife of
the company president, said it
easily would top $10,000.
"They took all our big
diamonds and all our money, "
said one employe.
Hyde said one man apparently was familiar with the business because "he knew my
name . "
Mr . and Mrs. Hyde were at
the wholesale - retail business
on the fourth floor of the Upper
Midwest Building in downtown
Minneapolis when one gunman
entered.
He ordered the ronplf lo thr
floor, then called his companion
in . Both men wore silk stocking
masks, police said ,
A man who walked into the
business during the holdup and
n parttime janitor also were ordered to the floor before the
robbers fled .
Both men were tle.stTJbed »s
In their late 30s.

Style House" carpel installed for you
with sponge cushion
G1ENVIEW WOOL ESTRELLE ACRILAH" DYHA8TY SOV
Classic beauty, natoral resiliance in a
random-sheared cutn-loop pile. 7 solid
colors, A rich tweeds.

Man-made fiber offers
warmth , beauty of
wool in easy-cleaning
acrylic fiber! 3 designs,
12 solids, 4 tweeds.
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$1 ,000 in Coins
Lost Down Drain

FRAMI NGHAM , Mass. m
— Brink's armored car guards
and city workmen went on a $l, 000 treasure hunt in a street
catchbasin Monday.
A Brink' s guard was walking
from his armored car to a bank
when n bag containing 4, 000
quarters ripped and the coins
went down the drain .
The guards and workmen
j
used long shovels to retrieve the
quarters from the muck.
"We got back moat of I hem,"
J said Peter Amati of the hifihwny
department . "It took us about
two hours . "
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Thursday in the small gyhinasi- ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov.-elect
urn.. .,: ;
Harold LeVander plans to take
The fifth and sixth grade his oath of off ice Jan. 2, rather
chorus, under the direction of than wait until Jan. 4, when be
Mrs. Florence Canar, will be- gives his inaugural address to
gin the program followed by the the Legislature, he said Monday.
concert wind ensemble, the
mixed chorus and the concert LeVander's aides • said arband. Richard Putzier is senior rangements were not complete,
high school director.
Presumably, Minnesota Chief
Following the concert, the Justice Oscar Knutson will swear
band mothers will serve lunch in the new Republican governor.
in the cafeteria. No admission
The governor's term starts
will be charged.
the first Monday in January,
but his predecessor — Gov.
Karl P. Rolvaag — in this case
remains in office until the new
governor is sworn.
Lt. Gov.-elect James B. Goetz
will be sworn just after the Jan.
3 convening of the State Senate.
SPARTA, Wis. - The death Sen. Donald Sinclair of Stephen,
of Mrs. Hugh Harnden, 64, Sun- Senate president pro tern, is exday in a Sparta hospital of in- pected to preside until Goetz
juries she received when she takes his oath.
was struck by a truck Thurs- Other state constitutional ofday, was reported Monday.
ficers are sworn at times of
Mrs. Harnden was struck by their own choosing.
the truck driven by Norman
Rondorf, 31, of Bangor as she
was crossing U.S. Highway 16
about six miles east of Sparta.
She had crossed the highway to
fetch her mail and was returning to the house when the accident happened about 9:40 a.m.
Rondorf said he saw Mrs. ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Harnden start across the road About 80 members of the Blairand that she looked lor traffic Ettrick Rod fc Gun Club attendfrom the east; but not to the ed , a Christmas party in Ettrick
west in his direction. He had Community H a l l Thursday
put pn the brakes, he said , and night.
Directors elected:
was almost halted when the Martin
Berg, Reynoldj'Coulee; Mshlon
struck
Mrs.
Harnden.
truck
Anderson. Vosse Coulee; Herman Fredrickson, Pffterson . Coulee; Ronald Stcn»,
Ray Solberg, Lower Lakes CouIt was believed she had suf- Blair;
lee ; Harold Guhderson, Upper Lakes
fered only minor injuries, al- Coulee;
Adoiph Nyberg, Larkln Valley;
Lyle Indrebo, Lower Trump Coulee;
though she was taken to St. William
Heln, Upper French Cret*:
Marys Hospital in Sparta with James Brynlldson, Bear Creek ; Bernt
Thompson,
Franklin; Arnold Solberg,
an arm injury.
French Creek ; Earl: Loken, Washington
Mrs. Harnden was known as Coulee; Norman Anderson, Jo- Coulee;
Rofcert Wall, South Branch of Beaver
the"waving lady, '' so called be- Creek;
Ronald Terpenlng, South -Beaver
cause of her custom to wave at Creek; Ralph Klitleson, Beach; Kenneth
McLeod,
. Eltrlck Village; Vernon
passers-by from her living, room Erickson, Frenchvllle,
arid Victor Melby,
Highway
overlooking
window
Tapperi Coulee. J
¦
:"
•: : ' 16. . . .
Officers are to be chosen by
Elsewhere the: deaths of a the directors. Present officers:
9-year-old girl , a Platteville Ealph Weisenberger, Beach,
man and a teenager have rais- president, and Ronald Terpened the state's 1966 highway fa- lng, secretary, and Albert Guntality toll to 1,075 victims. 16 derson, treasurer, both of Etmore than the previous record trick. . "
Pheasant rearing pens are
set in 1964.
. The foil on this date in 1964 maintained by the club near
was 1,036 and was 966 on the Blair. Each year legal size trout
are released in the streams of
same: date last year.
Sherri Weslowski, 9, was kill- the area, including.North and
ed and a 10-year-old compan- South Beaver creeks. The rearion, Pam Barten , was injured ing pond is on the Ralph Kitcritically when they were tleson farm at Beach.
struck by a car at a street
corner Monday in Superior.
The children were Superior residents.
A Platteville man, James B.
Clark, 31 ,. died Monday in a Dubuque, Iowa hospital of injuries
received early Friday "when his
car struck a utility pole in
Platteville.
Margery Hackbarth. 18, of
Kenosha, injured Sunday morning when a car in which she
was riding overturned on a
Kenosha County road, died
Monday of injuries.

sassinated Nov. 22, 1953. The
Warren Conunission named Oswald as the assassin.
The former night club operator is being treated in Parkland
Hospital, where Kennedy and
Oswald died.
DALLAS, Tex. (AP) - Jack He was "troubled with vomit" hospital spokesmen said
Ruby was troubled by a sick ing,
Monday. They said he Temained
stomach as he took more drugs in serious condition.
in a fight against cancer.
Ruby was admitted to the hosRuby, 55, killed Lee Harvey pital Dec. 9, He faces a new
Oswald two days after Presi- trial for slaying Oswald if he
dent John F. Kennedy was as- recovers.
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Sugar Sales,
Price Outlook
Good in U.S.

OjfL Jo (Dimctmic ?kattlv
YMCA FTimSS BRIEFS
By HANK MALY

WASHINGTON (AP) - Prospect* are bright for sugar sales
on the U.S. market In 1967.
This will apply to domestic
area producers, and for imports
from foreignnations with a marketing quota under the U.S. Sugar Act.
For nations which have to sell
appreciable quantities of sugar
on the world market, nothing
has appeared on the horizon to
brighten a very dismal picture.
This is due to an enormous accumulation of surpluses, now
equal to about one third of total
world consumption.
In this country the situation Is
Just the opposite.The price ©i
sugar is controlledby adjusting
quotas up or down, according to
demand, to attain what the Sug"ar Act describes as a price reasonable both to consumers and
producers.
The price on the U.S. market

EffiflwM

APPEARANCES are deceiving especially -when one tries to determine
how fit a person may be by his looks.
Your external appearance doesn't refleet the true state of your bloodstream;
and it is this, not the firmness of your
muscles or the excellence of your physique, which determines your true degree
of fitness. •
Impressive physiques, like the ones
that we find on muscle magazines, are
Maly
not an indication of good physical cbndition. Even muscular strength is not an indication, :ot good
useful fitness. Mwscular strength alone does not enable
a person to resist disease or fatigue. The cardiovascular
and respiratory systems are the key ones which defernrine
useful physical eonditioning.
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Watkins Leaders
At Conference

has been around 7 cents a pound U.S. sugar needs, the Departagainst 1.5 cents on the world ment of Agriculture has made
market At 1.5 cents, experts a consumption calculation of
say no country can produce sug- 10.2 million tons for 1967. But
ar profitably. Some go ahead even the experts there say that
anyhow in increasing production with hot weather next summer
to get badly needed dollars or — increasing purchases of soft
other foreign exchange, or for drinks and ice cream -e- and.
continuing prosperity, the final
other reasons.
consumptionfigure for 1967 may
Communist China, for exam- hit 10.3 million tons.
ple, is organizing volunteers —- Of the total U.S. quota, about
members of the armed forces, 64 per cent is supplied by U.S.
___w _____ __ __
_Jt^^_-_kOf
_ _ _ __ m ^a \ \ m V A a \r
students, labor union members mainland producers and other
and government workers — to U.S. areas.
harvest cane, good price or bad.
It could serve to depress the Should the 1967 quota be boost_.
AtAWA mm.
world market and perhaps drive ed, it would mean larger mar- L At
I
m%m ^L
suppliketing
quotas
for
foreign
some competition out of that
ers, especially in Latin Amerimarket.
In 1966 Cuba had a crop cf ca. In any event, foreign suppli4,950,000 tons, and some esti- ers are expected to get larger
mate its 1967 yield, under Fidel quotas before the end of 1967 beCastro's crash program, may cause some domestic areas and f-^_t^f!^^^§is____ -s
S
foreign nations will be unable to
hit 6.6 million tons.
are the
fill their quotas due to crop failThese
In a preliminary estimate «f ures, or other reasons.
heaviest weight
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JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) —
President Sukarno, standing in
his undershirt before a roaring
I crowd of 1,500 young supporters,
I threw down another challenge
|to his critics today and urged
|the youths to fight for his goals.
I Addressing youth wing mem|
1
|
I
f
|
|
|
|
1

bers of the pro-Sukarno Indone- beganlhe attack.
sian Nationalist party, he de- In an obvious attack on the
manded a return to his guided present government and its suphan's Inn here.
port by Western nations, Sukardemocracy which Indonesia's no declared;
Among the speakers tor the
"If the imperialarmy-dominated
government ists are praising you, it is a sign
conference, which ended today,
has repudiated.
you are making a big mistake.
were James N. Doyle, president,
As he began speaking in the If they criticize you, it is a
and H. M. Meyers, vice ptesiback."
palace auditorium, he called for challenge to¦ ¦fight
dent of rural sales. Sales and
¦
About 50 Watkins Products, recruiting
. ' . ? ¦ ' ¦ ' .¦ ' ¦
goals for 1967 -wer*
the doors to bo opened wide
Inc., district managers, field presented.
ETTRICK
PATIENT
"because I am heated up."
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - managers and region manag- Sales personnel from Canada
Then he strippedoff his medal- William
Quinn bad major sur- ers of the Winona and Winnipeg and Wisconsin, Iowa; Nebraska,
emblazoned green military tun- gery at a La Crosse hospital regions attended a two-day key Missouri, the Dakotas and Minic, snapped his suspenders and Thursday;
man sales conference at Lina- nesota attended the conference.

GIVE A GIFT THAT LASTS
AND LASTS AND LASTS
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Sukarno Rips
j Into Opponents
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large numbers of Zeus and Mother Begs for
Sprint rockets; missile site radar and multifunction array Word of Daughte r
radar which would not only deMIAMI, Fla. fAP) — A .inolh.
WASHINGTON (APV - Indi- , of several hundred million dol- • race into the antiballistic mis- :stood, will be on the agenda of; serving as a base for any future ( as 400 miles, destroying them tect but track and sort out real
er
has begged for some word on
sile field.
ithe Atlantic alliance 's nuclear expanded system.
outside the atmosphere with from decoy missiles; and fallout
cations mount that ttae United lars.
Amerimillions
of
the
fate of her daughter who
planning
committee.
2.
An
antimissile
deployment
shelters
for
nuclear
bursts.
Antimtssiles, these officials :
Statte will answer Soviet depl- ¦ The decision on whether to
vanished
with another girl 10
decision
now
could
serve
discans.
to
oyment of as antiballistic mis- move ahead in this new phase of j said, will not alter the present Pentagon sources pointed to- arm critics who otherwise "Thicker" - A JlO-blllion to
skin-diving
weeks
ago
¦ from a
sile lystem by erecting a "thin" strategic weaponry is being balance of power but will put (day to two factors which they might claim the administration $12-billkm setup of Nike Zeus Secretary of Defense Robert party. . , '. . • ' .;.
hammered out in budget discus- extraordinary financial burdens ,
maintained in Mrs. Herman Nater wrote an
Nike X defense carrying an sions now under way in the De* on both the United States and 'said make it overwhelmingly has allowed the development of interceptors and their long- S. McNamara has
technology open letter "to the person or
present
the
past
that
range
detection
radars
plus
logical
for
President
Johnson
to
a
crucial
missile
defense
gap.
over-all price tag of $3. billion to fense Department
the Soviet Union.
permit
creation
of an persons responsible" for the disdoes
hot
j
some
superfast
Sprint
missiles
authorize
fiscal
1968
funds
to
At present, officials talk in
16 billion.
defense sys- appearance of her daughter,
At first such an antimissile High-ranking officials . In other ! In addition to the possible begin laying out some form of terms of three types of ABM which would ascend skyward at infallible¦ ' ' missile
a mile a second to knock down tem. . •
Pamela, 20, and Mahcy Leichletup would consist of a dozen ; areas reported that the decision deployment of such missiles in Nike X system:
j systems:
which got past It was McNamara who, at the ner, 21. She said there is a $2,500
Nike) Zeus interceptor batteries j will come in January or Febru- tha United States, the adminis- 1. Toe thin antiballistic mis- "Thin" — A *3-billion to $6.bil- any 'warheads
¦¦'
perhaps spaced along |the na- ary — and may hinge on wheth- tration also is studying the <sile — ABM — network could lion system of radar - directed Zeus.
Presidents' Texas ranch Nov. reward for information that
tion's northern border . This er the United States can per- feasibility of having a similar fend off a light or accidental Nike Zeus batteries whose mis- "Thick — The complete sys- 10, disclosed the Soviets were helps locate the girls, dead or
light , or area, defense might suade the Soviet Union to slow !1 defense system for Western Eu- launch of Soviet or Chinese rajs-1 siles would head off an enemy's tem costing up to $40 billion deploying an antimissile net- j alive, and $10,000 for their reI turn alive.
Involve a first-year installment i down the extension of the arms !I rope. This issue, it is under- siles jn the early 1970s while I' oncoming warheads as far away over a period of years/including work.
> ;
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By JOHN CUMFF
managed to stay on the tracks lays. . ¦ ' . ' ¦
The Supreme Court then ]petition from the merged line.
AP Basinets News Analyst despite more than 140 days of
The 19,356-mile Pennsylvania- stepped in to review the lower
ruling. A one-day hearing Basic to this fight If the fact
NEW YORH (AP)-There is hearings, challerjges by other
York Central Transporta- court
t growing possibility that the railroads and opposition from New
new
is
set for Jan. 9 in Washing- that the N&W, itself, has an aption Co. wan to have been a ton, making
planned merger of the Pennsyl- the Justice Department.
a final decision un- plication before the ICC to
vania and New York Central Now, the chairman of the reality on OcL 1, 1966, which in likely until late February or merge with the Chesapeake &
railroads might collapse if fur- Pennsylvania and the chairman itself represented a delay from early , spring.
Ohio, a plan which Saunders has
ther long postponements devel- of the ICC foresee a collapse if a June 1 deadline. The ICC gave The court question now con- said he will oppose vigorously
its
approval
last
April
27.
op- .• •
delays continue Indefinitely.
cerns a challenge by several as "not in the public Interest."
The odds still are greatly in Privately, some railroad people 6- Sept. 21 a three-judge fed- lines,. including the Norfolk & When the Pennsy-Central ap.' favor of the consolidation, which are even more p«Mlmistic.
eral court delayed the plan to .Western. The Pennsy and Cen- plication was filed in 1962, nobohas the approval of the Inter- In ICC hearings, Chairman consider an appeal for addition- tral say the N&W is obstruction- dy expected the decision to drag
state Commerce Commission, Stuart Saunders of the Pennsy al hearings by several other rail ist in delaying the Pennsy-Cen- out five years. That it has can,
but'!the effective date has been conceded that merger planning lines , in the next month the tral merger. Saunders has even in a sense, be considered a tribdelayed by court cases.
between the two lines was "de- sarue court rejected this appeal suggested that the N&W's mo- ute to the thoroughness of the
Sine* early 1962, the plan has celerating" because of the de- by a 2-to-l vote.
tive is to delay additional com- ICC and the courts.

Loan Fi rm Flooded
With Calls to Santa

During this time, however, the merger plan.
|
CAP) important decisions reportedly I Among the problems of fur- 15ANSAS CITY, Mo.
finance
comThe
telephone
in
a
have* been postponed, others ther delays are these:
have been kept' in month-to- —Flans'to construct terminals pany's office rang and a child's
month suspension, and capital and other facilities must be de- voice asked for Santa Claus.
spending plans have been con- layed at a great ' cost in . efficien- 3n the next fey hours, 75 to
fused between the realities of cy- ' ' ¦ • ' . '
children telephoned their
present need and the uncertain —Morale • of employes will be 100
Christmas requests to Jim Mehopes of tomorrow.
damaged. Advancements may Dcnald, the company president/
"It is simply impossible to have to be held up. Central "We just had to lay business
operate these properties in sus- freight solicitors still must com- aside," said McDonald. "The
pense this way, " Saunders said. pete with the Pennsy for traffic. business of Santa Claus comes
—The financial situation of first."
John W. Bush, ICC chairman, the railroads and the economic He said he didn't know what
said a further indefinite post- situation of country are chang- raixup in phone numbers
brought him the calls.
ponement might even destroy ing.
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Who'llPay Bill
For Repair
Of Churches!
ROME (A?) — Now that
there 's going to be a costly repair bill to pay, it seems that
nobody actually owns two of
Ro>rhe*s
most
picturesque
churches;
The controversy swirls around
the famed twin churches of Santa Maria of the Miracles and
Sajtta Maria in Monle Santo:
They are almost identical
domed churches -which Bernini
completed in the 17th century oh
opposite sides of the Corso facing tbe huge Piaziza del Popolo.

Santa Arrested
For Shoplifting
ASBURY PARK , ^.J. (AP) Santa Glaus no longer interviews youngsters at Levin 's department store. He was arrested for shoplifting.
William J, Nicholson , who
was under the whiskers and
Santa Claus suit was charged
Monday with stealing a $1.50
bottle of men's cologne and a 37cent bottle of corn and callous
remover.
The store will remain without
a Santa Claus for the rest of the
season , according to Stanley
Levin , president.

Modern construction in . the
area diverted an undergroun d
waterflow which wore away
Lheir foundations and threateined the p icturesque churches
with ruin .
The problem of who will pay
the bill has experts thumbing
through the archives, but so far
no one has been able to pin
down exactly who owns the
churches.
The Roman Catholic Vicariate
of Rome has informed government attorneys that it holds the
pToperties in trust but can find
no documents establishing own*rship.

lea, will be part of- th« 10«
instruction booklet. They may
be used as a guide for taxpayers who itemize deductions.
The instructions will also
have a table on gasoline tax
deductions to make it easier
for taxpayers to arrive at a
_• •'
_
.
_
— '
'
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proper deduction for this tax.
(Editor 's Note: This coltax rate on self-employment in- This is the first time such a
come is higher.
umn o/ questions most fretable has been prepared on gasQ — My employer has oline taxes.
quently asked by taxpayers
Q — I just sold some
promised me a cash bonus
on Federal income tax matstock
I inherited from my
this
Christmas.
Will
it
be
ters with authoritat ive anfather . How do I determine
taxable?
swers is.provided by the OfA — Yes , it will be taxable my profit or loss and whethfice o) the District Director
and your employer will with- er it was long-term or
of Internal Revenue, St.
short-term?
hold taxes on it.
Paul. Minnesota J
A — Use the fair market
Q — Will the Revenue
Q — Are the tax rates in
Service issue state sales tax -value of the stock at the date
1966 the same
¦ ¦ ' ¦ as "they were
of the decedent's death as the
tables this year?
.
for 1965? .
. .
A — Yes , state sales tax tab- basis for determining whether
A — Yes. But social security
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The state, which made sweeping seizures of Church property
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last century when unifi cation of
Italy ended" the papacy's temporal power, says it can find no
ciocument specifically taking
over these two churches.
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another bill for the same
tax. What's the reason for
this?
A —. Payments frequently
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Altura Student
In Peace Corps

4ft TURKEYS

CAPONS

:_

FRESH S-WSOID, TRIP^BSiEASTED

FRYERS

ALTUBA, Minn . - Thomas
A. Andersen, 23, son of Mr. and
-Mrs. Howard Andersen of Altura, has been named one of
the first Peace Corps volunteers
4o serve in the; newly independent African nation of Botswana.
Thomas is one of 57 volunteers who left Wednesday to
work in the former British protectorate in education, rural co-operatives and
self-help projects. They received 13 weeks
of training at
Syracuse University in New
York , studying
Setswana, Botswana 's national
language, African history and
culture, American
history. Andersen
world affairs and the technical
orientation of the Botswana government.
Botswana gained its independence from Great Britain
Sept. 30. The Texas-sized country is mostly semi<lesert and
its economy, based on cattle
raising, is tied closely to its
white-ruled neighbors, South
Africa and Rhodesia.
The volunteers will work in
the eastern region of the country, where most of its 500,00*
people live. Volunteer teachers
will work at all levels of the
6chool system while volunteers
in the self-help program will
concentrate on rural construction and dam building proje cts.
Thomas , born on his parents'
farm four miles north of Altura ,
was graduated from Holy Trinity High School, Rollingstone;
received his bachelor of arts degree from St. John 's University.
Collegeville, in 3965. where be
major ed in biology, and worked
last term on his masters degree at Winona State College.
He will teach science at the
secondary level in Botswana . He
has a brother serving in Vietnam.
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LUTHERAN COLLEGES
NEW YORK UP) - More than
33,000 students are enrolled in
the 23 colleges run by the Lutheran Church in America, tha
church 1966-67 handbook shows.
Among other things, all 23 offer
courses in German.
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Check i yoor Cream ticket! and bring to Super Saver to pick up your stamps.
Other ticket holders, write your nam* and address , phone number on this
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payment on back taxes and
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fOO OOa FREE STAMPS
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taxes unpaid during the two- when paying any Federal tax.
Q — I have a small uninmonth period after April 15.
"repair business.
corporated
to
go
overBefore you leave
seas , you should secure a copy How do I go about setting
of publication No. 54, "Tax •up a pension plan for myGuide for U.S. Citizens Abroad ," self and my employes? ;
from our office.
A — This is explained in DocQ. " — . I recently made a ument No. 5592, ''Rejtiremerit

you had a gain or loss. If you
received more for the stocK
tkan its value when you accjuiredit, for example, then you
have a capital gain to report.
If you sold the stock more
than six months after your
f ather's death then the gain or
loss will be considered long
term. Six months or less, will
make the transaction a shortterm one for tax purposes,
Q — I'm taking a job
overseas in January. What
do I do about filing my 1966
return?
A — Taxpayers who are
traveling or living abroad on
April 35 have an automatic
filing extension until June 15.
Interest at the rate of 6fo a
year is charged, however , on

-
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U.N. General
Assembly OKs
Pact on Space
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Buhler Backed
For Teacher
Of Year Award

Party for Retarded
Planned at Alma far
Monday Afternoon
ALMA, Wis. (Special) - Tha
Buffalo County Association for
Retarded Children is'planning a
Christmas party for the mentally retarded and their families
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at th«
American Bank social room.
Alma Booster Club is donating a decorated Christmas tree.
Persons coming are to bring
sandwiches and cookies for their
families. Coffee and soft dxinks ;
will be furnished. There will ot
singing, games, a film and gifts.
As a fund raising project the
county ARC is offering flame of
hope candles for sale. They are
availale at Hartman 's Variety,
Alma; Farmers Store, Mondovi,
and IGA store, Waumandee.

UNITED NATK1NS, N.Y.
Ernest O. Bvhler, guidance
(AP) - The U.N. <G*,eneral Ascounselor
at Central Junior
sembly neared the end of its
High School, has been nomi2ist session today oti a harmonious note highlighted by unaninated hy the Winona Education
mous approval of a treaty outAssociation for the 1967 "Minlawing war in outer a pace .
nesota Teacher of the Year "
The United States and the Soaward .
viet Union paved tl ae way for
Buhler recently was named
approval of the spac e treaty by
this year's "Outstanding Young
agreeing last week no the terms
of the pact, which p rovides the
Educator of 'Winona" in an
first legal code governing exploaward program sponsored by
ration of space. President Johnthe
Winona Chamber of Comson hailed it as the most impormerce.
tant arms- control agreement
The "Minnesota Teacher of
since the limited nuclear testthe Year" program is spon- be considered as a nominee
ban treaty of 1963.
sored by the Downtown Council from Minnesota in the 1967 NaSecretary - Gen eral U Thant
of Minneapolis, the Minnesota tional Teacher of the Year
congratulated the jussembly on
Congress of Parents and Teach- competition.
HERO DECORATEsD , . Army Lt WalPentagon . Marin, 25, Is credited with killing approving the pact which will
ers and the Minnesota Educabecome
law
after
is
ratified
ter J, Marin Jr., of Washington, Pa., reft*
18 North Vietnamese soldiers firing on his ,
¦"My dad' promised me a sports car if Idon't
tion Association to express ap- Any teacher with at least a
by
five
governments,
including
ceives the nation's highest award, the Medal
*
platoon in November, 1965. Staff Sgt. Francis
challenge
the
Warren
Report
until
I
'm
21!"
preciation for the contribu- baccalaureate degree in any acthose of the United States, th e
of Honor, from ^Army Secretary Stanley Resor
Kalakauskis of Orlando, Fla., the medal bear- Soviet Union and Britain.
tions of men and women credited elementary or secondin a colorful ceremony on the ground of the
er, is at left. (AP Photofax)
•
throughout the state engaged in ary school in the state may be
The Vietnam war,J which has
nominated for the award but
House
of
Commons
the teaching profession.
cast its shadow over Ahe session,
As the Winona nominee, he must have been in his preagain became the c enter of at- To Approve Bill
Buhler's name will be included sent school system for at least
tention in the ses iiionj s final
in
the "Honor Roll of Outstand- three years.
hours when the United States
(AP)
LONDON
- Parliamening
Teachers" from which the A panel representing the
made a new overtule to Thant tary passage of a bill legalizing
teacher of the year will be mass news media , the public
to take a hand in getting peace
private homosexual acts beand the teaching profession will
selected.^
negotiations going.
The state winner will re- select the Minnesota winner
U.S. Amhassadoif Goldberg tween consenting male adults
ceive an engraved plaque and with the announcement to be
asked Thant to do 'evhatever he appeared assured today after
a $500 scholarship. He'll also made sometime in April.
deemed necessary to launch the House of Commons aptalks aimed at richieving a proved
^3^JBfiS^S>3ir««JKJ^1W3W!WSlJR5«
the bill in principle on
cease-fire in Vietnam. The apOTTAWA (AP) - The Canaits
second
reading.
proach to Thant was made five
dian government plans to pay
days before the st art of a 48- The bill will be debated in the
STILLWATER, Minn. (AP)hour Christmas truce in Viet- House of Lords before becomuig the country's new pension bill
with higher sales taxes on most
nam.
"He could be out tomotrow if
law. The Lords haye indicated
threat
of
sin
llth-hour
goods
and an extra levy against
The
: he would sign the papers, but
snag on peacekeej)ing proce- they will approve it.
the
incomes
of 2.3 million Canahe won 't sign, " Mrs. Arhie Carldures was averted when the Campaigners for the legisla- dians, Finance Minister Mitson said of her husband. "So
General Assembly; » voted to tion have long contended that
I'll pack, the kids up Christmas
¦¦
' ¦'
'
shelve the controversial ques- the present law opens homosex- chell Sharp announced in a * ¦ ¦ ¦
"
- :¦: - '¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ : ¦
¦
Eve and go sing . carols to him
.
I
supplementary budget intro:
tion until its special session set uals to blackmail.
;
through the bars. "
^
for April to consid er the situa-^
duced in the House of Commons
Carlson, 44, a father of six,
tion in South-West ihfrica; ' . '.
Monday night.
has been in the Washington
Canada had subrrtitted a resoThe budget increases the
County jail at Stillwater since
lution asking U.N . members to
sales tax from 11 per cent to 12
Dec. 6, serving a 90-day constate what forcesV they could
per cent on everything but
tempt of court sentence. He recontribute if requested to join a
building materials arid producjected a court-ordered settleU.N. peacekeeping operation.
tion machinery. Sharp figures
ment of $850 to allow constructhis will bring in $L55 million
tion of a 345,000-volt power line
more. Food, services and fuel
over his farm.
are exempt from the tax!
The maximum old-age pen"The $850 would be eaten up
sion tax on taxable incomes of
ln taxes before long, " said Mrs .
$3,000 and over also is doubled,
Carlson. "If we want to plot
from $120 to $240 a year . This is
some of our land for real estate
(AP)
- Post- to yield $135 million.
WASHI^CTPN
development someday, quite a
master General Lawrence F. O'few acres would be useless.
Brien says Christmas mail is
Who'd buy and build near
getting through without serious
oower noles?'' .
delay.
Mrs. Arnie Carlson in Front of Electric Tower
The Carlsons' 37-acre farm Is
But it may cost more , to mail
In nearby Woodbury Township,
that
Christmas card next year,
)
(AP
SAN
FRANCISCO
$850.
The
contempt
sentence
folj as: important as the precedent,"
near St . Paul. The two oldest .
he hinted .
Negroes
are
organizing
their
lowed.
which,
spokesman
said,
-would
a
sons, Greg, 19, and Jay, !5,
!
O'Brien said at a news conferhave been doing chores on the "NSP didn't want to buy the be alarming if the compansy had own labor unions because of
;
"the
broad
national
pattern
of
ence
that his department is con- UCHINOURA, Japan (AP) to
submit
to
the
landowner's
decrop and beef cattle farm while land , but simply put a two-pole
discrimination"
by
AFL-CIO
sidering
a rate increase, but Japanese scientists today failed
mands.
their father is in jail .
wooden tower np," said the comorganizations,
a
civil
rights
"no decision has been made." for the second time to orbit an
Meanwhile, Carlson prepared
He said the current year 's post- artificial satellite, a feat only
leader said Monday. ,
"We had to have the land, " pany spokesman. "We had no to spend Christmas in jail.
G UT delicious creamy eggnog Ls a great
Making the announ cement at al deficit is 10 per cent of its three nations have accom- $
said a spokesman for Northern choice but to enter condemnaplished .
a news conference was Herbert $5,8 billion budget.
States Power Co. "It is just tion proceedings." The tower
I
treat for kids and grown-upsi anytime.
about the last link in a high- has been built since Carlson was
Hill;' labor secretary *'or the Na- O'Brien said Christmas sea- A. four-stage made-ln-Japan t
Better get some right away and enjoy
voltagfc direct hookup with St. jailed.
tional Association fc*r the Ad- son mail this year will total rocket streamed into the sky
over
the
Pacific
from
the
Tok
it
aU tnroutgh the holidays: :
t
vancement of Colored! People.
Louis, scheduled to go into ser- ' Mrs. Carlson referred to widenearly 9 billion pieces, up 8.9 space center , but about half yo
an
spread
company
advertising
vice thus May ."
Hill criticized established un- per cent from last year.
hour later Tokyo University
The connection is intended to that its power is ''penny cheap/'
ions for what he calls);d "racist He (hanked
users
for
helping
scientists
announced a malfuncallow Minneapolis - St. Paul and "Now once an easement is arpolicies" and declanad "indeSt. Louis to exchange power at ranged," she said , "1MSP can
pendent freedom labor unions" the mails by doing such diverse tion at the final stage.
WINONA'S
PHONE 3626
times of peak demand in one j come back year after year and
are necessary because of dis- things as adding Zip codes to The first attempt was made I
addresses and shoveling, snow on Sept. 26. Only the United
city or the other.
crimination in established labor off walks,
do whatever they want without
HOME DELIVERY
I
HOME-OWNED
DAIRY
FOR
speeding the post- States, the Soviet Union and
Mrs. Carlson said the family paying another penny. That' s
organizations.
MILWAUKEE , Wis. - Pepin He also said the) NAACP man 's rounds.
France have orbited satellites.
was offered $200 six months really penny cheap.
County was one of 10 counties would give support to the new
ago and , later , $1,200 for an
eascm-ent, Carlson said he would "When a new highway comns in the state under scrutiny the movement "wherever AFL-CIO LiHHL^IiTefl^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ HHHHHHBHHHLHHHBBHI
last four years by the Wiscon:
sell to the company the strip of through your .land , it's a gov- sin
>^>l|sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss^^
/"X^iSi
Anti-Tuberculosis Association affiliates fail in their legal duty
^
non-profit
transaction
ernment,
.
two acres needed for $2,000, and
arid
equal
reprefair
to
provide
tuber,
in
an
effort
to
eradicate
someone
is
makhe reiused to allow Northern But with NSP,
sentation to minority t ;roup unfrom the state.
States Power men on his land ing money and we're being culosis
The testing and studies reveal- ion members and also where
after a court - appointed com- hurt. "
ed
that 14 percent oi Wis- unions refuse to organize in Nemission ordered an easement at N"SP said "the amount is not consin 's residents are Lnfected gro ghetto areas, as in the Fill? with TB germs. It is estimated more district in San Francisco,"
1 that 560,000 of the state's 4 mil- Hill declined to identify those
|
i lion people are positive reac- forming the independent unions
i tors to the tuberculin skin test. and the industries in vdhichi they
ARMOUR'S STAR - FULLY COOKED
work.
^^sBgmmrn^
j The number of persons ln- But he cited the AFL-CIO res> fected , however, is fewer than taurant
workers , > building
5 health officials estimate»d.
tradesmen , and saiVors as
j ! The test showed that 98 per- among those unions he ohjects
il cent of the persons infected are to here.
t 20 years or older; that 75 per- "It is a national movement,"
' ¦ ^raiM'r" ¦
cent of the state's almost 700 Hill said , "and it is jgoLng to
FUIL SHANK M AC
BUTT
C Ot CENTERLB. 'TfAc
new cases last year developed start right here ln San FrancisHALF, L8. t mj
HALf, IB. 3?»
SLICES,
^l^^li
] ^T
among previous! yinfected per- co."
sons, and 65 percent of the new
The unions quickly dwied any
i cases occurred among persons discriminatory practices.
|
FULL SELECTION OF
5
Pints and Vi "Gallons
,
3 45 or older
j Discovery of these iacts Is
I
5 leading to emphasis on testing
Galloni
Pints
and
li
U
I programs primarly amo-ng adult
jj groups , especially those where
3 tuberculosis infection and disw ¦.«* ¦¦.¦*«»
— +.* ~—
most
frequently
found.
ROASTING
CHIC
KENS
ease are
•
•
J
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ChocolaU Rtvel , Cram* d» Ms»nth«,
J{ These groups, include nursing
>t home patients and employes,
E
Holiday Fruit, P«pp»rmlnt SUck
OLD FASHIONED
ARMOUR'S STAR
i welfare clients, residents of
j high TB incidence areas, pall \ tlents admitted to hospitals, in- SHELBYVILLE
Twain . W>
i dustrial employes, aned mem- — Police searched today for the
DULU l-U I tT l«3fV
« hers of senior citizens orgnnfan- weapon apparently ulied to
ALL MEAT—NO WASTE
i tions .
bludgeon two young girls to
5j The Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculo- death as they looked for casta5 ais Association recommends that way dolls in a city dumps.
i public health agenci es pre- The mud-cak ed bodies.; of Describe anti-TB drugs to prevent borah Lynn Ray, 0, and her
I •5 tho development of active dls- cousin , Phyllis Loufiottc Seibers,
INDIVIDUAL SERVINGS
$
^
^mtmmmmmmmmmmimmmmwmwmmmmmmm
^mmmmnm
^mmmtmmmmwmmm
5 onse in persons infected witli 8, were found Monday — 18
I
Santa Clau« Centers & Teraes
WHOLE BEEP
ARMOUR'S
germs,
TB
Fnmar
Jr.,
hours
after
William
I
¦
II
«, saw them playing at flhe refuso heap.
"Phyllis had fallen down and
hurt her 'c8." M*6 D0V sfl 'd. "1
helped her up and told Wsr she
oufdit to go borne."
W. E. (Bud) Hopton, director
of the Tennessee liurepu of
l BEflKNT , N . D . tin - Thrice Criminal Identification , solid the
i : per.sons in & car wero killed girls apparently were 6'eatcn
ij w h e n it collidkicl with a school with a blunt instrument.
J bus nt the crest of a hill on a The girla had been the ebject
5 gravel roud swven mUes north- of a countywide search since
J west of Refient late Monday . they were left nt the dump SunI None of the 17 pupils aboard day by Ricky Ray, Debiurah's
i the bus was reported hurt.
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Sales Tax to
Pay Canada's
Pension Bill
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PEPPERMINT STICK
HOLIDAY FRUIT PIES
ICE CREAM PIES
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Japan Fails to
Orbit Satellite

Wisconsin TB
Program Includes
Pepin Co, Stu dy
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¦
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No Serious
Delays in
Negroes Will Yule Hail
Organize Own
Labor Unions

bon^t wait for Holidays
to have fun with
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Margie 's j

| 3 in Car Killed
j ln Collision
With School Bus

j
i
!1 W*Mia
j
Cottage i

Weapons Sought
In Slaying of 2
Tennessee Girls
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Anti-American
Feeling Seen
Rising in Brazil

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(Api — Carlos Lacerda, . Braril's permanent political gadflv,
says anti-American feeling is
rising in Brazil and may explode nest year.
"There is an anti-American
movement developing in Brazil
that cannot be called Communist," Lacerda told newsmen,
"and I believe some of it is justified. "
The former governor of Gnanabara State, covering Rio de
Janeiro and its suburbs, has
used the anti-Americanism be
described as a weapon to attack
the U.S.-backed government of
President Humberto Castello
Branca Lacerda, who helped
Castello Branco to power after
the 1964 overthrow of President
Joao Goulart, has turned
against the reared army
mar' •. ' • ¦ . . ' " . "¦ ' . '
shal.
He charges almost daily in
fiery articles written for the
daily newspaper Tribuna da
Imprensa that Castello Branco
is "delivering". Brazil to foreigners.
"I believe th* Brazilian govtrnraent is giving too much jo
some American groups," he
says, without defining the
groups. He names only a Brazilian capitalist and a Canadianbased power company — Brazilian Traction — when asked
for examples.
He warns that President-elect
Arthur da Costa e Silva, due to
assume power next . March,
faces trouble.
"fo September or October of
next year, if Costa e Silva keeps
to the same line, he will be in
bad trouble," Lacerda asserts.

Kifeef Sues
Readers Digest
For $3 Million

REX MORGAN. M.D.
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KENNEDY

McCormack to
Hold Line on
Aggression

PEANUTS 4fr

all trucking firms in Erie and
some in Pittsburgh had closed.
Walkouts were, also reported in
New Castle.
Local union officials in Pittsburgh and New Castle declined
comment.
Teamsters members in Detroit struck last week in . sympathy - for Hoffa , vhose conviction
on jury tampering charges was
recently upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Detroit workers returned
within the day at Hoffa 's urging.
The trucking association
spokesman said the full extent
of the strike was not immediately known.

Durable Goods
Orders Decline

WASHINGTON (AP) - New
orders for durable goods
dropped for the second straight
month in November — another
sign of an economic slowdown,
The Commerce Department
Monday pegged the drop at 3.1
per cent and said the aircraft
industry was largely responsible . Earlier figures had shown
drops in industrial output,
wholesale prices, retail sales
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More Sympathy
Strikes for Holla

I

By " Alex
Kofxky
. . ¦. .
_ . .
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CHICAGO (AP) - Philip Kit«r &., 69, one of 17 persons
under indictment in Minneapolis
in a $4 million fraud case, filed
a $3 million libel suit against
Headers Digest Magazine Monday.-The U.S. District Court suit
accuses the magazine of libel in
an article entitled, "Riddle of
the Vanishing Insurance Company." The article was subtitled, "A Shocking Account of
How Fraudulent Manipulators
Have Brought Grief to Thousands of Unsuspecting Motorists.'* :-' ,'
Tb« salt also named
the author, Lester Valie, and a
post office inspector, George
Head, as defendants.
Kitzer was an official of the
now-defunct American Allied Insurance Co. of St Paul, a high
risk auto insurer. Other oiiicers PITTSBURGH (AP) - Teamas well as Cyrus E. Magnusson, sters Union locals at scattered
former Minnesota state insur- locations in western Pennsylvaance commissioner, were Indict- nia walked off their jobs today
ed in what a grand jury called in what a trucking association
a $4 million fraud case, The spokesman described as a symcase resulted in a political scan- pathy strike for the union presidal Involving a $2,000 campaign dent, James R. Hoffa.
contribution to Gov. Karl F. A spokesman for the Western
Holvaag and Sen. Walter F. Pennsylvania Motor Carriers
Mondale.
Association in Pittsburgh said

S3L
4£2*&

pages of the Manchester book
were objectionable. . He said he
(Continued from Page One) agreed material turned over to
know' can alter the nature of Manchester on the late presithis controversy — whether Mr . dent should be kept for posterity
JJanchester and the publishers — but not for the general public
broke the written agreement, right now.
from which breach enormous Robert Kennedy also echoed
profits will apparently flow." the charges made in the stateCanfield said that "under- ment issued by the Kennedy
WASHINGTON (AP) - House standably, tlie members of the family spokesman in New York.
Speaker John W. McCormack Kennedy family were unwilling He said the two publishera
said today continued firm lead- to read the manuscript them- had forced him and the presiership in combating aggression selves and hence they designat- dent's widow into the suit beV
ana "preserving
ed representatives to do this for cause they had refused to allow
a n d carrying
them. Had they read it them- representatives of the Kennedy
¦
0 u t''. newborn
selves, the present situation family to see the manuscript
might have been avoided."
By Dal Curtis ~ domestic p r 0until Mrs. Kennedy filed her
grams will be
The Kennedy family spokes- suit last Friday.
the major isman said: "Although neither
said that
sues in the 90th
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy nor Edward Kennedy
any quesbeen
"there
has
never
Congress.
Mrs. Kennedy has read the
Kennepart
or
Mrs.
my
tion
on
In response to
Manchester manuscript in its
Kennedy's
Robert
Sen.
dy
s
or
'
questions s u bentirety — authorized repreba
mitted by The
sentatives having done so — part" but the book would
published.
. ,
A s s o c 1 atboth Manchester and the pubintaped
of
He
said
ltt
hours
ed Press. McKennedy
lishers knew that Mrs.
Cormack said McCormack was well aware of the personal terviews that Mrs. Kennedy
cm the eve of his 75th birthday passages to which she object- gave to Manchester in. late 1863
revealed "the most intimatr
that he does not look with tre- ed.".
kinds of personal details."
pidation to the job of leading
the House with greatly reduced "Indeed," the Kennedy family Mrs. Kennedy, he said, alspokesman continued in his
strength, among Democrats.
"Mrs. Kennedy lowed the tapings for "backstatement,
The size of McConnack's spoke directly to Manchester on ground and perspective." He
army of Democrats was at least one occasion, outlining said it was her "very earnest
trimmed from 295 to 248 in last her objections to those parts of hope" that she would hava a aay
By Ernie Bushmilier
month's elections, leaving the the manuscript which she felt in what would be used.
Democrats a numerical edge ol unnecessarily invaded her pri- In her suit, Mrs. ;' Kennedy
61 in the new Congress conven- vacy and that of her children. charged breach of contract, ining Jan. 10.
"And , although he (Maches- vasion of privacy and infringeHow much tougher his task ter) agreed to delete them from ment «of her copyvyright by
•vnU be next year, McCormack the published version, neither unauthorized use if ker name in
said, "depends to a considerable Manchester nor Harper & Row advertisements and promotion.
extent on whether or not the nor Look magazine has done so, • Look has repeatedly said it is
great majority of the Republi- or have they even, in the period still going ahead with its plans
cans in the House adopt and of this dispute, permitted Mrs. to publish a four-part, 80,000follow a positive and affirma- Kennedy or her representatives word serialization of the book
tive policy or continue to follow access to title manuscript."
beginning with the issue due in
the policy of blind opposition."
newsstands Jan, 10.
said
Kennedy
Sen. Robert F.
During his 38 years in the from Sun Valley, Idaho, where Harper & Row plans to bring
House* McCormack has en- he is on a winter skiing vaca- out the 300,000- word hard-cover
gaged in many legislative bat- tion, that he thought only four book in April.
tles, as a member, as majority
leader and as speaker. He has
forgotten many of them.
By Saunder j and Ernsf
He said the ones that stand
out were fights over: "The original Social Security Act, unemployment insurance, minimum
wages, bousing legislation particularly low-cost housing, extension of the Selective Service
Act by the House by one vote in
1941 just before Pearl Harbor
when the fate of our country
was involved. In the past few
years the memorable fights involved rent supplements, demonstration cities, and a number
of others.'
McCormack hag no formula
for remaining bale, hearty and
active. Be doesn't drink alcoholic beverages but smokes cigars
By Bud Blake \ V . by the dozen.
"The good Lord has been very
IM
kind to me, •which I appreIN /*ITV
tl I I '
ciate," he said. "Mrs. McCormack and I have had a very
happy life, always looking to the
future in terms of service to our (
FRESH ROASTED JUMBO
|
fellow human beings and seeing |
the good side of life."
¦

Vanilla l«e Cream
with two
Chrittma* Mint
Tre»

lc« Cream centersl
HAIF GALLON

Available al the following stores
in Winona and tho Area:
In City of Winona
WMIsnd Station, CM, JM and Main Sirs.
KltlnsdimKlt'i Oroc., JM W. Sarnls St .
Mcrfs Croc, 474 VVcit Sarnia St.
lelleW Groc , 521 West Howard St .
Bright Spot , 23) JacKton St.
Haska 's Croc.. 421 East tin St.
Mayan's Oroc, 42) East King St .
Grleiel's Oroc., 41C Center Sf .
Kindt's Oroc, ATI West 7th St.
Wirnktn Market , 477 Wtst 5th St.

Chapln's M»rke1, »55 W M J Jtti St.

Cdel's Market, 271 Chailleld St.
Land O' Lakes Feed Store, H2 East lnd SI.
Northlane Market , H5I Wait tin St.
Potato Market , 111 Market St .
Jatst's Skelly Station, Sugar Lo»l
Neumann's Oroc, HI East 2nd St.

In Winona Area
Johnson's ftroc, Blutt Siding, vm.
Homer Store, Homer, Minn.
Pagel Oenaral Store, Nodlne
Henderson Oroc, Pickwick
J ( R Grocery, La Crescent
Baudlar's Super Valu , Caledonia
Aloorfs Oroc, Caledonia
Oangltr Locker Plant, Caledonia
Land O' Lakes Creamery, Caledonia
Hart Farm Service, Rusntorst
Colfee Shop, Rushlord
Hart Creamery, Hart
Wilton Store, Wilson
Wyallvllle Store. Wyattvllle
Duane's Oroc, Lewiston
Reet Store, Fremont
Fremont Creamery
Deft Celt, St. Charles
¦¦fieri Oroc, Altura
Roiiiftglrona) Creamery, RoHlnaston*
Red Rose, Rolllngstone
Barney's, Stockton
Dugout, Le crescent
Uilen te "The flnel Christmas ", KWNO A KAOB, Christmas Day
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WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Federal .Aviation Agency is
blaming a television show about
an airplan e bomb for causing a
sharp increase in hoax telephone caj ls warning about such
devices.
The FAA said eight hoax calls
have been placed in the last
seven day s — the same number
received f or all of November.
The first call in the series
came whi le the National Broadcasting Co. television network
I was still airing "The Doomsday
? Flight ," .« drama Tuesday about

I
I
¦

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) Alexei N. Kosygin arrived today
for the first visit by a Soviet
premier to Turkey, a member
of the North Atlantic alliance.
He received a polite but somewhat cool welcome.
Only half a dozen Soviet flags
were flying at Ankara 's snowcovered airport , one more was
on the outskirts and another
was in the center of the Turkish
capital. v .
Members of Premier Snleyman Demirel's generally proWestern and anti-Soviet Justice
party were reported divided
over Kosygin's visit. Newspaper
comment also was divided, with
leftist papers enthusiastic and
conservative papers wary.
Kosygin is returning a visit
Premier Suat Hayri Urguplu
made to Moscow in 1965, The
absence of Foreign Minister
Andrei A. Gromyko from the
party indicated that the talks
during the week-long visit will
center mainly on commercial
and economic relations between
the two neighboring countries.
a bomb planted in a pilot's
briefcase.
The calls involved planes at
Detroit, Washington, New York,
Los Angeles, Waco, Tex., and
Chicago.
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We Wish Everybody

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
WE WILL BE CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY DEC. 25
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«"ASH AND CARRY PRICES AT THE DAIRY
K
HOME-OWNED — HOME-OPERMED
BY EARl HARRIS
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TV Show Blamed
For Hone Calls
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Crtxie A Homogeniied
Va Galloni In
Pap ar or «GlflM

and a slojver rise in personal
income.
The sign s -appear to reduce
chances iot: a tax increase, say
some govei "nment analysts.
The government showed one
indication it is perhaps worrying less about inflation when it
announced plans Monday to sell
$1.1 billioai of its financial assets. Such sales had been held
up as an J inti-inflationary tool.
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Kosygin Gets
Polite,Cool
j GIFT BOX of MIXED
Ankara Welcome
FRUIT— -$3.49

179 E. 4tr» S».
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5-lh . box $7.2S ^k^«$W
A \ V 2-lb . box $3,85
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M E Y E R ' S FRUIT CAKE
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kW 2-lh . box $2.40. Loaded with choice fruit 1
1
and nuts! It's delicious,.
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Tm Dall y Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l

Vlsltlno hours; M.edl'eal and surgical
patients: 2 te * ant 7 to s.-3o p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: J to S:30 and 7 to
|:M p.m. (Adults only.)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Richard Johnson, 128 E. Howard St.
Mrs. Laura Ellison , Lewiston, Minn.
Wilfred Virnig, Rollingstone,
Rt. 1, Minn.
George Shugart, 716 E. Wabasha. St. '
Connie Smith, 526 Harriet St.,
DISCHARGES
Gene Bauer, 4115 7th St.
Goodview.
Frank ¦ Kunce, 625 W. Howard St. ¦:.- .
Heidi Baker, 269 Winona St.
Helen Wesenberg, 1091 MarIan St.
Mrs. Clara Erdman, Sauer
Memorial Home.
Mrs. Charles
¦ ¦;• Kubicek , 211 W
Mill St.
Mrs. James Pehler and baby,
707# W/ King St
Mrs. Roy Neitzke , 205 E.
Howard St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. James Waldo ,
853% E. Howard St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. -Anthony Raymond, Trempealeau, Wis., twin
sons.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— At Tri-County Memorial Hospital:
Mr. and Mrs. Anton Flikkeshaug, Whitehall, a son Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiersgalla, Independence, a daughter
Saturday.

of
several years.
. He was born Jul y 29, 1898, at
Silo to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Luehmann. He lived at Lewisten and was a Winona resident
28 years. He retired three years
ago as a machinist for the Diamond Huller Co. He was a member of St. Matthew 's Lutheran
Church .
. Survivors are: His wife , Esther; one son, Jack , La Crosse;
four daughters, Mrs. Dale
(Doris) J a c c a r d, Beaumont ,
Calif., Mrs. Donald (Roseraarie )
Prigge , Lewiston , Mrs . John
(Joan) Sulack, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Brad (Bonnie) Baumann, Winona; 16 grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren. His parents and two brothers have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St. Matthew's, the Rev. A. L. Mennicke officiating. Burial will be
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home Wednesday from
7 to 9 p.m . and at the church
Thursday after I p.m. A memorial is being arranged.

Bruce Sty ba

Funeral services for Bruce
Joseph Styba, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Styba, 62o E;
Belieview St., will be Wednesday at 10:15 aim. ' at Watkowski
Funeral Home and at 10:45 a.m.
at St. Stanislaus Catholic
Church, the Rt . Rev. Msgr. N.
F, Grulkowski. Burial will be in
St. Mary's Cemetery.
TODAYS BIRTHDAYS
Friends may call at the fuChristine Norton, 551% Huff neral home after 7 p.m. today.
A Bible service will be held at
St., 11.
Linda Mullen, 1750 W. Wab- 8. • ¦¦ ' . ' • • ' ¦
asha St., 5.
Miss . Henrietta B. Kerkow

Municipal Court
A charge of driving without
a valid driver license against
Robert E. Haefel , 23, 166 E.
4th St., was dismissed this
morning when the defendant
produced evidence that he had
a license.
Frank Wohletz, city prosecutor, said he had made an informal inquiry to the state license bureau and found that
the defendant had a license.
Haefel said he had made an
application for a duplicate license Dec. 12 to replace the
one he had .' lost/

Funeral services for Miss
Henrietta B. Kerkow, 116% Walnut St., will be Wednesday at
1:30 p.m. at McKinley Methodist
Church, the Rev. Glenn Qiiam
officiating. Burial will be in
"Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home today from 7 to
9 p.m. The casket will not be
opened at the church. An Eastern Star service will be conducted at 8 p.m. todav.

Mondovi School
Bus Involved
Weather
OTHER TEMPERATURES
In Collision
High Low Pr.

Hospital, Whitehall, where he
had been a patient since suffering a stroke Nov. 28. He had a
second stroke Monday.
He had been employed 15
years at Schilling Electric Co.,
Galesville. He was born in the
Town of Ettrick April 25, 1902,
to Mr. , and Mrs. Ole Jordahl
and married Jennie Estby June
19, 1930. He lived in Ettrick
32 years. He was a member of
First Lutheran Church, North
Beaver Creek.
*
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, Leslie, Whitehall ; one
daughter, Miss Thelma, Madison, and one brother , Alfred,
Blair.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at First
Lutheran Church, North Beaver
Creek, the Rev. K. M. Urberg
officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at Frederixon Funeral Home, Blair,
starting Wednesday /afternoon.
A prayer service will be held
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Hubert Lahm

WEAVER, Minn. (Special) Mrs. Hubert Lahm, 71, Weaver,
died at 12:25 a.m. today at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha,
where she had been a patient
since Nov. 13.
The former Mabel Rose Miller, she was born Dec. 19, 1895,
in Minneiska Township to
George and Kate Fetting Miller.
She moved with her family to
Bruce, Wis. She was married
March 17, 1930.
Mr. and Mrs. L>ahm farmed
in Watopa Township, Wabasha
County, until retiring in 1946.
They lived at Winona for a
short time and then moved to
Weaver .
Survivors are: Her husband;
her mother, Mrs. Kate Miller,
Ladysmith, Wis.; one brother,
Roy, northern Minnesota , and
two sisters, Mrs . Sath (Thelma)
Loomis and Mrs, Carl (Ruth)
Scheel, Bruce.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at BuckmanSchierts Funeral Home, Wabasha, the Rev . Richard Horton,
Weaver Methodist Church, officiating. Burial will be in Giteenfield Cemetery, Kellogg.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday afternoon and evening and on Thursday until time of services.

Mrs. Vinnie Tollefson

PRESTON, Minn . (Special) —
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Union
Prairie Lutheran Church for
Mrs. Vinnie Tollefson, 68, who
died Monday at 1:30 a.m. at
Preston Nursing Home, where
she had been a resident since
August 1964 .
The Rev. Leon Hoftan will officiate . Burial will be in the
church cemetery .
Friends may call at Thauwald
Funeral Home here from 1 p.m.
Wednesday to 11:30 a.m. Thursday and at the church after
12:30 p.m.
She -was born Sept . 9, 1898,
in Preston to Simon and Oline
Wilson Simonson. Her mother
died when she was a small
child, so she lived in the home
of her paternal grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ole Simonson.
She was married March 12,
1918, to Alex L, Tollefson at
the Union Prairie Church, of
which she was a lifelong member. She lived on a farm in
the Preston area until moving
to the village. The church is
between Preston and Lanesboro.
Surviving is one brother,
Owen, Preston. Her husband
died in 1962; her parents also
have died.

MONDOVI, Wis. - A Mondovi area wom an was taken to
.. a hospital in Eau Claire this
.. morning after a collision with a
.05 bus from Sacred Heart School
of Mondovi.
.02 This and a collision between
.. feed and oil trucks on Highway
.18 37 near Mondovi kept Traffic
.. Officer Robert Sing busy.
Sing had had just an hour's
.
.56 sleep after returning from an
.. accident at Maxville when he
was called at 8:20 a.m. by the
collision between the school bus,
carrying 17 children, and a car
. . . driven by Mrs. Ervin Anderson.
. '. the traffic officer said the ve.. hicles were approaching each
.. other when Mrs. Anderson's car
started to slide toward the larg,. er vehicle and the two crashed.
The. children were shaken but
.40 reportedly not seriously injur. .. ed. The accident occurred on
County Trunk H near the Pepin
County line n orth of Mondovi.
The other accident involved
..
'. . the Tehler oil truck from Chip.. pewa Palls and Robert Hart's
Mrs. Charles Frolek
feed truck from Gilmanton . The
junction
of
RUSHFORD
, Minn . — Mrs.
two
collided
at
the
.07
( Agnes) Frolek , 80,
Highway
37
and
J.
No
injuries
Charles
.. were reported
Brcckenridge , formerly of this
.
area , died at St. Francis Hosthere Monday.
pital
..
She was born in Hart Jan,
.. Buffalo-Decor ah
18, 1886, to John and Johanna
..
District Renames Steinbauer. She attended school
here and was employed in WiBlair Resident
nona several years. She was
THE BIO
married to Charles Frolek May
DIFFERENCE IN . •WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) 1, 1917, and they moved to
— Ray Steuernagel, Blair , hns
N.D.
LIFE INSURANCE been re-elected chairman of the Lldgerwood,
Surviving are: A son, Ben,
... IS COST. AND FEDERATED Buffalo - Decornh District Boy Lldgerwood ; a , daughter Mrs.
Scouts. Ralph Rasmuson, White- John (May ) Gilles, MinneapoCOSTS LESS-SUBSTANTIALLY
hall , was re-elected district lis; a granddaughter, and three
LESS! BEFORE YOU
commissioner .
brothers, John Steinbauer , Wir.NTER INTO A LIFE CONTRACT
The district , composed of
William, Helena, Ohio
INVESTIGATE. .,
Buffalo , Trempealeau a n d nona ;
and
Joseph
, Rushford . Four
Jackson counties , has 1,103
sisters
nnd
three
brothers have
boys in 52 units . There nre 513
died.
;
47ft
Scouts
Cubs
in
22
packs
' N I UHA N C I
in 23 troops, nnd 112 Explorers A funeral Mass will be said
Wednesday at St. John NeponJi •ueiNtM
in seven posts.
m
B
¦
. HOMI
uccno Church, BreckenridRe ,
The Rev, Valerian Paczek offiTrempea leau County ciating. Another service will be
held here at St. Joseph's
Fair Meeting Slated
Church at 10 a.m. Thursday,
GALESVILLE, Wis . - The the Rev. Richard Loomis offiannual meeting of the Trempea- ciating. Burial will be in the
County Agricultural Society parish cemetery,
leau
Anderson wj R
will be held Wednesday nt fl Friends may call at Watkowp.m, in the municipal building. ski Funeral Home, Winona.
Plans for the county fiiir will Thursday from 8 n.rn to 9
°
&¦
**M m
Phona MM
be discussed,
a.m.
Albany, cloudy ... .. 30 9
Albuquerque, clear ; 50 25
Atlanta, clear . ... 56 41 ,
Bismarck, cloudy .. 45 23
Boise, fog . . . . . . . . . .
29 25
Boston, cloudy '. .. ... 42 21
Chicago, cloudy . . , ' . 39 33
Cincinnati, cloudy . 4 2 38
Cleveland, rain .... 30 27
Denver, cloudy . ... 66 33
Des Moines, cloudy 53 30
Detroit, rain .. ' .. . ... 31 28
Fairbanks, cloudy .. -7 -13
Fort Worth, clear .. 57 35
Helena, clear . . . . . . 45 34
Honolulu, cloudy ... 79 71
Indianapolis , cloudy 45 . 38
Jacksonville , clear . 66 44
Kansas City, clear . 62 32
Los Angeles, clear . 83 52
Louisville , cloudy .. 48 39
Memphis, clear .... 62 38
Miami , clear
70 54
Milwaukee , cloudy . 33 27
Mpls.-St.P ., cloudy . 37 31
New Orleans, cloudy 66 47
New York, cloudy . 39 24
Olda . City, clear .. 67 36
Omaha , cloudy
56 30
Philadelphia, cloudy 45 25
Phoenix , clear
75. 35
Pittsburgh , rain . . . . 37 27
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 3 8 11
Rapid City , cloudy . 55 31
St. Louis, clear . . . . 62 37
Salt Lk, City, cloudy 30 26
San Fran,, cloudy .. 51 43
Winnipeg, cloudy . . . 27 12

..

Federated

ST. CIIAItLKS METHODISTS
ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Special) — The senior choir of St.
^'}: f ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^mWm m m
Chnrles Methodist Church will
practice at I ho church Wednesday nt 7:30 p.m. Volunteers
{ to do some painting and genWlnonn, Minn, ^
^ |B^; eral repair work nt the church
arc to come at the sumo hour.
Brushes nnd rollers will bo furnished.

Czaplewskl i^ ^jK

Santa Claus
House Open
To Thursday

will Christmas
Be Dry, Mild?

and Center streets will remain
open an extra day this wyk
because of the continuing large
number of visitors to the house.
The Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Retail Council, which
sponsored construction of the
storybook house in which Santat
has greeted children daily
since early thus month, originally had planned to close the
house for th« season Wednesday." . - : / .
The council announced today,
however, that a decision had
been made to have Santa Claus
remain at the house until 8 p.m.
Thursday. Each child who visits
Santa at his house receives an
apple. Last year, when Santa's
headquarters was in a commercial building downtown, 1,500 apples were distributed during the
season.
Through Monday, this year,
more than 3,000 apples had been
distributed.
Santa ' will welcome visitors
at the/house from S to 8 p.m.
today, from 2 to 5 and 6 to ft
p.m. Wednesday and! Thursday.

weather outlook for Winona and
vicinity tonight and Wednesday.
There seems to be very little
prospect that the freezing drizzle which gripped northern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin
will move into Southeastern
Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. ' '

Paternity Gases
Holzinger lodge Slated
for Trial
Winona Deaths
Two-State Deaths
A. preliminary hearing involvModernization
Arthur W. Luthmann
Lawrence Jordahl
two separate paternity
ing
Arthur W. Luehmann , 68, 1017 ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)—
charges filed by Mary Jane
W. Broadway , died today at Lawrence Jordahl, 64, died MonThe Santa Claus house in the Variable cloudiness with little the ground at that time. All- To Be Considered Lynch, 1774 Kraemer Dr.,
3:10 a.m. at Communitv Memo- day at Tri-County
Memorial
against Michael D. Lynch, 270,
municipal parking lot at 2nd change in temperature is the time high for Dec. 20 was 54
rial Hospital after an illness

Winona Funerals

BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 20, 1966

Mrs. Henry Bartel

ST, CHARLES, Minn. - Mrs.
Henry Rnrtel. .17, a teacher in
the Winona public schools, died
of cancer Monday at 4 p.m. at
her home , She had been ill
three months.
She began teaching In the
Winona Public School system in
the 1965-66 school yenr, instructing a class in special education

..

Ellsworth Youth
Killed "While
Hunting F6x

ELLSWORTH, Wis. (AP) —
Walter Steven Klein, 17, rural
Ellsworth, was killed while fox
hunting three" miles southwest of
here late Monday.
Pierce Gounty ijndersheriff
Roy SimensoQ and coroner Dr,
F. B. Klaas investigated the
shooting death and ruled it accidental. Simenson said the boy
was hunting alone and his rtfle
apparently discharged when he
was crossing , a fence.
The youth's mother, Mrs. Oliver Klein, had contacted some
of his friends when, he failed to
return home; She said she
thought he might have been
hunting with them. They began
a search of the hunting area
this morning and¦ discovered
the
'. ¦' . ' ¦ ¦
body. ': ¦:
at Lincoln School. She was
teaching Monday when she became ill and was taken home.
The former Betty Jean Tinklenberg/she was born Jan. 6,
1929 in Edgerton; Winn., to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam J . Tinklenberg.
She was married June 5, 1951,
to Henry Barter, now superintendent of St. Charles Public
School system.
She had lived in St. Charles
four years. Prior to that they
lived at Pipestone in 1952; Columbia Heights, 1956; Butterfield, 1958; Pemberton, i960,
and Clarissa, 1963. She received
her education in Edgerton Public Schools; Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Mankato State College. She received her bachelor 's degree at
Winona State College in 1965.
She was a member of First
Methodist Church here
Survivors are: Her husband ;
two sons, David and Richard,
at home; her parents, Edgerton; two brothers, Marvin, Edgerton, and Virgil , Sioux Falls,
S.D., and two sisters, Mrs.
Wallace ( Linda) Eork, Luverne,
and Miss Kathy, Minneapolis.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 n.m. at First
Methodist Church, the Rev.
Dwight Hendricks officiating.
Burial will be in Hillside Cemetery.
Friends may call at Jacobs
Funeral Home from Wednesday
noon until Thursday noon and
at the church Thursday after
1 p.m.
Cecil E. Stuver

READS LANDING , Minn. Cecil E, Stuver, 62, Chillicothe,
Mo., died Dec. 9 at a Chillicothe hospital following a short
illness.
He had worked for the Milwaukee Railroad as a crane engineer 42 years . He was bom
here Oct. 22, 1904, to Edward
and Virginia Kirsch Stuver . He
married Jenny F. Phillips Sept.
8, 1928, in Missouri.
Survivors are : His wife; nine
sons; four daughters, 15 grandchildren ; one great-grandchild,
and one sister, Myrtle Kirchoff ,
Reads Landing.
Burial was Dec. 12 in. Resthaven Memorial Garden , Chillicothe.

Two-State Funerals
Mr*. John Wasnoska

HOMER , Minn . - Funeral
services for Mrs. John Wasnoska , Homer Valley, who died
Sunday at Community Memorial
Hospital, Winona , will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Breitlcw Funcral Home, Winona, Dr. E. C,
Martin , Homer and 'Winona
Methodist churches, officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery, Winona.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday from 7
to 9 p.m,
Joseph Klein

HARMONY , Minn . - Funeral
services for Joseph Klein will
be held Wednesday at 2 p.m . at
Henrytown Lutheran Church.
The Rev . Mertln Johnson will
officiate . Burial will be In the
church cemetery ,
Pallbearers will be Alvin Larson, John Hammcrvold, Carl
nnd Howard Applen, Maynard
Stoin and Ed-ward Bastlan.

THE WINONA temperature
rose to a comfortable 40 Monday afternoon, dropped to 27
overnight and was 31 at noon
today.
This compares with a high of
30 a year ago today and a low
of 12. One inch of snow lay on

2 Alma School
Coaches Hurt;
Gar Hits Truck

ALMA, Wis — The/coach of
Alma High School, Gregory
Green, 33, and his assistant,
Robert Wemette, 37, apparently
escaped with bruises and cuts
when the 1967 car which Green
was driving slammed into the
rear of a truck loaded with corn
on Highway 25 early this morning. ¦/ ¦ '
They were en route home
from a basketball game at Fairchild. The accident happened
about seven miles south of Durand at 1 a.m. They were meeting a truck. Green told Sheriff
Myron Hoch , and failed to see
the truck in front of them.
There were no tail lights on
the truck , ; said Green, and it
was stopped in his lane of traffic , The name of the out-of-town
driver could not be learned immediately. He was not injured.
The oncoming truck driver
and another trucker corning
from the south gave aid and
called authorities.
Robert Sing, Mondovi, Buffalo
County traffic officer , investigated. Sheriff Hoch took the
men to St. Elizabeth's Hospital *
Wabasha* and saw them there
later this forenoon. They hope
to be released Wednesday.
The accident happened about
one mile north of the village of
Maxville. The Green car was
demolished.

Man Cutting
Tree Killed,
Brother Hurt
N"EW ULM, Minn. (AP) Lester Enter remained hospitalized in New Ulm from a treecutting accident that took the
life of his brother Harvey, 52.
Av tree fell on the brothers
Saturday as they were cutting
on Harvey 's farm four miles
northwest of Nicollet . Harvey
died in a Minneapolis hospital
Monday.
¦' "

in 1894 and the low for the day
-16 in 1872 and 1961, Mean for
the past 24 hours was 33. Normal for this time of the year
is 19.
A low of 28 to 36 is predicted
for tonight and a high of 4045 tor Wednesday. Thursday,
said the weatherman, will see
occasional cloudiness but will
be mild.
Light snow fell across northern Minnesota with the heaviest fall in the Hibbing to Duluth belt. Low temperatures in
the state were 13 at International Falls and 17 at Hibbing.
Rochester had a low of 30
after a Monday high of 37 and
La Crosse posted figures of 33
and 37 for the same times.
Snow and freezing r am resulted in poor driving conditions
in the northern half of the state
but in the south highways were
in good winter driving condition.
Freezing drizzle added to
WISCONSIN'S weather miseries
today as some areas of the state
continued to shovel away snow
and slush that piled as high as
5 inches.
. At least three deaths were attributed to the snowfall that
moved across Wisconsin Monday.
Shawano County authorities
said snow obscured a motorist's
vision in a car - truck crash
which claimed the life of Norbert M. Groshek, 21, rural Wittenberg.
Two Milwaukee men, Fred A.
Hitterber Jr.; 52, and George C.
Hashek, 60, collapsed and died
while pushing snow-blowing machines through thick, damp
smw.

THE HEAVIEST snow was In
a band about 100 to 150 miles
wide extending northwest-southeast through the state. Wausau,
and areas of Fond du Lac and
Iron counties recorded five inches of snow. Milwaukee, Green
Bay and Park FalLs had four
inches, Racine and Burlington
three, Superior two and Madison
and Eau Claire one;
TEMPERATURES hovering
near the freezing mark kept
the . snow soft and mushy. The
Beloit region, Lone Rock and
La Crosse had the high of 37
Monday. Other top readings
ranged down to 25 at Wausau
and Park Falls.
Superior had the low of 19 degrees early today. Others; Park
Falls 20, Wausau 23, Green Bay
and Racine 24, Milwaukee 27,
Madison 30, La Crosse 33 and
Beloit and Lone Rock 34.
LOS ANGELES, Calif., set the
national high of 83 Monday,
compared with the low mark of
10 below zero early today at
Roosevelt, Utah.

Canton-Mabel
Woman Acquitted in School Dispute
Death of Daughter
FAIRMONT, Minn. (AP) - Delayed 2 Days
A District Court jury Monday
night acquitted Mrs. Ellen Miller, 23, of aggravated assault
and third degree murder in the
death of her daughter Theresa
Ann, 18 months, last spring.
The jury of seven men and
five women deliberated nearly
four hours.
Mrs. Miller , formerly of Ceylon , Minn., and now living in
Maine, took the stand in her
own defense. Her husband, Jimm.ie, also testified for her.
Dr. Albert P, Fisher , a University of Minnesota pathologist ,
was a witness for the state.
The couple has two other children.

PRESTON, Minn. (Special)—
The hearing in the appeal by
residents of the Canton school
district from the consolidation
of the Mabel and Canton independent districts adjourned in
District Court here at noon tod ay.
It will continue in court at
Austin Thursday morning before Judge Warren Plunkett. Adjournment was necessary bec ause a witness from the state
Department of Education , who
was to testify, could not be here
today.
Testimony opened Monday
afternoon with Supt, W. H. Davidson , Mabel , and Mrs. Dora
Tollefson, Fillmore County suOffer Considered at perintendent
of schools, testifying. Mrs. Tollefson was on the
International Falls
witness stand again this mornINTERNATIONAL FALLS, ing. She signed the consolidaMinn. (AP) — Negotiators arc tion order after the state deto meet Dec. 29 to discuss rec- partment approved the plat .
ommendations of a fact - finding
commission In a labor dispute
between Boise Cascade Corp.
and Teamsters Local 615 .
Tho union struck Boise Cascade's paper mill here Sept. 10,
but members returned to work
after 21 days when agreement
Police are investigating an
was reached to submit the disapparent break-in at Jack 's
pute to the commission.
Skelly Station on Highway 43.
Two officers on routine patrol
Debts, Taxes Cut
discovered an open window at
Estate to $16,184
(he station at 4:45 a.m. today
nnd
notified the owner. It hns
LOS ANGELES UTI - The
not
been determined if anyestate of the late comedian Ernie Kovaca , once estimated at thing was taken,
A similar break-in occurred
*2 million, Is worth only $16,184, Dec. 5 nt Harvey 's Pure Oil stasays his widow, actress Edie
tion in which 20 cartons of cigAdams.
Miss Adams testified ln Su- arettes were taken. Tho two
perior Court Monday that debts stations are In Sugar Loaf
and taxes reduced the estate 's across old Highway 61 from
each other .
value.
¦
¦

Station Entered
In Sugar loaf

Fountain City Taxes

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. - The
tax levy in Fountain City this
year , collectible beginning Jan.
1, will total $32 per $1,000 assessed valuation. Mill rates:
State, .00020 ; county , .OOflfifi;
school , .01400 ; debt retirement ,
.00374, and local, .00450.

JUVENILE STEAKS CANDY
A juvenile was taken into
custody Monday at 3:5!> p.m. at
Tempo in the Miracle Mall on
a charge of shoplifting. The
Juvenile, a 12-ycar-old boy, was
accused of stealing 33 cents
worth of candy bars, He was
referred to the juvenile division
of tho police department.

Modernization of Holzinger
Lodge would be desirable, the
Park-Recreation Board agreed
Monday, but there 's , no money
in the budget for it.
On the other hand , noted Dr.
C. A , Rtohrer, board president,
if private contributors want to
set up :si fund; "We should be
ready." He recalled there had
been some opposition to the
city 's acceptance of the building from Wfnona State College
because officials feared future
maintenance costs would be excessive.

E. 4th St., has been set for Jan.
4 at 9:30 a.m. in municipal
court./ .
Lynch is accused of being the
father of an illegitimate son
born Feb. 1, 1964, and a daugh- ..
ter born March 14 , 1965.
William A. Lindqttist, Lyhcb's
attorney, asked that the defend- :
ant be released on his own recogamance. The request w a t .,
granted.

THE BUTLDINTG gets fre^
quent t/se, both by. clubs and
by the department, said Park
Superintendent Bruce Reed,
but its lack of inside toilets
has aroused some complaint.
Such installation would involve
construction of . a seotic tank ,
he said, since no sanitary sewer connection is available. Water would have to be supplied
by pressure pump from a nearby well.
Board members indicated
they may investigate possible
costs .as a guide to later discussion. .
A request by Northern States
Power Co. for authority to
plant low shrubs around several ga.s , valves, on boulevards
was referred to the city attorney. Reed noted that such
planting might be prohibited by
the city's 2-year-old tree ordinance which sharply restricts
shrubbery and tree planting on
city land.
BOARD members also agreed
to extend the department's cooperation to the street department in removing hazardous
trees and brush near Max Conrad Field/ The work will be
carried on between now and
next spring, when the newly
extended main runway will be
surfaced.
Warnrweather has prevented
the building of ahy skating
rinks up to now , Reed reported.
There are hopes that the Lake
Winona rink can be opened this
weekend. These have been
dimmed by the loss of an inch
or more of lake ice the past
few days, Reed added. A minimum cover of 8% inches is
desired, he told the board.

ALMA, Wis. (Special) — la
Buffalo County Court before
Judge Gary B. Schlosstein Mon- •
day, Arthur Hitt, Alma Rt. 2,
pleaded guilty to inattentive driving and was sentenced to t :;
$35 fine plus $3 costs.
. '
He was arrested in Alma Nov,
11 after striking a mail box, '
swerving left, hitting a car'
owned by Harry Kreibach and : ¦
then the Roettiger lumber 'v
building. The defendant said he
dozed. The accident was investi- : i
gated by Deputy Sheriff Clem /
Breen.
The '•: license of Douglas J. '
Deetz, Moiidovi, was suspend- '
ed for 37 days. He was charged
with running a stop sign in .
Mondovi Nov. 17. He had one /
passenger. His father was in. '_
court with him.
John Kamrpwski Jr., Foun*:;¦'.
tain City, pleaded guilty to dis« ,
orderly conduct at the Czech- /
¦ville Tavern and was fined $25 /
plus $3 costs. He was arrested
on complaint of MiU Loretta/.
Dunn Oct. 26. He was in court /
with his attorney, Oliver Wein- ./
andy. / .
The case against Allyn Wick,. .
Alma, charged with having . /
part of a carcass of a fawn : .
deer in his possession Nov. 21, '
was dismissed. Wick had pleaded not guilty.
Forfeitures:
Tlene Hanson, Mondovi Rt. 1,
ho drivers license, Mondovi, ~
/¦ ¦' • ;
Nov, 28, $38. •
Edna L. Moy, Mondovi Rt. 2,
inattentive driving, Mondovi, Nov. 7, $38.
Alger F. Bugalski, Fountain
City, drunken driving, Oct. .8,
Highway 35, south of the. Y, , . ' .
Fountain City, $105, Bugalski
had pleaded hot guilty and bond /
was forfeited when he failed to
appear. His license was revoked
for one year . Wilmar Peil, . .".',
state trooper, testified.

Fwedpre Suit
On Lien Settled

Settlement of an action for
fore-closure of a mechanics lien
which was to have been tried ia
District Court here was announced this Morning following
a conference of attorneys with
Judge Arnold Hatfield.
The suit had been brought by
Arae Odegaard, 845 43rd Ave. ,
Goodview, against Schuler Chocolates, Inc., 1O0O W. 5th St., alleging nonpayment ol $13,009
for labor and materials he says
he furnished between July 13
and Dec. 18, 1964. He filed a lien
March 16, 1965, and was seeking foreclosure. Schuler had dehied the allegations and.had asked that the court rule that Od&
gaard has no lien on the building:.
The case was to have been
tried this morning before Judge
Hatfield without a jury. C. Stanley McMahon , attorney for Odegaard, and L*o F. Murphy Jr.,
representing Schuler, met with
Judge Hatfield in his chambers
prior to the scheduled beginning
of the trial and after the conference announcement of t he
settlement was made.
INo terms of the settlement
were disclosed.
¦
COCHRANE SERVICES
COCHRANE, Wis. (SpeciaDChristmas services at Hope United Church of Christ include :
Children's program, Thursday
at 8 p.m.; Christmas Eve, 11
p.m., and Christmas Day, 10:20
a.m. The youth will sing carols
Friday at 7 p.m . and then go to
the parsonage at Alma for a
tree trimming party.

|

METERED
DELIVERY

A UTOMATIC
TICKE T
PRINTERS

Alma Accident
Driver Fined
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JIM GARRY
A GOOD NEIGHBOR
OF VOURS

He'i (he Muhul of Omaha
man near you. An experienced insurance counselor, Ha
can help you provide the finest
possible medical care for
yourself and your family.
Help you safeguard your pay*
check and your savings. And,
because ho represents Mutual'* life affiliate, United, of
Omaha, too, be can help you
plan both health and life in*
sursnee programs. Call htm
today at this number

JAMES P. GARRY

1631 W. King St.
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OPEN BIG TEN CAMPAIGN

KENTUCKY,BRIGHAM YOUNG FALL

Illinois Downs
Badger Cagers

UCLA Polls All
1st Place Votes

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 85-83 in overtime and to Oregon
Kentucky
Brigham State 92-76.
and
Young, both two-time losers last Texas Western, No. 2 last
week, tumbled from college week, lost one game, 71-62 to
basketball's Top Ten this week. New Mexico, and slid to fourth.
New Mexico, in turn, lost to
UCLA, of course, remained in New Mexico State 62-61 in'overthe No. 1 spot, polling all 35 time. ' and slipped from fifth to
first-place votes ia the balloting sixth.
announced today.
Louisville moved from third
Kentucky, which won 27 «f 29 to second, North Carolina sixth
games last season in finishing to third, Michigan State eighth
second to Texas Westernin the to fifth, Cincinnati 10th to sevNCAA tournament, suffered an enth, Houston ninth to eighth
almost unheard of fate in «drop-and Kansas and Vanderbilt took
ping two games on its home vacated spots in the Top Ten or
floor. North Carolina beat the ninth and 10th, respectively.
Wildcats 64-55 and Florida beat Kansas climbedInto the select
them 78-75.
circle despite losing to Texas
Brigham Young lost to Seattle Western while Vanderbilt over-

came a loss to Duke by winning
its own invitational tournament.
The No. l Bruins were idle
last week but resumed play this
week, playing at home against
Colorado State U. Thursday and
Notre Dame Friday.
The Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, and points
on a 10-9 etc. basis:
: 350
1. UCLA. (35)
288
2. Louisville
3. North Carolina
236
A. Texas Western
208
5. Michigan State
167
¦6. New Mexico
153
7. Cincinnati
127
8. Houston
96
9. Kansas
49
10. Vanderbilt
27

Wisconsin to
Seek Baseball
Suit Rehearing

Gophers at
Marquette
Tonight

MADISON m — Wisconsin
will go to bat again in its legal
battle with baseball and the former MilwaukeeBraves,
Atty. Gen. Bronsbn C. La Fol-

ktte said Monday he would ask
the U.S. Supreme Court to
reconsider its refusal to review
a state court ruling that baseball was exempt from antitrust
law.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (AP) Minnesota shoots for its fourth
victory in six games tonight at
Marquette as the Gophers complete pre-holiday basketball
play. Coach John Kundla plans to
start Capt Paul Presthus and
sophomore Leroy Gardner at
forwards, Tom Kondla at center, and Wayne Barry and Rich
Miller at guards.

Bat the Badgers were active at the fool
fine in the first half . hitting 12 of 13 charity
tosses. The loss reft Wisconsin with a 3-3 mark
to Illinois' 3-1.
The Badgers were unable to get closer to
Hlinosi than four points in the second half . Rich
Jones, who scored 19 points, and Ron Dunlap
eventually carried Illinois to an 81-66 lead with
a pair of three-point plays.
Illinois led 6-0 before center Eino Hendrickson's free throw started Wisconsin scoring. It
was 10-1 before Hendrickson hit another free

NORTH-SOUTH ALL-STAR QUARTERBACKS . . . Hank
Washington (left) , of "West Texas State ; and Carroll Williams, of Xavier, will see duty in the quarterback slots in
the Dec. 26 North-South College All-Star game at Miami.
Washington is expected to alternate with Bo Burrjs, of Houston, while Williams will alternate with Beraie McCall, of Colorado. (AP Photofax)

Big Ten Title
Chase tb Open

La Foilette indicated « request for reconsideration would
Kondla is the Gophers' leadbe filed early In January.
The nation's highest court re- ing scorer with a 22.3 average
jected the case a week ago Mon- and top rebounder with 12.6
day. The support of four justices grabs per game. Gardner and
is needed for acceptance of an Presthus have 12.0 and 11.4 CHICAGO (AP) — Illinois got
appeal for argument and hear- scoring averages, respectively. the jump in the Big Ten basketing, and only three of the nine Marquette, 4-3, split two ball title chase by trimming
justices had said they were will- games in the Milwaukee ClasWisconsin 87-74.
ing. '
sic last weekend.
The WisconsinSupreme Court, Top scorers for Coach Al Mc- The niini pulled it off at home
also by a one-vote margin, had Guire are t>2 guard Bob Wolf, Monday night in the only conruled
4-3 last July that the state with a 22-point average, and 6-2 ference game until Jan. 7 when
WINONA DAILY NEWS 20
could
not enforce its antitrust sophomore George Thompson. . the championship race hits full
Tuesday, December 20, 1966 . law against
steam.
baseball because of
the sport's long-standing federMeanwhile, Northwestern beat
al iinmuiTityto monopoly reguTulane at New Orleans 121-116
lation.
and the Big Ten, facing a scatLa FoIIette declined to discuss
tering of holiday tournaments
next week, has taken a 31-15
[ what approach he would take
in arguing for reconsideration.
edge over outside opposition.
The state must show new evidence or new circumstances.
DALLAS, Tex. (AP) — Dallas On tap tonight are Texas
The legal battle stems from Cowboys quarterback
Don Christian at Ohio State, Indiana
the National League's trans- Meredith, sparkplug of the vs. Notre Dame'at Fort Wayne,
fer of the Braves from Milwau- club's rise to the Eastern Divi- Ind., Michigan State at Loyola
kee to Atlanta at the end of the sion championship in the South and Minnesota at Marquette.
1965 season.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS A Milwaukee court found the National Football League this Illinois dropped the Badgers
year, was taken to a hospital
'
. Jim Washingtonsat around a National League and its 10 early today with stomach to a 3-3 over-all record while
boosting
its
own
to
3-1.
Jim
year waiting to show the St. membersguilty last April of vi- cramps.
Dawson hit 22 points, Rich
Louis Hawks what he could do. olating the state antitrust law
The Hawks wish he stall were in depriving the city of major A club spokesman said some- Jones 19 and Ron Dunlap 17 in
league baseball.
time later that examination by the Mini attack which kept Wiswaiting.
St Louis must have been im- When the sport appealed, the the team physician showed no
Sessed Monday night by the 6- State Supreme Court reversed connection between the ailment
)t-7 forward, but Waushington the verdict and ordered the suit and headaches which had troubled Meredith recently.
now is with the Chicago Bulls tossed out of court.
and it was his performancethat Still pending is a federal anti- The team physician, Dr.
helped beat Che Hawks 102-97 in trust suit In U.S. District Court Ronald F. Garvey, nevertheless
ordered Meredith kept at St.
Memphis, Tern, in the night's in Milwaukee.
Paul Hospital overnight for obonly. National Basketball Asso- FAIL TO WIN
servation.
ciation game.
Washington, who averaged BANGKOK (AP) — Of the 18 The Cowboys' ace passer and
only 5.9 points a game his nations participating in the Asi- signal caller was forced to leave
rookie season last year in St an Games, two — Afghanistan the field after a jarring tackle By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Louis before leaving in the ex- and Nepal — failed to win a by Sam Huff of the 'Washington
pansion draft, scored 11 points medal Japan, the big winner, Redskins in a game here Dec. 11. Gustavus Adolphus has joined
In the final period to nail down had 78 gold, 53 silver and 33 He had suffered from headaches defending champion St. Thomas
bronze.
since.
the Chicago victory.
and St. John's as unbeaten coleaders of the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
the Gusties whipped Augsburg 77-60 in their league debut
Monday night to share the
league lead in the young basketball season with the Tommies,
3-0, and St. John's, 2-0.

Meredith
In Hospital

Washington
Leads Bulls
To Victory
¦¦'

v

¦•

'

¦
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CHAMPAIGN, 111W- The University of Wisconsin opened its Big Ten campaign Monday
night with a low-scoring first half, and Illinois
marched to an 87-74 victory as the Badgers
made a modest recovery.
The IUini led 39-30 at intermission after Wisconsin, having missed its initial 11 shots from
the field, finished the half scoring only nine
of 33 floor attempts.

consin trailing all the way.
After lagging 39-30 at the half,
the Badgers twice came within
seven points of catching up but
that was all as they made good
on only 26 out of 80 floor shots.
The IUini hit on 33 of 87.
Wisconsin were
Topping
Chuck Nagle with 22 points and
Jim McCallum with 16.

The Northwestern g a m e
eclipsed all Tulane scoring records as the twoteams combined
for 135 points in a second half
that saw 60 turnovers, S3 by
Northwestern. The Wildcats led
56-46 at intermissionand 118-104
with 1:20 left; Tulane had a hot
streak and cut . it to 119-116 before free throws by Walter Tiberi and Terry Hurley iced it.
All five Northwestern starters
were in double figures, topped
by Ron Kozlicki with 26 points,
as the Cats hit on 53.5 per cent
of their shots. Tulane hit 53.2,
led by Johnny Arthurs with 25
points.

Gusties Join
MlAC Leaders

VINCE CHANGES HIS MIND

Light Drills Replace
Packers Vacation

GREEN BAY, Wis. UB-After league crown.
his Green Bay Packers had de- "Two weeks between games
feated Los Angeles 27-33 Sunday is just too much, " Lombardi
coach Vince Lombardi remark- said. "The season drags out too
ed he was considering giving long. "
the National Football League ti- The Packers, returning from
tle defenders a rest until after Los Angeles early Monday,
Christmas.
were greeted by 3,000-4,000 fans.
His mind had changed by If the Packers defeat Dallas ,
Monday. He announced plans they return to Los Angeles to
for three light drills this week, face the American Football
two days off for the holiday, League champion In the first
then to Tulsa for daily drills Super Bowl.
until Dec. 30 before the meeting "Incidentally, '' Lombard! rewith the Dallas Cowboys for the marked to a newsman, "I hate
that name-Super Bowl. I wish
you guys would change lt to
"The Bowl."
Green Bay, he said, Is determined to win the bowl test "and
attain the pride that goes with
a world title. "
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Lombardi said tie expects
quarterback Bart Starr and
guard Fuzzy Thurston to be
ready for Dallas. Starr sat out
much of the Los Angeles game
with previously bruised ribs,
and Thurston was nursing «
sore ankle.
Here are the records and
points scored by and against
Dallas and Green Bay , who play
for the N a t i o n a l Football
League title, and Buffalo and
Kansas City, who play for the
American League title, both on
Jan. 1.
ff
11
21

DALLAS

Hew York
Minnesota

FA
7
17

47
St
10
21
5J
23
Jl
10
}«
31
31
17

14
21
24
lj
20
17
54
11
17
U
11
10
14
1/

Atlanta
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Cleveland
Pltlsurgh
Philadelphia
Washington
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington
New York
GREEN BAY
Baltimore
Cleveland
Los Angelsa
Detroit
San Franclsct
Chicago
Atlanta
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago
Minnesota
San Francises
Baltimore
Lot Angela*

14
7
)0
M
71
24
M
7
14
17
JH
7

Three
Minnesota
teams
bowled over out-of-state opposition Monday night .
Minnesota - Duluth tumbled
previously unbeaten Superior
State of Wisconsin 83-73 behind
29 points by Greg Thone and 50
by Jeff Ellengson. Al Frost popped in 28 points to pace Hamline
to an 82-70 win over Northland
of Wisconsin, and Bethel got 22
points from Dave Bjorlund in
swamping Manitoba 80-55.

Hockey
Squad
Strikes

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. «!
T- The Springfield Indians of the
American Hockey league remained virtually on strike today
in protest of what they call
"constant
harassment"
by
owner Eddie Shore, a hard¦ ¦
nosed old pro. '' "' • . '. ' .
The entire 23-player squad
walked out Monday after Shore
rejected a meeting to discuss
suspensions of defensemen Dale
Rolfe, Bill White and Dave
Amadio for alleged "indifferent
piayV' ;
Later, veteran center Brian
Kilrea, a spokesman fbr the
players, was suspended formally by Shore for the same reason.
"Speaking for the team, we
don't want trouble," Kilrea

1

41
11
4]
14
37
U
14
41
14
14
27
JI
10
27

San Diego
Kansa s City
Miami
Houston
Kansas City
Bolton
San Diego
New York
Miami
New York
Houston
Oakland
Boston
Denver
KANSAS CITY
Buffalo
Oakland
Boston
Buffalo
Denver
Oakland
Denver
Houston
' Sen Diego
Miami
Boston
New York
Miami
San Dleso

REOMEN'S MON. NITE
W.
Rao Men's Altys
Sunbeim Bread
l
paint Depot .;:......... H
Doxrers
.... 21
Paffrath's Paints . . . . . . . . : 15
PARK REC. JR. GIRLS
Hat-Rod
W.
Wildcats
. .............. *

Beagles

Monkees
Phi

t1

t.: ' 1

Cotter Rats
Daisies

Pall

............... t
....... ......

5
4

................ »

I

3
" ". .
*

5

Four Musketeers . . . . . . . . 2
*
Jolly Rollers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
i
' ¦ ¦ CITY- ¦'
L.
Hat-Rod
W.
M
22
A. * D. BooUry
i
Hotel Wliioni .:...;....... 18'A .:«

KWNO

Radio ........... u\<, nv>

Unahans Inn ............ 27
Pepsi ColaI ... ;.......... 2*
Golden Brand Foods: ..... 15
Faklers Road Const. ...... 15
Wallys F City . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Speed Wash
.....15
country Kitchen
. 7.4
Oasis Bar Cafe
.12
Graham 4 MeOuIre . . . . . . 21
OO GETTERS
W.A^C
W
'
Clrde ' o. Ifanch
,...u
Winona Plumbing ....... n
E. B's comer ........... 21

Graham a MeOulrt ...... MVS »1i

14
IS
5*
it
1*
16
27
29
10

L. '
11
22
11

Steve's

Lounge

W . t.
Hai-Rod
1
aunke 's Apco Radiator Ser. 11
Bakken's Const. . . . . . . . . . .
Wason's Supper Club ..... •
*
'" •. . ,. ' ¦
. Abram's Furnace . . . . . . : . . *
Robb Motor Sales . . . . . . ... 3
. 7
7
Watkins House of Kin? .... t
, Bernle's D.X. :. . . . . . : . .¦ . . lVs
M
I
Winona Excavating Co, • . 7
Jones , a Kroeser ...:....
¦
"
Blanche 's Tavern ..:.. .. '. ..

*

:

..

Winona

Milk

;.- .

*

* **
*SV*
»Vi

3 ¦
Bauer Electric . . . . . . ... •
MONDAY LEAGUE
First Half
Winona Athletic Club
W.
Quality Sheet Metal :...,!• »
....2»
Bunke's Apco ..
Home Beverage Service .. It
Joswlch's Fuel « Oil . . . . im
1st. National Bank . . . . . 1«Wr
Super savsr . . . . . . . . . .. : . .U

l
l .

L.
1*
If
if
1M
MVe
3»

WESTOATE LADIES LEAGUE
Westgete Bowl
W.
U.
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 11
17
Haddad's
Wirona Typewriter . . . . . MV4 17H
Grulkowski Beauty Shop .. 27
It
. . . . .. Wx 24H
Safranek's
Ken's Hardware ......... II
JO
Midland Co-op ......
14
«

"We feel we should be given
the chance to win games and
perform as a unit without constant harassment from the management."
Shore suspended the Indians'
top three defensemen in the
wake of a 5-4 loss, to Quebec
Saturday night. The defeat was
Springfield's fourth straight and
left the team with a 4-13-2
record since they opened the
season with five victories and a
tie.
The players say they'll remain away until an agreement
over frequent suspensions can
be reached .
Shore said he was not worried
about whether the team would
return to practice in preparation for a game with Providence
Friday.
"It's up to them," Shore said.
"I'll bring in enough players to
man two more clubs if I need to
in order to meet our scheduled
requirements."
Shore said that he has "no
gripes with many of the players,
but I do have some against
players who are producing only
65 to 70 per cent of their capacities."

Al White scored 23 points,
Steve Kagol 22 and 6-10 freshman center Carl Johnson had 15
to spearhead the Gustavus attack.
After a close first half , which
ended with Gustavus leading 38- Shore, 63, who gained fame as
35, the Gusties steadily added to one of the National Hockey
their margin.
League's hardest hitting dehas owned the Infensemen,
Bob Kelly, a 5-8 guard, netdians since 1937, when he was in
ted 31 points for Augsburg, now
the twilight of his playing
0-3 in the MIAC and 0-7 for the career.
season.
No college games are scheduled In Minnesota tonight.
¦

A. LU1CACHIK DIES
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (API
— Funeral services will be held
Wednesday for former Boston
College and pro football star
Alex Lukachik , 50, who died at
his home Sunday. Lukachik was
an end and place-kicker on the
Boston College Cotton and Sugar Bowl teams in 1940 and '41.

NBA

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
1
Monday's Rej oft
Chicago 103, St . Louis 97.

Today's Games

Boston vs. Detroit at Minneapolis,
Los Angeles at San Francisco.
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis vs. Baltimore at Charlotte,
NC
New Yonc at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Los Angelei.

NHL

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
No games scheduled Monday or today.
Wednesday 's Games
Toronto at Montreal.
Boston at Now Yorfc,
Detroit at Chicago,

1
10
11
M
31
*
11
7
30
4
1*
7
11
3J

FOR THE MAN WITH A TASTE FOR THE OUTDOORS

THE SPORTSMAN
GIFT DECANTER
Rising mallards, captu red in brilliant enduring
colors,are fired Into the glass of Cabin Still's
Sportsman Decanter. Looks and feels hand
painted. Even more Impressive is the Sour Mnsh
Bourbon inside, Truly hand-mado. Its winning
difference-a hearty character mellowed naturally in. the ope n air-has earned Cabin the titlo
of the Sportsman's Bourbon.
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17
41
24
10
14
30
17
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10
14
11
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34
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Kramer & Toye
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BUFFALO
20
it
27
1?
10
17
31
11
14
41
11
1
It

throw. Jim McCallum scored Wisconsin's first
shot from the field with more than six minutes
elapsed.
,
„„ - ,. • • ... _.
Jim Dawson was high for Illinois with 22
points Joe Franklin scored 12 for the Badgers
and was the rebound leader with 23. He fouled
out with 44 seconds remaining.
In the Anal 20 minutes, Chuck Nagle sparked
Wisconsin. He, Hendrickson and McCallum
trimmed the IUini to a 17-11 lead jn the first
^
with
half, and Nagle opened the second half
¦
the 'first goal.
,
.
ti
t i
The Badgers collected five straight polntg to
13-point
but
a
to
46-38,
cut the Illinois' margin
niini spurt pushed the lead to 57-44. Two baskets by Franklin helped cut it to 57-50, but Minbis continually sliced through the Badgera
¦ ¦ ' ¦: i r '..«« ' :
'¦ ¦¦ —.
press.' - . ' .
g 89, '
Wisconsin
rebounds
to
54
Illinois got
'
BadgThe
and hit 37 percent of its field shots.
ers were 32 percent successful from the field.

Of tuch excellenco that
it otte r* a monoy.buck Bi»ronte6.
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SOUTH'S ON THE MOVE . . . South alt
star backs go through a drill Monday in their
first workout for the Dec. 26 Shrine Bowl
game in tho Orange Bowl at Miami. Quarter-

back Bo Burris, Houston, pitches out to back
Bob Mathcson, Duke. In the center Is Tom
Beicr, Miami's All America. (AP Photofax )
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Chiefs Dominate
All-Star Picks

NEW YORK (AP) - Kansas
City 's Western Division champions dominated the voting for the
American Football League AllStar team as expected, but the
unexpected developed when Jon
Morris of Boston stole the center spot on the elite squad from
Jim Otto of Oakland.
While the Chiefs were grabbing nine spots on the 22-man
squad selected for The Associated Press by three-man committees in each of the league cities,
Morris outpolled Otto, who had
been picked for the first-string
unit every year dating back to
the league 's first season of ¦ oper* ¦ ¦ ¦¦ . .
ation in 1960.
Morris, a 6-foot-2 , 240-pound
product of Holy Gross in his
third pro season, drew 15 of the
27 votes to lo for Otto, a sevenyear proveter an and former Miami , Fla; star.
Morris was joined on the first
team by two Boston teammates,
fullback Jim Nance, the only
unanimous choice among the/2?
players picked by the sports
writers and sports casters in the
AP poll, and Nick Buoniconr i,
the Patriots' peerless middle
linebacker.
But Kansas City took the big
share with five men on the offensive unit and four men on the
defensive squad.
Len Dawson, the Chiefs ' quarterback , missed by only one

Carroll Sports High
Scoring Cage Entry

vote of being a unanimous
choice and was joined on the
offensive squad by teammates
Fred Arbanas at tight end, Otis
Taylor at split end, Jim Tyrer
at tackle and Ed Budda at
guard.

The Chiefs ' defensive contingent consisted of end Jerry
Mays , tackle Buck Buchanan,
corner linebacker Bobby Bell
and safety Johnny Robinson.
Joining Nance and Dawson ia
the All-Star backfield were
Lance Alworth, San Diego'*
standout flanker, and Clem
Daniels , Oakland's versatile
running back.
The offensive line was completed by the selection of Rori
Mix of San Diego at tackle and
Billy Shaw of Buffalo at guard.
The Bills, while placing only
one man on offense, matched
Kansas City's total on the defensive team, grabbing spots with
Roland McDole at end, Jim
Dunaway at tackle, Mike Stratton/at corner linebacker and
Butch Byrd at corner back
The other members of the defensive unit were Kent McCloughah of Oakland at corner
RUNNING BACK TAKES TO THE AIR , . - West Texas
back and Ken Graham of San
State 's Tom Moody (37) takes a practice punt during worki
:
Diego at safety.
Four teams did not place a out In Miami for the Shrine Bowl -All Star game, Dec. 26.
Moody , a back on the South team, was one of his team's
man «n the : first-string unit ,
Denver, New York, Miami and . top rushers. Here he boots the ball without , the benefit of a
Houston.
shoe. Must be the warm weather in Miami. (AP Photofax)

CALLOWAY IS A HERO

Cincinnati

Post Nor thCarolma

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
His Cincinnati teammates call
Ken Calloway Cab . . , tor obvious reasons.
Opposing coaches call thirdranked North Carolina terrific,
and the reasons are just as ob-

Vi0US.:\

a rebound with two seconds left
and sank the winning basket. It
came after John Howard , who
led the winners with 24 points,
missed a free throw.
Dean Smith, North Carolina's
coach, hasn't had that close a
shave yet. His Tar Heels rolled
over Columbia much in the
same manner as they had destroyed New York University
last Saturday.
"This team could beat
UCLA," Said NYU Coach Lou
Rossini after absorbing the Tar
Heels' 95-58 licking. '"They have
everything, speed, poise, b all
control, defense, and shooting.''

with an 83-67 triumph over The
Citadel. Jeff Hogan led FSU
with 25 points.
Fourth-ranked Texas Western
used a big rebound advantage to
ease past Wichita 77-60 at El
Paso. David Lattin's 18 points
led the defending NCAA champion Miners, who pulled down 50
rebounds to only 30 for the
Shockers.
New Mexico, rated No. 6, got
26 points from Mel Daniels and
16 from Ben Monroe, who hit on
eight of nine from the field, in
an 84-64 victory over visiting
North. Dakota.
St. John 's walloped ninthranked Kansas 68-44 with Sonny
Dove pouring in 27 points and
grabbing 16 rebounds in a virtual one-man show for the unbeaten Redmen.

Calloway Was the hero Moriday night as the seventh-ranked
Bearcats squeezed past Colorado 66-64 at Cincinnati. Meanwhile, North Carolina continued
to punish visitors from the
North, walloping Columbia 98-66
tn the opening round of the
Tampa Invitational Basketball
Tournament at Tampa, Fla.
It was Cincinnati's sixth Florida Stat* is North Carolistraight victory and the fourth na's next test in the Tampa
the Bearcats have won by two Tourney finals. The Seminoles
points or less. Calloway grabbed gained the championship round

Mite

Vanderbilt , No. 10 , rained
Florida 's unbeaten r e c o r d,
whipping the Gators, 77-69 at
Nashville , Tenn, Tom Hagan
scored 20 points and Bob
Warren 18 for the Commodores,
now 7-1. Florida is 4-1.
All 10 starters reached double
figures as Northwestern outlasted Tulane 121-116 in a wild one
at New Orleans,
Ron Guziak scored 22 points,
leading Duqucsne to a 79-72 victory over San Francisco State.
Georgia Tech got 23 points from
Pres Judy and downed Brown
93-75.
South Carolina routed Elon
102-78, Georgetown ended Bulgers 10-game winning streak ,
90-87, Illinois ripped Wisconsin
87-74 in the Big Ten, Wyoming
downed Texas Tech 67-57 and
Providence nipped Santa Clara
84-82.

Retire June 30

KALAMAZOO , Mich. - Mitchell J. (Mike) Gary, athletic director and head of the men 's
physical education department
at Western Michigan University,
will retire June 30 after 39
years on the faculty .
He will be succeeded by Dr.
Joseph T. Hoy, administrative
assistant to Gary , who has been
a faculty member since 1952.

Mitchell (Mike) Gary

PACKAGE POLICIES

FOR

• HOME

Gary's retirement announcement was made to the board of
trustees Friday. The board approved President James W. Millet's recommendation that Dr.
Hoy succeed Gary ,
A native of Winona , Gary
came to Western in the fall of
1928 after earning his bachelors
degree at the University of Minnesota where he earned all-Big
Ten and All-Ameri cnn honors
as a tackle. He received his
masters degree in 1940.
Mr. and Mrs , Gary, parents of
three children, plan to remain
in Kalamazoo.

Elsewhere. Mississippi S" xt e
nipped Alabama 63-59, Mississippi defeated Louisiana State
74-67 and San Diego State edged
Tulsa 59-57.
¦
Don Downing, a linebacker
from Lorain , Ohio , is the 191 i
Navy football team captain.

WAUKESHA, Wis. - Greg
Hays, a 6-7 freshman from TVauwatosa, Wis., who is the tallest
player in recent history at Carroll College, Teads the Pioneers
in scoring and rebounding leading into the holiday tournament
which Winona State will host
Dec. 29-30.at Memorial Kail:
Hays, an angular 18-yeaj-old ,
holds a 21.6 scoring average and
has hit 51 percent of his shots
from the field in Carroll's first
three games this year.
With Hays at the key, Carroll has developed a high scoring quintet which has averaged
91.7 points-per-game, But the
Pioneers trouble is defense, and
they have won only one of the
three, giving up an average of
nearly 99 points-per-game.
Carroll coach Cliff Juedes has
been stressing defense in his
final "workouts before the tournament. The Pioneers will play
defending tournament champion
Beloit in the first game of the
tournament Thursday, Dec. 29,
at 7 p.m. In the nightcap, Winona State will take on Carleton
at 9 p.m.
The consolation game will be
played the following night at

7, with the charinpionship tilt a 17.3 average , Is the only senat 9. Beloit has won the tourna- ior on the team.
ment all
¦ three years of its exist- Gary Bosak , a sophomore
ence, :¦ , - \' r j
guard and team captain, is
averaging 19.7 points-per-game,
Carroll's defensive problem while freshman forward Tom
can be tied to inexperience. CoUopy is the most accurate
Chuck Weinkauf , a guard with shooter on the squad with a .62
percentage and a scoring average of 13.3.
A third freshman in the starting lineup is forward Jim Saeger of Wisconsin Rapids' state
tournament team a year ago.
At 6-3, SaEeger is one of the
Pioneers' top rebounders.
Another 6-3 forward, Gary
Wilmet, has Just recovered from
a football injury and will be
ready to see his first action
of the season in the tournament.
The Pioneers also have two 6-5
cagera in reserve in the persons
of sophomores Greg Smith and
Tom Birk.

GREGHAYS
Pioneers* Pivot

Wemette

Green

ALMA , Wis. — Greg Green
and Bob Wemette , the two men
responsible for : Alma 's vast
basketball success, were involved in an auto accident
Monday night en route from
Fairchild to Alma following a
basketball game.
Green was driving a car
owned by the Alma Public
School system south on state
Highway 25 approximately seven miles south of Durand when
it collided with the rear section
of a truck loaded with corn.
Both were admitted to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha,
with multiple lacerations and
bruises. Dr. John Nehring reported them both in good condition this morning.
Green is head basketball
coach and mathematics instructor at Alma High School.
Wemette is assistant basketball
coach and science instructor.

Villanueva
To Retire

LAS CRUCES , N.M , iff Danny Villanueva , star kicker
for the Dallas Cowboys of the
National Football League , was
quoted Monday as saying he
planned to retire after the 1968
season.
Villanueva told a newsman
he planned to run for political
ofiice in California , his home
stale.

WEST CENTRAL
W. L.
W. L.
11
5 • OllmantM
I • Wabasha St.
II
Felix
1 4
1 t E. Cl're L*. I 4

Alma survived its most rugged test of the season to date,
dumping Fairchild 80-74 for its
51st straight regular season
victory Monday night. But the
lustre of t h e
triumph w a s
. v)fi A
tarnished when 1 JSWSP^MI•
b o t h head l |iv £ittiP
coach G r e g \Bv 'Vill i
Green and as- . A|aM^f
sistant coach JyWtW0^
B o b Wimette \/v
were Injured in
an auto accident returning from Fairchild.
(See adjacent story).
Arkansaw kept pace with the
undefeated Rivermen; struggling by Gilmariton 65-60 in the
league 's other game.
ARKANSAW 65
GILMANTON 60Fired up Gilmanton . using
outstanding defensive performances from Randy Schultz and
Pat Harmon, nearly knocked
Arkansaw from a share of the
West Central Conference lead
Monday night , but the effort
fell just inches short and the
Panthers tumbled 65-60.
Arkansaw took a 35-29 halftime lead, but Gilmantori fought
back to lead by a point early
in the fourth quarter. Then the
Travelers, realizing the near
upset in the making, regained
the lead and edged away;
Harmon and Schultz held
Arkansaw 's leading s c o r e r ,
Stan Hutter , to only four points,
but the Travelers got 18 from
Jeff Hoffman and 11 from
Keith Swanson to lead a balanced attack.
Ron Hovey meshed 17 to lead
Gilmanton. Rod Amidon had
14, Al Winsand 12 and Harmon
10.

DUANE RIHGLER
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NEW BOSS WRANGLKR FOR BRONCOS . . . Lou Saban
fright ) , named head conch and general manager of the
Denver Broncos In the American Football League, walchea
as Gerald 11. Thipps , club owner , affixes his signature to
Sabnn 's 10-ycar contract. (AP Photofax )

Attention all secret agent*. Jim Beam ! Now "dittguitcd"
in the holiday wrap you ate here. At no e^rtm coat, of
course. Inside: that familiar square bottle and the holiday
warmth of six generations. Jim Beam Botirbont perfect
sifter a hard year's spying-
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pg. Pontlac,

a 15-year-old schoolgirl
from Vancouver, B.C., who won
four swimming gold medals at
(he British Empire Games and
set n world record in Ihe 220yard butterfly event , was named Canada 's female athlete of
Ihe vear today,

i.
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WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON SPECIAL
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Celtics Meet
Pistons in
Minneapolis

Wm. AA ^mner\ \,

For All Your
Insurance) Nexidt Contact

Spencc, US). Plttlfltld, Mais.,

Camp, who came to GW In WALPOLE, Mass. — ctyda Taylor, 111,
York, outpointed Joa OtNtsttt, lei, '
February, 1961, after , having Naw
Newton, Mats., I.
served as an assistant at Missis- LAS VEGAS, Ntv. — Johnny Brook*,
Las vegis, eutpdnfad Frank Jensippi Mate and Minnesota, was 151,
nings, 147, Los Angeles, IS.
named 1966 Coach of the Year
in the Southern Conference after
Quarterback Johnny Unitas
his sophomore-dominated squad captains the Baltimore Colts
upset conference co-champion when he's in the game.

25.

H! 46w I WSF1D

KfiiiiM
p^HB" Elaine Tanner
¦
J^.# ¦ Named Canada 's
_J^|f^- Top Girl Athlete

East Carolina en route fo a 4-6
record;
During his six seasons,
Camp's teams compiled a. 2W5
WASfflN"GTON (AP)—James record. His best season was In
V. Camp, Lead football eoach at 1964 when the Colonials were <V
'
'
George Washington University *• -:; since 1961, resigned the post Camp, a graduate of North
Monday night because of the Carolina, began his coaching
possibility the school may dis- career at North Carolinain 1949
as an assistant to Carl Suavely.
continue the sport.
"Because of the uncertainty He joined Murray Warmath at
which surrounds the future of Mississippi State in 1953 and
football at George Washington, moved to Minnesota with WarI feel that, in the interest of my math In 1954. ¦ ' ¦" ¦'
•
family, the coaching staff, as
Fight Results
Well as myself, I should seek an
opportunity elsewhere,'' Camp
Menday's Fights
By TMB ASSOCIATKD PRESS
said in a statement released to WORCESTER,
Mess. - Dlek Prandi,
the press.
154, Providence, R.I., knocked out Dltk

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Boston Celtics play the Detroit
Pistons tonight in pro basketball's annual return to the city
which was a hotbed of the prosport in the late 1940s and early
'50s.
The National. Basketball Association contest was arranged
by Robert E. Short, former owner of tho Minneapolis Lakers
franchise, which was transferred to Los -Angeles.
The Celts , defending NBA
champions, are in second place
in the league's Eastern Division
with a 22-7 record, 5^ garnet
behind Philadelphia.
Detroit is third in the Western
Division with at 13-18 record, but
the Pistons have won three of
five games from the Celtics this
season.
ALMA 80
John Havlicek , former Ohio
FAIRCHILD 7*
State star , is Boston's leading
Alma , using a blazing second scorer with a 2l!4 average '.

S. f l f l

CHUCK WElNKAtir
Lone Carroll Senior

George Washington
Grid Coach Quits

quarter reminiscent of last season, dumped Fairchild 80-74
Monday night to run its string
of regular
season triumphs to
¦
51,
The Rivermen, trailing 20-15
at the end of the first stanza,
poured through 36 points in the
second quarter to take a 51-34
half time; lead that was more
than Fairchild could overcome.
Bob Parker netted 22 points
to lead Alma. Curt Youngbauer
added 19, Terry Bright 18 and
Steve Youngbauer 11.
For Fairchild, Dennis Abrahamson hit . 20, i Stan Shipler 15,
Rick Frueh and Randy Abrahamson 14 each .
Alma also won the B game 39-

• AUTO
• BUSINESS
• Lin &
mmm\\Wm ^mTORONTO
\
w - Elaine TanHEALT H

Carroll wag consolation champion in the tournament last
year, defeating Winona State
102-82 for third place. But most
of the performers from that
Picneer team graduated- That
victory marked the first for
Carroll in the holiday tournament's history. The Pioneers

Alma Coaches Alma Survives
Injured in
Fairchild
Test
Auto Mishap
Alma
Arkansaw
Falrehlld
Taylor

ha ve the •worst composite record of the four teams in tha.
tournament with that single triumph in six starts in the tore*
years of the tournament But
if Juedes can get his defense
straightened around, all that
could change.
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Marge moravec s
583 tops Keglers

Three Young
Persons Dead
In Accidents

woman Convicted
At Stillwater

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

Stock Prices,
Higher at
Opening, Slip

(Plrat Pub. Tuesday, D«*. ». lt*W
C O U NT T N O T I C I
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals will be received by
the County Auditor In his office In lh§
Court House In the City of Winona. Minnesota, UP to and Including ttie hour
of 10:00 A.M. on the 17th day of January, 1967, at which time the «ald proposals w ill be opened by that County
Board of Commissioners for:
One IV Olesel Powered Motor
Grader with Snow Plow and
¦
Snow Wing. .
^
Specifications on file In the officei of
County
Highway
end
Auditor
the County
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1575; 1.2 170-IM lb. feeder pigs 19 00.
U) The puhllcttlon nl all mhcal^
provide the opposition for the goalteiider , are
Claims
and
lor
Hearing
Thereon
were
.
cutting their
setting a goaLs while the Gophers
30,00.
lanonus notices ordered by Ihe
Walter Hughes having filed a petition
Russian national hockey team Nation al Hockey League foes Gray fired four goals,
County Board .
scoring record and short-handed. They broke the CHICAGO (AP) - But- (First Pub. Tuesday, Dec
tournament
for Ihe probale of the Will ol said de(5)
The publication »1 required b y
when the Soviets play at the down to size.
cedent and for Ihe appointment of Walleading Boston University to an game open in the final period ter steady ; wholesale buying Stele of Minnesota ) si, , », 1966) ter
law of the delinquent lax Hit of
Hughes and Robert Hughes as coForum here Dare . 30, it was anWinona County, Minnesota , II. a '
8-5 victory over Minnesota Mon- when the all-sophomore line of prices unchanged ; 93 score AA County of Wlnonn ) In Probate Court executor!, which Will is on tile In this
Mikita
and
Wharram
the
cen,
same
being the delinquent lint
nounced Monday night.
Courl and open to Inspection;
No . I«,332
lor Ihe (axes pay Able in \iu.
ter and right H'mg, respeclively, ihiy nifibt that sent the Terriers Gray, Herb Wakabayashi and H5^ ; 92 A 65:<i; 90 B 6434; 89 C
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
In Re estate ot
thr«e
The bids may be lor the w hole'
62H; cars 90 B65te ; 89 C 64.
thereof be had on January If, 1967, at
Leslie Oane, Decedent.
ol
on the Black Hawks' Scooter into the finals ol the Eastern Serge Boily produced
10 10 o 'clock A.M., before this Court Ihe foregoing or any pnrl ol nny com.
Hearting on Final Account
College' Athletic Conference 's goals within seven minutes.
Egg's weak; wholesale buying OrderandforPetition
blnatlon
thereof.
,
are
runnin
g
J-2
indiLine
in
tho
In
the
prohnte
rourt
room
In
Ihe
court
Go To Gobeil for vidual .scoring race while Cro- .sixlli annual Holiday Hockey Minnesota , first non-Eastern prices unchanged to 1 lower ; 70 The representativeforof Distribution
As evidence of qocxl lallh , nnd rhnl
the atj ove named home In Winona, Minnesota, nnd that
bidder In whom the contract
team to appear in the tourney, per cent or better grade A estate having tiled Its final account ob|rctlon^ lo Ihe allowance ol sold Will, Urn
It
zier . 5-H , 150-pound goalie , is Festival.
and petition for se filament and allowance if any, be filed before said lime of av-arcind will entni Inlo a formal ' con.
second
led
2-1
midway
in
the
tract and furnish « tw nn , rnch ,||d
mixed
40;
40;
mediums
white
hearlnai
lhal
Ihe
time
within
which
thereof
and
for
distribution
Clarkson
In
to
Ihe
permet
St.
Uwrence
the .shutout leader with four , accreditors ol said decedent may file llielr must ' be accompanied hy „
sons thereunto entilied;
period before Boston U.'s pow er
cording to latest NHL figures. the second game of the semifi- play began to click against Go- 36; standards 37'/4; checks 35. IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing claims be limited to tour mnnrhi troin check payable I, th, r. ounly of mrlltlrd
Winona,
be had on January 19, 1967, at the do te hereof, and that Ihe claims so Mlnnesola. let Hfi v tint Ian nio nn.
Mikita , 5 foot-9 and
lti5 nal doublehender at Madison pher goalie Rich Peterson. Pete CHICAGO ( APT- (USDA ) ~- thereof
The Counly flnmd rc-.orvn, ihe rinhl
10:30 o'clock A.M.. belore this Court Hied be henrd on April 19, 1967, «t 10::|0
Square
Garden.
In Ihe probate coort room In the court o'clock A.M , bofore this Court In the to relerl any n; all ||„- h, rt , preienled,
~
pounds , scored one goal and set
Mcbnchlan , Bill Hinch , Brian Potatoes arrivals 67; total U.S. house
v falf laibrleatlef
nalrrt at Winona, Minnasota,
In Winona, Mlnneioln, and tfiaf probate court room In Ihe cn«r| house
up three others last week , boos- (iray ' s four goals gave him a Gilmour and Charles Morgan shipments 288; supplies moder- notice hereof be given by publication In Winona, Minnesota, and Ihnt notice this Hlh (lay nl Driembor
, I9M
.
BE/WRINGS
this order In tie Winona Dally News hereof be given hy publication of this
Alois J , W ir/ rh.
ting his league-leading point total of eight in Boston U's two were the other Terrier scorers. ate; demand moderate; market ol
and by mailed notice as provided by order In the Winona Dally N*ws and
' ¦ BAR STOCK - CORES
County AUdllor.
by mailed notice as provided hv law .
total to 42, Wharram , 5-9 and victories , surpassing the tourna- Pete Fichuk . Chuck Norby, for Jtusscts unsettled, round law.
hem CuTm-it CIHss Stod
Dated December IS, 19ia.
.
IWi rxtunds, shot into second ment mark of seven goals set by Gary Gambucci , Dick Paradise reds steady; carlot track sales : Dated December f.It,. D1966uneRA,
,
E. D. l .t h E R A ,
Telephone Your Want Ads
Q, E. G0BE1L COMPANY place with 28 points after regis- Doug Stay of Colgate last year. and Dennis Zacho connected for Mnho> Russets 5.00; Minnesota
Probate Judge,
Probnle Judge .
(Probate
Court
Seal)
(Probata
leal)
Court
1
U
I Uslwsll/ *«i.. S», teal 4, MI .
to The Winona .Daily News
lost
fi
ve
Norths
Dakota
Red
River
Valley
,
has
which
Minnesota
B-l
on
the
three
goals
and
three
astering
The Terriers now
Georgn M. Robertson Jr..
George M. Robertion Jr.)
thine.tttj
Dial 3:>21 for an Ad Taker
round reds 2.75-2.90.
Attorney tor Petitioner.
Attorney for Petitioner,
BJj sis during the weak.
season, capitalized on Min- of seven starts.

Bill Pace
Grid Coach
At Vanderbilt

100 Families
Routed in
Saigon Fire

Area Cage
Scorebook
LI

:

¦
»

Lewiston Downs
Holy Cross In
Bi-Stale Loop

Hope Troupe
In Thailand

Potent Runners
Clash Jan. 1

Rick Barry
Leads NBA
Scorers

Shift Ownership
Of Northstars

¦
¦
¦
¦¦

¦'

¦

Los Angeles
Woman Likes
Motorcycle

j Sports [
Shorts

Mikita , Wharra m
Crozier Gut Foes
Down to Own Size

M

Boston Clips
Gophers 8-5

ami

General Mills
Earnings Up

Plumbin g, Roofi ng

Want Ads
Sta rt Here

21 Dogs, Psts, Suppllss

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Far clogged

42 Ceil, Weed/ OtW Fu«l 63 Apartment!, Plata

90 Houut for Sat*

MS WINONA DAILY NEWS S
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AT SALVAGE PRICES—good clean coal, TWO APTS.-lsf and 2nd floor et Fours- FOR SALE by bulkier, new 3-bedroom
while it lasts, 75c cwt, western. Fool
fain . City, Wis. Tel. 8687-1502.
borne With attached garage, large) front Trucks, Tract's, Trailers
sewers and drains.
108
of Lerfeyeif* Sf.
room with beautiful' carpeting, birch
FOX DOO for sale. Write C. E. Hott,
EAST CENTRAL — 5-roem apt., partly
cupboards, built-in stove, oven and
Tel. *5QO or *436
VOU BET WE carry < wld* variety «
Peterson, Minn.
furnished/ private bath and 2 enhood. Plastered walls , hardwood floors, CHEVROLET - 1?53 ' Wr-ton pickup, 4- CHEVROLET—1»M Hear, itrtlgM stick,
I yair guarantee
speed, S295. Ideal Auto Sales, 470 ManV-8 motor. 37t Orind er Ttl, 39M.
high grade coals. Commander, 3 sizes,
trances, hot and cold water, newly
all birch doors and trim. Milwaukee
kato Ave. Tel. 275?.
CHRISTMAS
PUPPIES—«
and
rangei
Petroleum
breeos
availfurnace,
stove
decorated. Reasonable rent. C. SHAMK,
fuel oil furnace, 75x150' lot. Low taxes,
Femailej—Jftb,of Intaratt—26
CHEVROLET <- 1964 red Ceprle* i-door,
able. Open Mon. -thru ' Sat:, S-ei Sun. 14.
Cokei Pocahontas} Berwlnd Briquets;
552 E. 3rd. .
Under 118,000 tor quick sale, Tel, 2497.
FORD—1962. 16' stoclc rack and roof, new
straight trenstnlsilcn, 12,000 mllee,
Relss SO-SO Briquets 1 stott Petroleum
Closed Christmas Day. Pine Crest KenBLINP ADS UNCALLED «m~
motor, excellent condition, Bvd JohnM,m R. J. Vletfii, Peterson. Minn.
6IRL FOR clerical office work. Give age,
nels, Inc., S miles W. of Rochester on
Briquets) Winter King Egg. S varieties DELUXE GE all electric 1-txedreom apt. P. WEST LOCATION. Mice kitchen and
son,
Houston,
Minn,
OS*. »4, 95, 9i.
TM. I7J-MW.
a
Carpeted, air . conditioned.
eld Hwy. 14.
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL 8,
Tel. BOB
dining area. Nearly full basement, au"f:!i ' *j, *y«' e'Perlence and salary
deslrad.
Write v-97 Dally News.
SELOVER REALTOR, 234».
OIL CO., 901 E. «th. "Wher* you get
tomatic heat, 2 bedrooms. Nice lot,
' STUBER FARM * KENNELS
morei at lower cos*."
Nice and clean. Call us on th is one. JEEP—4-wheel drive, snowbletdt, truck WILL TRADE — 1954 Chevrolet Station
N O T I CH
box, 4 new snowtlrei, new transmission.
Wagon for neer seme vintage In pickup.
CLEANING LADY-once a week, «ood AKC registered , Pomeranian
puppies and
ABTS AGENCY, INC., IS? Walelut St.
515 Huff St.
Tel. 8-1M5.
Thlj newspaper ' Will be responslbla
pay, all jooms one floor, must lisve
German Shepherd Puppies, 4 miles on FIREWOOD FOR SALE - will deliver.
Tel. J-43«.
car. R. E. Lange, Homer , Rt. 3. Tal,
for only on* Incorrect Instrtlon of
Tel. Lewiston 5790. M. from Bluff Siding. Tel. Fountain City
BY
OWNER - l«» blue Velkswegen
any classified advertisement publish. 7B5I.
6S7-477S.
THREE-BEDROOM ranch, paneled recSquareback seden, evceltent cortdlticn,
ed In the Went Ad section. Check
reation room, price reduced below $11>
Ronald
Puti, 3281* W. Senborh, Tel,
WAITRESS WANTED - will train, must CHRISTMAS SPECIAL-AKC miniature Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
your ed and call 3321 It a correction
64
000 for quick sale. Can assume attrac8-3369. .
be n, stave's Lounge. .
poodles, silver and blue grays; AKC
rmut ba madt.
tive FHA mortgage. Tel. 3853.
cup-size Chihuahuas, chocolate, blonds
CHEVROLET—1965 impala -Woor. PowerBABYSITTER WANTED_ |n your home,
and black. Harleywood Kennels, Hous- GIFT IDEAS! Assarted pot* lamps, valFOR BARGAINS, It you want to buy, sell
glide, 6-cyllndtr, owner passed aw«y,
4 S days a week,
ues to $29.95. Brass, plastic or glass
Lost and Found
ton, Minn., (In Money Creek). Tel, 8747:30 a.m. - 1 p.m, *•
or trade.
bullets.
Reduced
to
S10
and
up.
good cere. 126 E. Broadway, Tel. i$io.
mon1h-old baby. References required.
sm.
: C. Shank, Homemaker'i Exchange
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 8,
1954
FORD
r-100
Pickup.
Tel.
5630.
552 E. 3rd.
CAT LOST-all whUt ma le, 1 blue e^e,
FORD—1954 J^oor; very good condition
Franklin. Open Mon. thru Fri. 'til 9.
Automatic transmission ,
1 green eye. Child's pen Tel. t-M7 .
Horsss, Cattle, Stock
43
throughovr. 321 W, Sarnie: .
OLDE R WOMAN or girl to work nights,
T, LARGE NEW garage, only recently
clean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $495
BRAID RUGS—9x12, brown only. Reg.
pert or full-time, Good, references and
completed. 3 bedroom home. Basement.
LOST—black and tan Cconhound, ; near
$39.95,
NOW
S29.W.
SHUMSKI'S,
58
W
CHEVROLET
- 1942 2ndoor, «-cvllnder,
,
,
FEEDER
PIGS-24
.
Kenneth
Aveibeck
character. Sammy 's Pfaa Palace. No
Oil heat. Nearly new rugs Included.
Hwy. M. raward to tinder. Orval Erxk' . 3rd.. . .
1954 DODGE Vi Ton Pickup.
standard Transmission. Must sail I S750.
Cochrane, Wis. phone calls, please.
Will finance with easy terms. Call us
son, Chattlald, Minn. Tel. 875-5894.
607 E. 10th.
3-speed transmission,
for complete Information. ABTS AGEN.
RN'S AND LPN'S-oood starting salary THRIFTY FEEDER pigs, U, 35-lb. aver- ASPHALT TILE-9-X?,. '/," "C" colors,
CY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. S-4345.
clean . , . . , . , . . . . . . . , . . $450
reg. $8,80 case; ,'D" colors, reg. $10.40
TWO-19M Impalas, V-8,' . one 2-door hardage.
-Tel.
868M3S?.
and
2
weeks
'
after one year
PdTtonalt
. .. ..; H and sick leave vacation
case ; 1st qualify Johns-Mansvllle. Now
top,, one. 4-door . hardtop ', automatic
benefits. Apply at Buf. ¦• transmission , ' .radio.- heater, etc - While
14.99 a case of SO, SHUMSKI'S, 58 W.
1959 INTERNATIONAL Bfalo AAemorlal Hospital, Aiondovl, wis. HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-12 springers, J2J0
.
3rd.
they last $1/195; H60 Chevrolet. B«l Air
ctiolce or $535 and all to go; or will
Tel. 956-4201.
162. 2 ton,; cab and chassis,
WELL 'kept carpete show the results crt
SEVENTH W. 467-Good central location;
J-donr hardtop. V-l, straight ?tlck, ne*
trade (or open heifers. CM. Keefe,
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. R-ent
near 'Madison School. Well bullr 3 bed102
big
6
cyrYOUR CHOICE at $S.9S. Maaazlne Baskcab
to
axlej
short , block, np.v/ lire.?, " like new, %79i l
Chatfield,
Minn.
Tel.
8e7-33<9,
J).
R.
D.
shampooer,
Cone
Co.
electric .
rooms and rear sleeping porch, carpeted
ets. Hassocks, Smokers, Brass Book
1959 Pontiac B'onn' evlllr l-dcor hardtop,
inder engine, 4 speed transliving and dining area, fireplace , new
Stands, 32 Pc. Dinnerware sets end
cheaple, S549; 1959 Ford station vvaton
YOUMG BRED ewes, 7 and 1 sheep buck.
PLEASE TAKE NOTE- We will close al
aluminum
siding
and
new
combination
825x
2
speed
axle
mission
Twin Size Headboards. BORZYSKOW,
,
4-door, ' cheapip. 1.195. Fs ns .V e Auto
Write Mrs. Wm. Gellersen, Lamoille,
a p.m. on Sal. Dec. 24; We will reospen
windows and doors, new hot water furSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave.
Sales, 460 E, 2nd.
Minn., (Ridgeway), Tel: Witoka 2035.
clean
..
$995
20
10-ply
tires,
for business as usual ore Mon., Dec. 26,
nace,
2-car
garage,
Will
lot
60x154)'
.
Open evenings.
Christmas Is for families and for atarrange long term loan,
HOLSTEIN springing heifers for sale.
tending church services. May you all
Gaylord George, Fountain City, Wis.
be lltled with the true spirit of ChristGood Things to Est :
65
Innkeeper.
WILLIA.MS
Meyer,
mas. Ray
to run our vehicle billing
175 Lafayette St.
HOTEL.
Tel, 5240 or 440O after houre.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
automatie
4-door,
radio,
heater,
department which involves
DUCKS—iO-SO live ducks, 25c lb. David
transmission, power steering, power
Poeti, Utica, Minn.
Tel. St. Charles
GIVE YOURSELF and your family S
typing, installment sales
¦
65
Laixd
Tel.
4738
brakes,
tolld
silveriest
green
finish,
'
DEKALB 30 WEEK PULLETS GROWN
'. . '
•. .
932-3SW.
Merry Christmas and o fiood start for
contracts , purchasing liwtilfewa ll tires, loca (ly ownsi.
BY PROFESSIONALS. Two «,00O-blrd
a Happy New Year r>v asking MERfloor-type houses, one 10,000-blrd cage: LARGE- SELECTION of CHRISTAAAS
cense plates, transferring
CHANTS NATIONAc BANK to Help
growing house. All In and all out. Birds
Used Cars
109
CANDIES and nuts. Good cooking and
you with your financial, problems. Extitles and keeping track of
available year around. SPELTZ CHICK
are
available
«6
personnel
eating apples. WINONA POTATO MKT.
perienced
our vehicle inventory. Tliis
HATCHERY, Rolllngstone, Minn. Tel.
help you plan your future, to advise
a cleaner 1564
MUST
SELL-thera
len't
689-2311.
. ' .
¦WW. 'Jnrl' :- .
T»» r nwy
you on consolidating your debts or acIn- , town. Dodge 880, . power jt aerinq,
is a job the machines can't
In '. this ' attractive. Colonial style home
quiring loans, for new purchases. Whethpower brakes ', radio, exlra pair ct snow
Open Mon, K P r K fvarvngs
do;
Must be an accurate
In
excellent
west
central
location.
2
781.
270.
E.
.Ilh.
er It Is , a car, home Improvement,
tires,
make
offer.
Tel.;
.
Wanted—Livestock
.
46
Close to schools and churches. Withyour child's education, appliances or
typist and have knowledge
. out large upkeep,;. you have 3-4 bed- ,
furniture, remember we have money
You not only get a.
of
bookkeeping.
COMPLETE HOLSTEIN herd, 35 or less;
The pay is
rooms, 2 baths. Ne-'w ' carpeting'. Full.
available for any worthwhile purpose.
.Write or call Edgar Rupprecht, % mile
GOOD DEAL at
. besementi. oil heal. Moderalely. priclow, service fast and^conflRates are
good, fringe benefits are
¦' '
E. of Wyaltvllle. Tel. Lewiston 4867.
ed. Move right in!.
dentlal . ,- .
.' . :
, / v CHRISTMAS TIME, .
. ;
plentiful and there' tots of

CALL SYL KUKOWSK1

BEAGLE PUPPIES-12 weeks Old, $10.
Tel. S-2726.

Used Cars

109

?.

RENTING NOW

•

USED TRUCK
BARGAINS

ALL NEW
Golfview

Apartments

Frank West Agency

• t & 2 Bedrooms

• West!hghous€ All
Electric Kitchens "

SOMEONE
iNIEEDED

• Beautiful
Ceramic Baths

POCKETSI W«* too busy for this . iMle
chore, bring your problems to our door.
W. Betslnger, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.

LATE SHOPPERS, tired salespeople, relax here . . . RUTH'S RESTAURANT,
124 E. 3rd St,» downtown Winona. Cpen
14 hours every day except Mon.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER"? Man or woman, your drinking fcreatei
numerous problems, l-f you need and
want help. Contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona; Minn'.* ' er Tel. . 8-4410
•venlngs 7-10. Send for a copy of our
newspaper, "The Ey« Opener.^1 If*
free. Box Mi. Winona, Minn.
LADIES: I* you went to drink ttiat't
YOUR business; It you DON'T wart to
drink, that's our business. Contact
Women's AA for private, confidentia l
ttalp with your drlnklsig problem. Call
J-4410 evenings . 7-10, Send for a copy ot
our newspaper, "The . Eye Opener "*' .H' t
tree.' Box 612, Winona, Minn. . ' ;.

s
room for advancement.

See Verna Chappel

OWL MOTOR CO
SECRETARIAL
OPPORTUNTriES-:

In the medical field In a
modern , progressive city.
Immediate openings for both
genera] and medical secretaries.: Special training in
terminology offered to those
desiring medical assignment. Excellent benefits (5day week). Write or call:

TRUSSES- "ABDOMINAL- BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

Mr. G. R. Cain

GOLTZ PHARMACY

T74 E. 3rd

;

Tel. ZM? .

Transportation

8

WANT RIDE to end from Roehanter,
Mon. through Fri., lo* hours 8:30-4:30
Share expenses or join car pool. Tel.
¦ 2W1.. ' ¦
.

Plumbing; Roofing

21

Jerry's Plumbing Service
¦27 E. 4th

Tel. S»4

MAYO CLINIC

Rochester, Minnesota
(An Equal Opportunity .
Employer)
MaU — Jobs of Interest—-27
SERVICE STATION attendant. Apply In
person, HOME OIL CO., corner 2nd &
Washington.
BARBER—master or apprentice, will hire
or lease shop. Ysrollmek's Berber
Srtop, 4W E. 3rd, Winona. Tel. 3709.

DUO-CLOZ AUTOMATIC washer valve ACCOUNTANTS-experlenced In Income
taxes, salary and bonus, excellent opshuts water off completely wilts "one
portunity, full or part lima. W rite C-M
lever; A must If yo*) have ever had
Daily News.
• hose break and a good Idea anytlmel

SANITARY

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle or» hand all week.
hogs bought every day. Trucks available. Day sale Thurs., 1:30 p.m. Tel.
¦ 5667. .'
.

Farm Implements

48

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
See the famous XL Models .
HOMELITE ZIP SI29.50 8, up
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
¦
JntJ a, Johnson '
Tel. 54S5
MILK HOUSE EOUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration J. Dairy Supplies

555 E. 4th

Tel. 553J

Used Patz
Silo Unloader
•65 Model

Also New Silo Unloaders

¦
'• '¦-• . . -All yn J. Tews

54

GOOD COB CORN WANTED. Tel. Winona 8-1537. George Bronk, 1 mile E.
of Stockton.

50

PAINT DEPOT

FREEZERS

/

SANDERS

Top

With Dust Pick-Up
of the Line, Reg. $41.89

NOW $21.49
DRI LLS

• Y* Inch

• % Inch

USED PORTABLE TV'S
All »lrni Irom 1" nn up.
B 8, B ELECTRIC
15S e. 3rd, Winona, Minn.

DAILY NEW S
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Mr^y Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
CHRISTMAS TREES

• Vi Inch

SAVE $22.95

On Vi Inch HEAVY DUTY REVERSIBLE DRILL
Was $52.05

NOW ONLY $30

Miracle Mall

IT coifs no more to own a Olbson. Come
In and net our prices. WINONA PIRB
8. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd, Tal. S0S5.

Tel, 8-4301

All sizes and kinds .
Roping and branches.
Open Evenings
John Kozlowski & Sons
At new Intersection of
W, 5th & 8Lh St*Y
knat' Minute Shoppers)

MAGAZINE
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS
Available For All landing
MnRnzincs,

TED MAIER DRUG

Bob Selover
KEALTOR

' ¦. ¦¦/ ¦-'¦ ' ¦• Tel. 2349

Apartment«, Furnished

Houses for Rent

96

Houiei for Sale

75

OIL OR GAS heaters, complete Installations, parts and service . Aladdin Blue
Flame portable heaters. RANGE OIL
BURNER CO., 997 E. 5th. Tel. 7479,
Atolph Mlchailowskl,

TY PEWRITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent . Reasonable , rates, free
delivery. Set us tor all your office supplies, desks, files or office chairs. Lund
Typewriter Co. Tel. 5552.

Nice 2-Bedroom

RAMBLER HOMES

3-bedroom , low down payment, city and school bus
by the door, fully carpeted,
hot water heat.

LEWIS E. ALBERT

3965 W . 6th

81

SKI boots, size 6V<> or ».

USED JOHN DEERE 43 corn shelter
wanted. Roger Fink, Rt , 2, Arcadia,
Wis. Tel. 53?-3397.

Tel. 5847

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON «, METAL
CO. pays hloheil prices for scrap Iron,
metals, and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
J23 W. 2nd
Til. 1M7

Rooms Without Meals

Gordon Agency/ Inc.
REALTORS

ABOUT % ACRE
SURROUNDS

NICE ROOM for I women colleoe students, approved reildence, TV , kitchen,
recreation areas. Tel, 8-1964,

Apartments, Flats

This 3 cr 4 beiroom home
with beautiful new kitchen.
Carpeted living loom. Heated workshop building plus
separate garage. Ideal for
children . . . See it today!
LOVELY AREA IN
GOODVIEW

86

ROOMS FOR MEN - with or without
housekeeping accommodations, No day
sleepers. Tel. 4859.

OO

3IXTH B. US — 2.bedroom upper apt.,
carpeted living room and dlnlno room,
screened porch and carport Included.
Heat, hot water, soft water and trash
pickup paid by landlord. Will be freshly
redecorated, available Jan, 15, No children under 10, Tel. Mrs. Robert McQueen 906O for appointment,

Winona

The

HIOHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, molals, rags, hides,
raw turs and wool I

Sam Weisman & Son

99

house overlooking Mississippi St Minneiska. Oil heat, drive-In basement garage, extra large lot. Tel, Dakota
6^43-3078 altar 4 p.m.

77

FOR CHRISTMAS—The Lettera 32 makes
j ) fine Inexpensive gift. Lightweight,
easy to carry, It Is priced at ONLY
W INONA
TYPEWRITER
3«9.50
at
SERVICE, UI E. 3rd. Tel. 8-3300.

98

FARMS - FARMS — FARMS
We buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REAUTY CO.
Osseo. Wis.
Tel. Office S97-3tSt
¦¦' Res.. 695-31ST
;

73

BRAND NEW New Horn* Zigzag sewing
machine, makes button holes, etc., onlv
S119. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff.
Tel. 9348;

450 W. 3rd

95

Farms, Land for Sale

Sewing Machlnas

INCORPORATED

Newer 3 bedroom rambler
with lonely panolled family
room with bar, long carpeted living room , delightful
kitchen , spacious yard. Completely air conditioned. This
one has had "tender loving
care." Move right in!
$1 ,000 D OWN

NOW AVAILABLE for rent, on* 2
bedroom apt, Merit and hot wnler fur
nlJtied. Surs nysldo Manor, Tel . B «03

Will put you in this cute 2
bedroom
mm bier
West.
Largo living room, attached
garage . See it now !

UPSTAIRS MODERN 4 rooms nnd balh
newly redecoraled, on busline, west .
Adults. Inquire 950 W. Sth.

EXECUTIVE SPLIT
LEVEL

SUGAR LOAF
APARTMENTS
358 E. Sarnia

•ft 1 nnd 2-bcdrooms

The finest of everything
went into this choice tiome,
Spacious carpeted living
room , family room, 3 spaclous hedroorns, finished
basement , attached garage.

TT Wnll-to-wnll carpctltiR
TV Range and refrigerator
TV Garbage disposal
TV Prlvpte balconies

AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . , 5709
Gordon Wel.ihorn . . . 2551

ft Sound proof
ix Heat and hot water
<r Air conditioning (optional)

_

^

THE

*

ft Furnished or unfurnished
Rentals from $125

Open Daily
Tel . 8-2705

RESIDENCE PHONES;
E.- 'J. Hartert . . . 3V73 .
Mary Lauer- , . . 4523
'". Bill Ziebell . .. . 4854 .

601 Main St.

Tel. 2849 .

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

FOURTH: E. . 170'A — tiear downtown.
Deluxe 1-bedroom apt., sdeal for single NEW 3-BEDROOM with attach ed garage,
or young marrleds. Juat redecorated,
large lot. In excel lent west location. It
cornpletely furnished asnd carpeting.
rented $2oa month. Tel. J-1Q59 ,
Heated, air conditioned, laundry facilit ies. J100; Tel.; 3742 or 3705. .

WOMAN COLLEGE student, 25, wants
small apt. by Jan. 1. F«trnlshed or with
stove and refrigerator. 'Write C-9< Dally
News' . ¦

ilf>li8 E. 3rd St.

Wanted to Buy

91

ONE-BEDROOM APT., pvartlaffy furnished, wanted by new Winona Dally Mews
employe, Tel. Particle Fosters 3324
during working hours.

HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE

Typewriters)

Good Building

sq. fl. of 1st floor space, suitfor . small business or shop.
resfrooms. Well-rented 2nd floor
has . 4 nice rooms and bath .
.gas furnace. 2-ca r garage with .
16' fiberglass- door. East loca¦
"
'
.. - '
'

Wanted to Rent

Used Record Players

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

Quality Rambler

¦Almost new with 3 good-slze<i bedrooms,: long . living room; Kitch en
. 17'xl3' with all oak cupboards,, builtin stove, oven and disposal plus nice
¦
dining ares . Beautifu l balh 'with en- . '.
closed tub and shower. Recreation
room, gas furnace, 2-car -Insulated garage, and.-panblled ' by'eeie'way.
T.074
able
Two
epf,
New
new
tion.

COArtPLETELY
FURNISHED 2-bedroom
house, wood paneled Interior. Buffalo
City, Wis. Tel. 248-2532.

Used Stereos

MAN'S USED
Tel. 7012.

:; ;;:;: ; ;|1'45:

MODERN FURNISHED S-room apt,, all
utilities furnished. Adults only. Tel.
.9332.

70

xWRP' Exchange Bldg.
^
^
Winona
, '¦

< "¦

-«¦¦¦>¦¦
.
¦ »..¦

Gatalina

- $1095 VENABLE5 ;

1966; Models . :. - .'

FURNISHED APT., dowrstown location,
prefer lady or older couple. Inquire
Merchants National Ben*, Trust Dept.

Used TV Sets

Tel. Lewiston 2796

A Career Salesman

Val ties from $1B to $52,95

NEW & USED Ice Skates, children's from
ti.88, also skate exchange. Out-Dor
Store, 163 E. 3rd.

::

:

66

Complete Stock ot Needles
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

Technical School

*
^^

Guns, Sporting Goods

We Service . All Record Playeri
NEW 12 bass accordion; ' also Hawaiian
guitar and amplifier. Tel. 8-1770 after
5:30.

Lanecasting and Presswork

|^M
S3
^

MCDONALD'S

Musical Merchandise

Train for PRINTING

SANDERS - DRILLS

•

Bargain Store

..

RECONDITIONED
fh
^
^
^ ^m

' • ¦ :. '
.

Conebar Traps
Quick Money on articles of value
NEUMANNS :

ACCOUNTANTS-experlenced In Individual Income lax returns, high salary
PLUMBING & W EATINO
and bonus. H & R Block, Inc., 116 Wal148 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737
nut, Winona. Tel. 8-3077. Hours for Interview
l-» p.m., Mon. thru Fri.
ARE YOU ONE of those husbands who
SWEET CORN slleege, J3.J0 per ton,
always lets hit Christmas shopping
Nelson & Grey, Plainview, Minn. Tel,
until the last minute? May we make BELLMAN—must be Jl or over, college
student preferred. Apply Assistant Man534-5327. Loading hours 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,
a suggestion for the woman In your life
'ager, Hotel Winona.
Mon. thru Fri.
.. a KltchenAld Dishwasher . to light: en her kitchen chores, and/or an Inquality.
EAR
CORN—clean, excellent
Slnk-Erator- garbage disposal to take
Delivered only. Bill Relnboldt, Rt. 1,
ever tha ellsagreeeblar task ot removing
Utlce,
Minn.
Tel.
Lewiston
5783.
food wastes. Ah, yes. It will be a lucky
woman Indeed Who -finds one of these
work-savers bearing; her name on
Articles for Sale
57
-vV Hand Composition
Christmas morn. Hurry, hurry, hurryl
freezer
FRIGIDAIRE
COMBINATION
and refrigerator, 5 years old, excellent,
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
condition. Tel, Rolllngstone 687-53M.
187 E, 3rd
Tel. 370J
Writ*
YOU saved and slaved 'or wall-fo-wall
carpet. Keep it new with Blue Lustre.
GRAPHIC ARTS
Rent electric shampooer, tl. H. Choate
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dee. II, ¦iw)
a. Co.
ttete of Minnesota ) ssv.
SUNBEAM ELECTRIC blankets, double
County of Winona ; ) In Probate -Court
for Catalog.
bed size, Jl8.49. FREE electric alarm
No. 18.330
with each
purchase. BAMBENEK'S,
In Re Estate of
¦
Approved for Veteran Training
9th & Mankato,
Oeorga E. Stephen, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
1104 Ciirrie Ave.* Minneapolis ZENITH COLORED - B & W TVs, stereo
and Petition for Distribution.
FM and AM radios, large selection.
The representative of the above named
FRANK LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. 8fh.
estate having filed his final account nnd
Open
evenings.
petition (or settleme nt and allowance
thereof and tor 'distribution to the persons
PORTABLE
8', 4-hole fish hoese. Mrs.
thereunto entitled;
Konetchy, Hi . 1, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
IT IS ORDERED, That the heerlng
JM4-9233.
WANTED
thereof be had on January i, 1967, at
By a local, first Una tranchlsed new
II o'clock A.M., before this Court In
LAST
MINUT E gifts, SI; homemade apcar
dealer,
whose
constantly
increasthe probale court room In the court house
ple bultsr, 75c lar. Twin Bluffs Motel,
ing new and used car sal«i now
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
Coflee
I. Gift Shop, Hwy. 14-J1, Lato
require the addition of one man
hereol be given hy publication el this
, mollle, Mltm.
Its sales personnel . The man We want
order In Ihe Winona Dally ' News and by
will be ambitious, aggressive and
mailed notice as provided by law .
NATURAL SILVER blue mink sides coat,
preferably wllh a sales background,
Dated December 8, 1946.
like new; electric train accessories!
though this does not necessarily need
E . D. LIBERA,
man's storm coat, never been worn,
be In the automotive Held. He will
Probale Judge,
1102 Marian.
find
the
work
extremely
Interesting
(Probate Court Seal)
and earnings ' fer In excess ' ot most
•rlnzlnn 4. Blair,
CIRCULATED
SILVER dollars, Ideal gift,
sales positions, If you are In sales
Rushlord, Minnesota,
while they last , tl.JO, kept In bank
work now and perhaps not completeAttorneys for Petitioner,
vault
'
allow
1 day lor delivery. Tel.
,
ly satisfied end hove been thinking
5293.
of making a change, this may be
(First Pub, Tuesday, Dec . 13, 1944)
your opportunity, we will also conFRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC stove i Phllco
Slate of Minnesota ) ss.
sider the person Mho Is not now enTV console; 1948 Ford ltt-ton trucK
County of Winona
j In Probale Court
gaged In sales work, but teels he
wllh grain tight box , Tel. Rolllngstone
Fllo No- 18.333
has talent lor. It. WE WILL TRAIN
mt-im.
In Rt Estate of
you,
Mary Rebhatsn, Decadent.
For an Interview, please fo rward
HAMILTON CLOTHES DRYER, No. 1
Order lor Hearing on Fine) Account
a complete resume of your backIn th* Industry, 3-speeds, Special 1109,
and Petition tor Distribution,
ground and experience to
SCHNEIDER SALES, J910 6th ft.
The representative of Ihe above named
Box C-90
•slate ' having tiled her flnnl account
eVBR POPULAR Paint By Number kite
Dally News
end petition (or settlement nnd al lowance
ere available In a whole new rang* of
thereof and (or dlst rlbutlon to the persub|ects . . . it* the playful pets, fairy
sons thereunto entitled)
tal* characters, religious scenes, wildIT IS ORDERED* That the hearing Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
life
poies, seascapes, landscapes, orithereof be had on January 5, 1967, el
ental themat, reproductions of Old Mas10:30 o 'clock A.M., before this Courl
BABYSITTING
WANTUD-ln
my
home,
ter!,
and miny, many more, Prices
In the probate court room In the courl
See or write 1750 Kraemer Dr., Apt. A.
start al tl.
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that
notice hereol be given by publication o|
42
this order In the Winona Dally N«wi and Dogs, Pets, SupplUt
167 Center St.
by mailed notice as provided by law,
Deted Qecember 9, 1944 ,
MINIATURE DACHSHUND~4 years old,
See Us For Special Prices
C D. LIBERA,
very good with children. Tel. Minnesota
Probate Judge,
Ileal plates. 4c per lb,; l-Beamii Pipes.
City 689-5375,
(Probata Court. Seal)
Many Other (term.
C, Stanley MeMehon,
RAT TERRIER puppies, Ideal squirrel
M 8. W IRON S. METAL CO,
Attorney (or Petitioner.
doge, 113. Tel. B-2438,
307 W, 2nd SI.

Frank Q'Laughlin

¦ ¦A T

Ammunition

New VanDale, Feed-Easy
or Acorn
Bunk Feeders
Chain or Auger Type.

Hay, Grain, Feed

A Mc DOUBLE
¦

GU NS

"Wood Sta-ve Silo, 12x30 ft
1-Piece Stave

Wanted—Farm Produce

:W V tV:-

HAVE A TWO-IN-ONE
FAVORITE

1962 PONTIAC

W INONA
TRUCK SERVICE

Imagine Ghristmos!

• Air Conditioned

Treat
j t i^ ^

;

Frank West Agency

• Completely
Carpeted

,i,,..,•¦ Mi,i i»r

¦

So come down arid .shop
ANYTIME at

Mt tM :s.
(Buy - Sell - TradeV
210 W . 2nd
Tel , . 8-3211 . Open Friday Nights,
anytime by appointment.

1963 OLDSMOBILE
;X

Dynamic 88

:

¦ 4-dopri ' automatic transmission, Bower steering, power brakes, radio, heater, solid bronze finish with matching
Interior, whltewall tires.

-$1595 - ;
VENABLES
"'¦ ¦'

Sevieral to choose from
196fi Tord Hardtop . ¦ $2(595
1966 Ford LTD 4, door
Hardtop, air
conditioned . . . . . . . . $2995
196fi ITord Custom 500
4 door . 6 cylinder $2295
1966 Ford Fairlane 500
¦
4 door-. '..:.. .;...;., '$24 35 . ''
1966 Mercury Cornet
Caliente 4 door.. . $2395
'• •. • ' ¦ Special New Car
Financing Rates

. ^fm, - w» Advertise Ouv Pricai

75 W. 2nd
' ' Tal. «.}»|1
¦ Cam Mon.
* Prl. Evenings . .

e»^

42 Years hi Winona
Ford-LLncoLn-Mercury: .
Open Mon., Fri, Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

SHOPPERS I D E A;. .

Don't know what to buy for
Christmas? Why not. buy
this dream ol a, 19fiO DODGE
BRIGHTEN UP THE
Wanted—Real Estate
102
either for your wife or the
HOLIDAYS
family. It would make nn .
WE. DON'T
excellent second car. The
With A Good Used Car / ;
HAVE a policy of accepting
six cylinder-automatic comFrom
listings unless we honestly
bination would be economic
feel yve can be of service
cal, yet make it easy - to ;
to the seller.
handle. Spotless and a glisWE DO
tening interior.
1966 Chevrolet Impala 4SPEND literally thousands
door, V-8, Powerglide
of dollars annually in adverSURPRISE her , . . or the
and power steering, It's
Reasonable
at
tising properties that are
Family . . .
new yet!
'
listed with us, and . -. ,
1966 Oldsmobile 98, o n 1 y
^- $695 15,000 miles, it looks
WE HAVE
like hew, hag many,
THE office, the sales permany extras. See this
eonel and the experience to
beautiful machine.
sell your property.
1965 Oldsmobile D y n a m i c
WE INSPECT
88 4-door sedan, full
ALL properties and discuss
power , and only 20,000
your specific transaction ,
miles,
Without obligation.
1965 Chevrolet 4-door Sedan,
V-8 and standard ihift.
CALL TODAY!
CHRISTMAS COMES
Nice and clean.
7
BUT ONCE A YEAR 1966 Volkswagen Fastback,
real low mileage .
. :. . .so does our
1964 B u l ' .ck LeSabre with
Giant Pre-Cluistmas
full power and l o w
mileage.
Sale!
1965 Pontiac 4-door hardtop ,
REALTOR
with full power and real
1965 CHEVROLET
l20 ceNT8R-TIL.22(49
nice .
Bel Air , light blue in color,
1964 Chevrolet Impala 4-door
matching interior, power
S e d a n , V-8, Powersteering, power brakes . 283
Motorcycles, Bicycles,
107
glide, low mileage.
cu . ln. V-8 engine, automatic
HONDA, 1W6 3MCC, only 500 mllesrlW I
white
radio,
1964
Chevrolet Bel Air 4transmission,
Honda 65CC. Tel, 2837, MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BAMK.
sidewall tires, SHARP AS A
door , only 21,000 miles.
TACK.
1964
Chevrolet Bel Air 4SKID PLATES for off-the-rond bikes ,
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES, 573 E.
door
, V-8 , Powerglide ,
4th St.
,
- $1995 —
very low mileage and
USED BICYCLES
real clean ,
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
'65 OLDS F-85
196H Cadillac Sedan DeViUe,
400 Mankato Ave ,
Tel. UttDeluxe 4-door sedan, turit has all the extras on
quoise with turquoise inteTrucks. Tract's, Trailers 108
It , plus a mone.v saving
power
power
steering,
rior,
deal here, It's white aa
brakes, radio, heater , white
white can be!
sidewall tires , V-8 regular
BIGALK'S
1963 Corvette 4-speed, 327
gas engine , automatic transV-8 and in exceptionalUSED PICKUPS
mission, seat belts with rely good condition,
tractors. We sold thin car
1965 Chevrolet %-ton , 4new , drive it today,
W P have a real good supply
speed transmission , big
of
1962 models , 1961 models
tires and only
13,000
—
— $2095
and
60 models, to choose
miles.
from, They are real good
1964 Chevrolet l-tr>n, with
1964 CHEVROLE T
looking cars and real good
dual wheels and just like
Bel Air 4-door sedan , power
cars, We have hardtops,
nc-w . See this one.
steering, power brakes, raconvertible , 2-door Bedans
19M Chevrolet ^i-ton with
dio, white sidewall tires.
and 4-door sedans . Look
4-spccd , hig tires. A real
them over , make us an of$1595
—
—
clean unit,
fer . The end of the year is
near!! We also have many
195.1 Chevrolet %-fon , 41963 CADILLAC
older ones.
speed transmission , bip;
Convertible.
Light
beiRe
tires. Ixxiks like a new
with a brige top, brown
one .
leatherette upholstery, pow19G3 Chevrofct vi-ton, 4er windows , power sent ,
speed trsrismlssion, cusCHEVROLET CO.
steering, power
power
tom side moldings nnd
white
sidewall
tires,
brakes,
Harmnnv, Minn,
many other extras.
Trl. RRfi-.T^?.
tinted glass , air conditionl!)fi.1 Chevrolet '4-t on . A
ing, Mitomz itic eye, speed
sharp little ge m ',
control , scat belts, floodMoUila Homos, Trailan H
I
19H1 Ford 'Hon , V-R , 4yenr Double Kaples.
speed tmn.^mis.sion, nnd
f ' O L O N I A I . -19»2 !0»V l . Ilirnlshedi
lm— $2395 —
real clean , big box.
mar*late. 3-3 bed morns Trade eonsltfinn , J.1,450. Art Ki\ti»f , Stl Ind J» .
1959 Ford MHon , custom
H.yv , Rochester , rm w i -mr
Every car a genuine,
cab. Real clean and pood .
dependable
iEfi OU« PINB selection ot new mnblle
1958 GMC Vj-ton. Here Is a
hoinei, 10' end 12' wide , Now selling
• I lerge discounts . COULEE MOB U.S
real good buy.
H0/W6 SALES, Hwy. U i. el Es it, Winon a, Minn, Tal . «/«.
1956 Chevrolet 1-ton , dual
wheels. Clean , Rood , Rood
WF WILL TOP an/ price on Pickup
DOUnLR-CHECKED
K«p» end Trailers . LEAHY'S, (luftelfl
tires.
I ISED CAR
niv . VVn. Tel 248.U12 or 24J.J570.
1957 Dodge Vi ton, V-« , runs
No pnjyrN ', >'(* fill tic.i l i/w t !
HWY Al Mchile Heme Siles, t. ot $t\tngood ,

BIGALK'S

eoe

f

BIGALK

BUICK-OLDS

1955 ..Chevrolet H-ton, good
runner with rack.

We have several older Pickups on hand , many makes
and models, come and look
them over. Open every
night .

BIGALK

CHEV ROLET CO.
Harmony, Minn.

WALZ

Ruirk Old* ¦ CMC
Open Mon, fc Fri. Night*

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial .'13?. I for nn Ad T.iko-r

Ori l e Mnlfl A lull rMuclion nn all
mr^iils homts, «Uo ps rts, Tel, I.J42S,

Auction Sale*
F R EO OV RRICKSOM
Auctioneer
W III hendla all sites and kinds est
auctions. Tel. OaKota 643-19U.
ALVIN KOHNBB
AUCTIONEER. City end state ileexisail
and bonded, til Llherty SI. (Corner
*.. >th and Llbirty) . Tal. 4tA0.

Minnesota
Land & Auc tion Sales
l
i
l

l-vni-MI ,1 . K.nhnar
Welnul, Te > , flO/IO, Alter hours H14

By Rory Crinty

BUZ SAWYER

|
By Chester Could

DICK TRACY

By iMort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chicle Young

BLONDIE

L

I. ¦¦—

I

.I .

— —
¦ ¦'-

- B y Saunders and Overgard

STEVE ROPER
— ¦— -~

-;¦ ¦¦ ¦

¦ ¦

'
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. .
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—
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THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Berbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Cahniff

-

¦' :

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp
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Shop Til 9 Tonite & Every Nite 7til Christmas j ] M
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SPECIAL CARTRIDGE NEEDED

I

35mm Film Available Throughout Tho World

f
J

ln$lant L«>' d sy*<«m Accepts Any
Standard
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60 WEST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA

r

NEXT TO THE FIRST NAVONAl BANK ON MAIN STREET
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